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H.E.  Mr  Giovanni  BERSANI, 
H.E.  Mr  Ghebray  BERHANE, 
Co-Chairmen  of  the  ACP-EEC 
Joint  Assembly, 
European  Parliament, 
k!lXli.M6.Q!lB.!i 
Sirs, 
At  its meeting  in  Mauritius,  on  10  and  11  May  1988,  the 
ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers  examined  the  question  of  the  Annual 
Report  which  it has  to  publish  pursuant  to  Article  269 
paragraph  4  of  the  Third  ACP-EEC  Convention  and  instructed  the 
Chairmen  of  the  Committee  of  Ambassadors,  in  conjunction  with 
the  Secretaries  of  the  Council  of  Ministers,  to  finalize  this 
report  and  to  forward  it to  the  Joint  Assembly. 
As  this report  has  now  been  finally  adopted,  we  have  the 
honour  of  communicating  the  text  thereof  to  the  Joint  Assembly 
in  order  that  it may  be  examined  by  that  body  in  accordance  with 
Article  276  paragraph  1  of  the  Third  ACP-EEC  Convention. 
The  necessary  copies  of  this  text  will  be  made  available  to 
your  services  as  soon  as  possible. 
Yours  sincerely, 
Edwin  CARRINGTON 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
1.  Relations between  the Community  and  the  ACP  States in 1987  were  marked  by 
the conclusion of the negotiations on  the Protocol of Accession of Spain and 
Portugal to the third Lome  Convention,  which  now  therefore embraces  the 
whole  of the enlarged  Community  of 12  Member  States and  the 66  ACP  States. 
2.  During  the year in question,  ACP-EEC  international co-operation was  stepped 
up,  particularly in the fields of trade policy  <Uruguay  Round>  and 
commodities  <UNCTAD  VII,  coffee,  cocoa,  etc.>. 
As  regards financial  and  technical co-operation: 
- programmable  resources were  more  efficiently implemented  under  the new 
0 
approach to programming:  after finalizing the  indicative programmes  and 
regional programmes  with all the  ACP  States the EDF  Committee  expedited 
its operations to the extent that at the  end  of 1987 some  374  of the 
available resources had  been  committed; - 6  -
- there was  an  increase in quick-disbursing aid,  particularly in the· form 
of sectoral  import  programmes,  notably to assist certain heavily 
indebted African countries with their structural adjustment effort; 
- the Article 193  Committee  made  progress,  particularly in- its work  on  the 
gener.al  conditions to be  adopted  for contracts financed  by  the ,EDF.and 
.on  the appraisal  and  examination· of the "ten-year report" on  financial 
and  technical co-operation under the first two  Lome  Conventions; 
3.  STABEX  and  SYSMIN  operated smoothly  Cin  the case of STABEX  in particular all 
eligible requests-for the 1986  year of application had  been  the subject of a 
financing decision by  the end  of 1987>; 
4.  Positive achievements were  made  by  the Centre for the Development  of 
Industry  <·CDI >  and  the  Techni~al Centre for Agricultural and  Rural 
Co-operation  <TCA),  the latter having received the.gold medal  of the 
European  Centre  for Agricultural Training,  awarded  to the persons or 
organizations having  made  the most  useful contribution to. in_t_erfjational 
agricultural co-operation. - 7 -
Experts designated  by  the two  parties started work  on  the two  studies 
commissioned  to ensure that the  investment  chapter,  one  of the most 
important  innovatipns of Lome  III,  is implemented  to good  effect. 
5.  As  regards the institutions,  the bodies set up  under the .Convention held 
their full schedule of meetings,  thereby continuing a  very fruitful dialogue 
and  strengthening the relationship between  the Community  and  the ACP  States, 
which  remains  a  touchstone for relations between  industrialized and 
developing countries. 
Consultation of economic  and  social sectors increased:  in addition to tne 
annual  meetings  under  the auspices of the Joint Assembly,  it was  agreed  that 
the first meeting at which  the ACP-EEC  Council  will consult representatives 
of these sectors should be  held very rapidly. - 8  -
!I. ?rotocol on  the accession of Spain  and  portugal to Lome  III 
The  negotiations for the accession of Spain and  Portugal to the third Lome 
Convention began  in December  1985  and  were  completed at the twelfth meeting of 
the ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers on  14  and  15  May  1987.  The  Accession 
Protocol which  was  the result of these negotiations was  opened  for signature 
on  26  June  1987.  On  the same  date  the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers decided on 
advance  implementation of the Protocol pending the completion of the 
procedures required for its entry into force  <Decision  No  2/87  of the ACP-EEC 
Council  of Ministers of 26  June  1987>. 
The  Protocol,  which  was  negotiated under  Article 284C2>Cb>  and  (3)  of 
Lome  !!I: 
- provides for the Kingdom  of Spain  and  the Portuguese Republic to become 
Contracting Parties to the Convention and  to the declarations annexed  to the 
Final Act  signed at Lome  on  8  December  1984; 
- determines the adjustments to be  made  to the Convention  and  the transitional 
measures  to be  applied to trade between  the  ACP  States and  Spain and 
Portugal to ensure that the accession of those two  countries to Lome  III 
goes  ahead  smoothly. - 9 -
The  measures  concern  in particular: 
- improvements  to the conditions of access laid down  in Lome  III for certain 
ACP  fruit and  vegetable products; 
- as a  general rule,  the application by  Spain and  Portugal to imports  from 
the  ACP  States of the same  treatment as those  two  Member  States apply to 
the Community  of Ten,  subject to a  number  of exceptions justified by  the 
particularly sensitive nature of the  products concerned  and  by  the need  to 
take  account  of the difficulties and  constraints facing Spain and  Portugal 
as a  result of their accession to the Community. 
In general,  Spain and  Portugal will fully apply the preferential trade 
arrangements under  Lome  III as  from  1  January  1993,  although for a  number  of 
agricultural products the deadline  extends until 1  January 1996  at the 
latest. 
As  regards rice and  sugar the Community  made  a  statement agreeing to 
continue with the  ACP  States,  under  the appropriate provisions of the 
Convention  and  in particular Article 130C2><c>,  the examination of requests 
made  by the  ACP  States for  these  two  products. - 10  -
Finally,  on  the problem  of the two-tier Mauritian customs tariff,  the 
Commission  and  Mauritius agreed,  at the 25th meeting of the ACP-EEC 
Committee-of  Ambassadors  on  18  December  1987,  that they would  hold 
consultations to find  a  mutually acceptable and  satisfactory solution to the 
problems  which  could arise with the accession of Spain and  Portugal  in the 
light of Article 136<2><a>  of the Convention. - 11  -
III.  overview of the·  work  of the  ACP-EEC  institutions  ' 1  > 
1.  The  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers 
Ca>  The  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers held its twelfth ordinary 
meeting ·in Brussels on·  14  and  15  May  1987,  with 
Mrs  Eugenia  CHARLES,  Prime  Minister of Dominica,  in the Chair. 
The  Community  deiegation was  led by  Mr  Leo  TINDEMANS,  Minister 
for Foreign ·Affa"irs  of the  Kingdom  of -Belgium  and 
Mr  Paul DE  KEERSMAEKER,  Belgian State ·secretary for European 
Affairs.  the Commission  was  represented by  Hr  Lorenzo  NATALI, 
Vice-President. 
<b>.At  this twelfth ordinary meeting the Council  paid particular 
attention·to the unresolved-points of the negotiations on  the 
accession o·f  Spain and  Portugal to Lome  III,  and  reached 
·agreement·on  the Protocol  on  the accession of these two  States 
to the Convention.  The  negotiations were  thus completed  within 
the period agreed  by  the-two parties. 
C1>  This section makes  brief,  general reference to a  number  of specific questions 
examined  in 1987.  A detailed analysis of these questions will,  however,  be 
found  in section  IV. - 12  -
<c>  The  Council  went  on  to deal with a  whole  range  of questions 
concerning the management  of the  Convention: 
Ci>  trade co-operation:  the Council discussed problems of 
common  interest concerning the Uruguay  Round,  progress 
made  by  the group  of  experts set up  to report on  the 
evolution of ACP-EEC  trade,  the positive results achieved 
by  the group of experts on  the supply of available 
agricultural products,  the Commission's  proposed 
stabilization mechanism  for vegetable and  marine oils and 
fats,  and  certain difficulties encountered by  the  ACP 
States in exporting to the  Community; 
Cii>  STABEX:  the Council  continued  examining  a  number  of 
specific questions,  including:  the ACP  request for 
application of the "all destinations" derogation to the 
Sudan,  Uganda,  Tanzania  and  Mozambique;  replenishment of 
resources under Lome  I;  the problem  of transfers for the 
1980  and  1981  years of application; 
Ciii>  SYSMIN:  the  Council  took stock of progress  in  implementing 
the relevant provisions of the Convention  <in  particular 
adoption by  the  Community  of the decision-making procedure 
applicable to SYSMIN>; - 13  -
<iv>  Sugar Protocol:  the Council  was  informed  of the stage 
reached  in the joint procedures pursuant  to Article 7(4) 
of the Protocol,  and  also discussed certain questions 
concerning the guaranteed price recognition for the 
1987/1988  marketing year and  the applications from  Papua 
New  Guinea  and  Zambia  to accede  to the Protocol; 
<v>  the Council  reviewed  the situation regarding 
implementation of the provisions of the Convention 
relating to co-operation on  agricultural commodities, 
concentrating in particular on  the situation on  the coffee 
market  and  the difficulties which  had  arisen in the 
International Coffee  Organization  <ICO>  on  the problem  of 
restoring export quotas; 
<vi>  financial  and  technical co-operation:  the Council  received 
a  report  from  the Article 193  Committee  and  an  oral report 
on  progress in the field of investment; 
<vii>  other questions to which  the Council  turned its attention 
included the work  of the Joint Assembly,  consultation of 
social and  economic  interest groups  and  cultural and 
social co-operation. - 14  -
<d>  Lastly,  the Council held a  full discussion of the situation in southern 
Africa and  on  preparations for  UNCTAD  VII  and  the follow-up to the 
UN  Special Session on  the critical economic  situation in Africa. 
2.  The  ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors 
The  ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  met  twice  in 1987. 
Its 24th meeting was  held  in Brussels on  4  Hay  1987,  with Hr  Solomon  HAHAKA, 
Ambassador  of Zimbabwe,  in the Chair.  The  Community  spokesman  was 
Mr  NOTERDAEME  <Ambassador  of Belgium>,  Chairman  of the Permanent 
Representatives Committee,  and  the Commission  delegation was  led by 
Mr  Dieter FRISCH,  Director-General. 
That  meeting was  chiefly devoted to preparations for the ACP-EEC  Council  of 
Ministers on  14  and  15  Hay  1987  and  provided  an  opportunity to take stock of or 
give the necessary directions concerning the various  items to be  placed before 
the Councfl. - 15  -
The  25th meeting  of the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  took place in Brussels 
on  18  December  1987  under the chairmanship of Mr  J.E.  LARSEN  <Ambassador  of 
Denmark>,  Chairman  of the Permanent  Representatives Committee.  The  spokesman 
for  the  ACP  States was  Hr  Ibrahim  SYLLA,  Ambassador  of the Revolutionary 
People's R~public of Guinea  and  the Commission  was  represented by 
Mr  Dieter FRISCH,  Director-General. 
At  that meeting  the two  parties reviewed  developments  and  progress since the 
meeting of the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers in Brussels on  14  and  15  May  1987, 
with particular reference to the  ACP  requests in connection with the accession 
of Spain and  Portugal to Lome  III,  various matters regarding trade and  customs 
co-operation,  management  of the STABEX  system,  the Sugar Protocol,  the 
agricultural commodities  situation,  other aspects of the implementation of the 
third ACP-Convention,  and  the situation in southern Africa. - 16  -
3.  Article 193  Committee 
The  ACP-EEC  Article 193  Committee  held a  meeting at ministerial level on 
13  Hay  1987  and  a  preparatory meeting at authorized representatives level on 
6  Hay  1987. 
4.  Joint Assembly 
The  Joint Assembly  met  twice  in 1987  <the  4th and  5th meetings since its 
inauguration>. 
<a>  The  fourth meeting was  held in Arusha  <Tanzania>  from  2 to 6 February  1987 
under  the_chairmanship of  Mr  BERSANI  <PPE  - Italy>  and  Mr  MWOROHA 
<President  of the National Assembly  of Burundi>. 
Discussion focussed  primarily on  trade co-operation from  the point of view 
of the  implementation of regional policy under  Lome  II and  Lome  III  <an 
initial exchange  of views  on  the basis of a  preliminary report from 
Mr  HAMBAYI  - Zambia>,  the debt  burden of the ACP  States  <rapporteur: 
Hr  IROHA  -Nigeria>,  women  and  population  in the development  process 
<rapporteur:  Mr  WARUHIU  - Kenya>  and  on  the situation in South  Africa and 
southern Africa.  The  discussions led to the adoption of a  number  of 
Resolutions  <see  Annex  I>  which  were  forwarded  to the  ACP-EEC  Council  of 
Ministers for examination. - 17  -
<b>  The  Assembly  held its fifth meeting  in Lisbon  <Portugal>  from  28  September 
to 2 October  1987,  under  the joint chairmanship of Mr  BERSANI  <PPE  - Italy> 
and  Mr  BERHANE  GHEBRAY  <Ethiopia>. 
The  opening  session was  attended by  Mr  Mario  SOARES,  President of the 
Portuguese  Republic,  who  spoke  in particular of the age-old ties between 
Portugal and  Africa. 
The  Assembly  basically concentrated on  regional co-operation  <rapporteur: 
Mr  HAMBAYI  -Zambia>,  rural development  and  environmental  problems 
<rapporteur:  Mr  D.  SENE  - Senegal>,  and  on  developments  in South Africa and 
southern Africa.  The  discussions led to the adoption of a  number  of 
Resolutions  <see  Annex  II>  which  were  forwarded  to the ACP-EEC  Council  of 
Ministers for examination. - 18  -
5.  Annual  meeting of ACP-EEC  economic  and  social interest groups 
The  eleventh annual  meeting of representatives of ACP  and  EEC  economic  and 
social interest groups  was  held  in Brussels on  25,  26  and  27  November  1987.  The 
theme  of the meetihs was  the role of private  investment  in the  ACP  States.  It 
was  chaired jointly by  Mr  BERHANE  and  Mr  BERSANI,  co-Presidents of the ACP-EEC 
Joint Assembly,  with Mr  MARGOT,  Chairman  of the Economic  and  Social Committee 
of the European  Economic  Communities  attending.  Particular appreciation was 
expressed of the  importance  and  high standard of the discussions. 
The  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers was  represented by  Mr  B.  OLSEN,  Danish  State 
Secretary for development  co-operation. 
Mr  OLSEN  spoke  of the Community's  concern at the grim  outlook facing many 
countries,  particularly in Africa,  and  the  importance  of mobilizing 
international institutions  <e.g.  UNIDO>  to promote  economic  and  social progress 
in the developing countries.  He  made  particular mention  of the  increasing role 
of the private sector and  private  investment  in the development  process  <see 
also point  IV.8  of this report>;  most  of the developing countries themselves 
now  acknowledged  the  importance  of the private sector for healthy and  balanced 
development  of the economy  in general.  The  development  of the private sector 
needed  to be  founded  on  an  efficient public sector. - 19  -
At  the close of the meeting  the representatives of ACP-EEC  economic  and 
social  interest groups adopted  a  final Resolution on  the role of private 
investment  in the ACP  States <see  Annex  III>  which  was  forwarded  to the 
Joint Assembly,  the ACP-EEC  Council  and  the Commission  of the European 
Communities. 
IV.  Activities of the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers  in the various areas of 
ACP-EEC  co-oPeration 
1.  Trade  co-operation 
<a>  Uruguay  Round 
In the light of the positive experience gained  in 1986  throughout 
the preparatory phase  leading up  to the Uruguay  Round,  the Community 
and  the ACP  States had  agreed  to continue after the formal  opening 
of the negotiations to hold  talks and  consultations,  as that had 
proved particularly constructive and  useful.  These 
talks/consultations were  held at variou?  levels,  formally or 
informally,  both  in Brussels and_Geneva,  and  dealt with tropical 
products  in particular.  Problems  concerning agriculture and  natural 
resources  Cincludins fisheries>  were  also discussed. - 20  -
Cb>  Evolution of ACP-EEC  trade 
Although  some  progress was  made,  the ACP-EEC  Working  Party set up  to 
prepare a  report on  the evolution of ACP-EEC  trade in the period 
1975-1985  was  unable to complete  its proceedings.  Therefore,  the 
two  parties: 
- at the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers meeting on  14  and  15  May  1987, 
confirmed  the  importance  which  they attached to rapid finalization 
of the study and  agreed to discuss the matter fully at the next 
meeting of the Council  in Mauritius in May  1988  <the  ACP-EEC 
Committee  of Ambassadors  was  instructed to take steps to see that 
that deadline  was  met>; 
- at the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  meeting  on 
18  December  1987,  agreed  to ask  the co-Chairmen  of the Working 
Party to make  a  final effort to complete  the report;  as far as 
possible it should contain joint conclusions,  but if necessary it 
could set out  opposing views.  On  the basis of the report the 
Committee  will prepare at its next meeting  for discussion of the 
matter by  the Council  in May  1988. - 21  -
<c>  ?resentation of Lome  III to GAIT 
The  Community  and  the ACP  States jointly presented the third Convention  to 
GATT.  They  also collaborated closely in drafting replies to the questions put 
by  the other Contracting Parties in the GATT  Working  Party set up  to examine 
the Convention. 
<d>  The  Community's  generalized preferences scheme  for 1988 
The  two  parties held consultations on  the Commission's proposals for the 1988 
GSP  both in the ACP-EEC  Working  Party on  the GSP  <meeting  on 
25  September  1987>  and  in the Subcommittee  on  Trade  Co-operation  <meeting  on 
21  October 1987>.  At  its meeting  on  18  December  1987  the ACP-EEC  Committee  of 
Ambassadors  noted the results of these consultations and  confirmed the wish 
and  determination of both parties that the consultations be  as effective as 
possible. 
<e>  Commission  proposal  for a  stabilization mechanism  for vegetable and  marine 
oils and  fats 
Continuous  consultations were  held on  this proposal at various levels 
<including the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers,  on  14  and  15  May  1987>.  They 
enabled: - 22  -
- the Commission  to explain the structure and  overall framework  of its 
proposal; 
- the  ACP  States to express their concern and  firm opposition to it. 
<f>  Imports of certain ACP  agricultural products into the Community 
Both  the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  and  the Subcommittee  on  Trade 
Co-operation examined  various requests submitted by  the ACP  States regarding 
the arrangements applied  <difficulties encountered>  or applicable  <requests 
for  improvements>  to imports  into the  Community  of the following products  <1>. 
- molasses:  ACP  request for preferential treatment on  the basis of 
Article  130C2><c>  of Lome  III; 
- ~=  difficulties encountered by  the ACP  States with their exports of yams 
for human  consumption  <this problem,  which  stemmed  from  the risk of 
confusion with manioc  - which  was  classified under the same  tariff heading  -
was  satisfactorily resolved>  and  ACP  request  for better arrangements for 
this product; 
(1)  The  various requests are still under  examination. - 23  -
- sorghum:  legal experts designated by  the two  sides were  instructed to  . 
examine  the problem  raised by  the ACP  regarding the Community's  decision to 
reduce the levy applicable to imports of sorghum  into Spain.  The  ACP's 
argument  - disputed by  the Community  - is that the reduction should also be 
applied to the preference which  they enjoy under point 5 of Annex  XIII  to 
Lome  III; 
- tropical timber:  the ACP  announced  their intention of sending the Community 
a  memorandum  on  the difficulties experienced by  certain ACP  States in 
exporting to the Community  on  account  of competition from  third countries; 
- ~=  the ACP  drew  attention to problems  facing certain rice-producing 
ACP  States because of non-use  of  import  licences by  some  European  importers. 
<g>  ACP  reguest for consultations on  the Community  action programme  to combat 
environmental  Pollution by  cadmium 
At  the meeting  on  18  December  1987  the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  held 
an  initial exchange  of views  on  the  implications for certain ACP  States whose 
economies  relied heavily on  phosphates and  phosphate products of the 
implementation of the Resolution of the EEC  Council  on  a  Community  action 
programme  to combat  environmental  pollution by  cadmium  <1>  The  exchange  of 
views  enabled: 
<1>  OJ  of the European  Communities  No  C 30,  4 February  1988,  page  1. - 24  -
- the  ACP  States concerned  to make  the point that they were  already facing 
serious difficulties because  of the restrictive legislation applied by  some 
European  States  <including some  Community  Member  States>,  which  would 
certainly be  exacerbated if such legislation was  to become  generally 
applicable; 
- the Community  to point out that at this juncture the Directive was  simply 
designed  to initiate studies to gather the data required to assess the 
situation,  and  assure the  ACP  States that it would  examine  their position 
with all due  attention and  hold consultations with them. 
<h>  SuPply  of available agricultural products 
Pursuant to Article 34  of Lome  III and  the joint declaration thereon 
<Annex  III to Lome  III>  and  in the  light of the proceedings of an  ACP-EEC 
experts'  Working  Party  <ACP-CEE  2157/87),  the two  parties reached  agreement  on 
changes to the system for advance  fixing of refunds on  exports of cereals to 
the ACP  States in order to provide easier access for such  products,  which  are 
of particular importance  for the  ACP  States. - 25  -
2.  Customs  co-operation 
<a>  Derogation from  the rules of origin for Fiji <canned  tuna> 
In response to a  request from  Fiji, the Community  agreed to grant it a 
derogation from  the rules of origin for canned  tuna.  The  derogation covers 
a  quantity of 850  t  per year for a  maximum  of three years. 
The  derogation was  granted by  Decision No  1/87 of the ACP-EEC  Customs 
Co-operation Committee  of 5 May  1987  <OJEC  No  L 136,  21.5.1987>. 
<b>  Amendment  of protocol No  1 
The  rules of origin in Protocol No  1 are based  on  the Customs  Co-operation 
Council  nomenclature.  On  14  June  1983  the Customs  Co-operation Council 
approved  the "International Convention  on  the Harmonized  Commodity 
Description and  Coding  System"  which  as from  1  January 1988  replaced the 
present nomenclature  for the purposes of  international trade. 
In November  1987  the Community  therefore submitted  to the ACP  States a 
draft Decision of the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers amending  Protocol No  1 
to  Lorn~ III accordingly. - 26  -
On  18  December  1987  the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  held a  first 
general exchange  of views  on  the subject,  following which  it instructed the 
Customs  Co-operation Committee  to  examine  the Community's  proposal bearing 
in mind  the ACP  request for transitional arrangements to ensure that the 
introduction of the new  system did not  interfere with their exports to the 
Community.  The  Community  stated that the present provisions of 
Protocol  No  1 would  remain  applicable until both parties had  agreed  on  the 
changes necessitated by  the  introduction of the new  system. 
<c>  Application of Annexes  XXIX  and  XXX  to Lome  III 
At  the request of the  ACP  States two  questions were  examined  <particularly 
in the Customs  Co-operation Committee,  the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors 
having  on  18  December  1987  noted  the progress made  and  instructed the 
Committee  to proceed with its work>: 
~i>  establishment of the manual  on  the rules of origin provided for  in 
Annex  XXIX:  the production of this manual  was  delayed by  work  on  the 
introduction of the  new  harmonized  system,  which  affects the 
information  in the manual; 
<ii>  the requests made  by  the ACP  States in connection with the extension 
of their jusrisdiction to the 200-mile  exclusive economic  zone,  viz. 
that the  Lome  III rules of origin be  extended  to that zone  and  that 
originating product status be  granted to catches taken by 
third-country vessels  <Annex  XXX>. - 27  -
3.  STABEX 
<a>  The  two  parties continue to differ over two  issues already referred to in 
the previous annual report. 
The  first was  the request from  several  ACP  States for the "sll 
destinations" derogation to be  applied to their exports. 
Under  Article 150<3>  of the Convention  the Council  of Ministers has 
discretionary powers  to grant such requests,  but the Community  feels that 
the Council  should not  do  so,  both on  financial  grounds and  for reasons of 
principle. 
The  Community  also observes that the most  recent statistics show  that two 
of these requests,  those  from  Uganda  and  Tanzania,  are no  longer eligible 
since the bulk  of these countries'  exports now  go  to the Community.  It is 
the Community's  view  that the same  argument  also applies to Mozambique's 
request,  since the share of Mozambique's  exports going to third countries 
does  not  amount  to half its total exports. 
The  ACP  States give their continued support to the requests submitted. - 28  -
The  ACP  States 'also continue to maintain that the Community  is obliged to 
pay  them  the balance of the requests for transfers for the 1980  and  1981 
years of application,  which  were  not met  in full because of  lack of 
resources.  The  Communi!Y  disagrees:  it maintains that its obligations go 
no  further than the specific commitments  given on  the  STABEX  system  in the 
second  Convention. 
<b>  The  Council  of Ministers was  asked,  under  Article 21<4>  of the first 
convention,  to take a  decision on  transfers made  under  that Convention  and 
not yet replenished.  No  decision has yet been  taken,  the Community  having 
reserved the right to make  proposals on  this matter,  which  involves six 
transfers covering a  total of some  90  MECU. 
<c>  For the ~year  of application,  43  transfers were  made,  to a  total of 
around  243  MECU. 
4.  BYSMIN 
The  Community  forwarded  to the ACP  States the text of the procedure adopted  by 
the EEC  Council on  11  March  1987  for decisions concerning requests for aid 
under the special financing facility for mineral products provided for in the 
third Convention. - 29  -
5. ~ 
On  20  March  1987  the contracting parties to the Protocol on  ACP  Sugar adopted  a 
joint declaration on  the completion of .the re-examination of the conditions for 
implementing the guarantee referred to in Article 1 of the Protocol  <see 
Article 2<2>  of the Protocol>.  The  re-examination,  which  started in 1982, 
dealt chiefly with the problems  of the annual  guaranteed price negotiations 
<Article  5<4>>  and  delivery shortfalls  <Article 7>.  In the  joint declaration, 
the contracting parties note that subject to insertion in the list of exporting 
countries of those  ACP  States which  had  acceded  to  the Protocol since its 
conclusion  <1> no  changes to the text were  at present required.  As  regards the 
first of the specific issues mentioned  above,  the declaration itself lays down 
a  detailed procedure to give the  ACP  States every facility to make  known  their 
position on  the fixing of the annual  guaranteed prices.  The  contracting 
parties also reached  certain conclusions on  delivery shortfalls,  but decided to 
take no  final decision until the  last-remaining question,  that of re-allocation 
of available quantities,  had  been  settled.  Lastly,  it was  agreed that a 
further re-examinaton as provided  for  in Article 2<2>  would  take place before 
1  January 1992. 
<1>  Suriname,  Zimbabwe,  Belize,  Cote  d'Ivoire,  St Christopher and  Nevis - 30  . 
The  prices for the delivery year 1987/1988  had  not yet been  fixed at the end  of 
the period covered by  this report.  The  ACP  States announced  in the Committee 
of Ambassadors  that they were  unable to accept  the Community  offer,  viz.  that, 
as  in the previous marketing year and  in the light of internal intervention 
prices,  the guaranteed prices continue at the 1986/1987  level.  It was 
therefore agreed  to continue the negotiations at ministerial level. 
Papua  New  Guinea  and  Zambia  applied to accede to the Protocol  on  ACP  sugar on 
20  February and  3 March  1987  respectively.  At  the meeting of the ACP-EEC 
Subcommittee  on  Sugar  on  20  March  1987  the ACP  States lent their support to 
these requests,  and  stated that the "agreed quantities" to be  allocated to 
these States under Article 3  of the Protocol should be  additional to the 
quantities allocated to the  ACP  sugar-exporting States at present covered by 
the Protocol.  In the Committee  of Ambassadors  on  18  December  1987  the 
Community  stated that  examination  of the two  requests had  not yet been 
completed. - 31  -
6.  Agricultural commodities 
Particular attention was  paid to implementation of the provisions of the 
Convention  on  agricultural commodities,  given the importance of these products 
for the economies  of the ACP  States.  Both  parties therefore endeavoured  to 
strengthen and  extend  co-operation in this area,  both  in the context of their 
bilateral relations and  in the more  general context of multilateral relations 
betw~en producer and  consumer  countries.  The  following  aspects of this 
co-operation deserve particular mention: 
<a>  the Article 47  Committee  began  its work  <1>  in a  spirit of co-operation 
and  mutual  understanding which  has already produced  significant results and 
augurs  well  for future proceedings; 
<b>  this co-operation yielded substantial practical results in the context of 
the International Coffee  Organization and  the International Cocoa 
Organization.  Although  their positions sometimes  differed,  the Community 
and  the ACP  States concerned  were  constantly at pains to work  out fair 
compromise  solutions,  and  hence  contributed to the positive results 
achieved  in these bodies; 
<1>  Two  meetings  in 1987,  on  17  March  and  20  October respectively. - 32  -
<c>  in the same  spirit,  the Community  and  the ACP  States held regular 
consultations during the preparatory phase for UNCTAD  VII  and  throughout 
the Conference itself.  In the light of the results of the Conference,  the 
two  parties have  already begun,  notably at the meeting  of the ACP-EEC 
Committee  of Ambassadors  on  18  December  1987,  considering the future 
outlook regarding problems such as processing,  transport and  marketing of 
commodities  and  the  common  Fund  cwith particular reference to the second 
window>. 
7.  financial  and  tecbnical co-operation 
1987  saw  continued  implementation of financial  and  technical co-operation under 
the 4th and  5th EDFs,  as well as the 6th EDF  which  entered  into force,  with the 
third ACP-EEC  Convention,  on  1  Hay  1986  and  the programming  exercise for which 
was  virtually completed  in 1987. 
In taking stock of that exercise,  satisfaction may  be  taken in the fact that 
the essential principles of the new  approach  agreed  for programming  -
concentrating aid on  one  or two  priority sectors,  dialogue on  the sectoral 
strategies to be  implemented,  greater use  of "programmed  aid" - were  applied 
with considerable success,  thereby dispelling the slight concern  expressed  in 
this connection  in the Lome  III negotiations. .  33  • 
As  set out in the Convention  itself, most  of the ACP  States concerned  chose  to 
concentrate Community  support on  a  sectoral rural development  strategy designed 
to achieve greater self-sufficiency or food  security.  In addition,  a  large 
number  of  ACP  States showed  their willingness to continue or embark  on  a 
process of reform and  adjustment,  and  to that end  entered  into sizeable 
commitments  in the context of their indicative programmes. 
The  regional programming  process - which,  by  ever-growing consensus,  is 
important to the  ACP  States - went  ahead  in a  more  structured and  efficient 
manner  than in the past.  The  planned aid was  concentrated on  a  limited number 
of themes  with something  to offer the whole  of each  ACP  region concerned,  and 
the danger of spreading aid too thinly over too many  projects was  avoided.  In 
addition to the responsibilities devolving on  each  individual  ACP  State,  the 
role of certain regional organizations deserves mention here. 
The  quality of this preparatory work,  to which  the ACP  States made  a  major 
contribution,  enabled  the EDF  Committee  to speed  up  its operations 
considerably,  so that at the end  of 1987  some  37%  of available resources had 
been  committeed. - 34  -
<a>  Article 193  Committee 
The  Article 193  Committee  met  on  6  May  1987  at authorized representatives 
level and  on  13  May  1987  at ministerial level.  The  technical Working  Party 
responsible for preparing for the Committee's proceedings met  several times 
in the course of the year. 
At  the meeting on  13  May  1987  the Committee  drafted a  Resolution on 
evaluation for the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers,  containing the basic 
principles resulting from  evaluation of projects and  programmes  in the 
irrigation,  drinking-water supply and  health sectors. 
The  Committee  also noted  the progress made  with a  number  of matters 
relating to the  implementation  of financial and  technical co-operation in 
the lifetime of the first two  Lome  Conventions. 
The  Committee  also took  stock of the situation regarding preparation of the 
decisions of the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers on  general conditions for 
contracts and  arbitration. 
General  conditions for contracts 
Technical negotiations took  place on  the draft general conditions for 
public works  and  supply contracts forwarded  to the ACP  States by  the 
Community.  This work  will be resumed  in early 1988  in the technical 
Working  Party,  along with work  on  the draft general conditions for service 
contracts,  which  the Community  submitted separately to the ACP  States in 
July. - 35  -
The  ACP  States examined  these matters at the meeting  of ACP  national 
authorizing officers held  in Brussels at the  end  of July,  and  announced 
-contributions on  all the drafts under  discussion. 
Arbitration 
The  Community  announced  that it would  be  forwarding to the ACP  States draft 
rules of procedure on  arbitration. 
Ten-year report 
In the Article 193  Committee  the ACP  States also put  forward  their comments 
on  the ten-year report submitted by  the Commission  the previous year and 
covering the  implementation of financial  and  technical co-operation under 
the first two  ACP-EEC  Conventions  (1976-1985>. 
Cb>  It should also be  pointed out that during the year under  examination the 
Community  adopted  a  special programme  for certain poor  and  heavily-indebted 
countries in sub-Saharan Africa. 
The  special programme  - under  which  the beneficiaries will receive a 
greater proportion of quick-disbursing Lome  III aid and  an  extra 100  MECU 
will be  mobilized  - is the Community's  way  of helping to find  a  solution to 
the serious problems  confronting these countries,  and  a  practical follow-up 
to the  initiative which  it took  at the Venice  Summit  in inviting the 
international community  to take  appropriate steps to help these countries. - 36  -
8.  Investment 
Following the agreement  reached by  the ACP  States and  the Community  in 1986  on 
the terms of reference for the studies provided  for  in the  investment chapter 
of Lome  III <Articles 240  to 247>,  in 1987  the two  parties appointed their 
respective experts to carry out  these studies. 
Applying  their respective selection criteria,  the two  parties appointed the 
following experts,  who  may  if necessary seek  the assistance of other experts: 
- for the study provided for  in Article 244  of the Convention  <joint ACP-EEC 
insurance  and  guarantee system): 
Mr  SYLLA  <ACP> 
Mrs  PATRY  <EEC> 
- for the study provided for  in Article  241  of the Convention  <measures  to 
facilitate and  increase a  flow  of more  stable private capital>: 
Mr  GITHONGO  <ACP> 
Hr  TILOT  <EEC> 
At  the meeting of the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers on  14  and  15  May  1987  the 
two  parties reaffirmed  the  importance which  they attach to rapid  implementation 
of the  investment provisions of the Convention,  which  form  one  of the most 
innovatory chapters of Lome  III,  and  therefore expressed their determination to 
complete  the studies within the set time  limit  <i.e.  by  mid-1988).  They  asked 
the  joint Working  Party to work  towards  that objective. - 37 -
9.  Agricultural  co-operation 
<a>  proceedings of the ACP-EEC  Committee  of &mbassadors 
In agricultural and  rural co-operation 1987  saw  the adoption of a  number  of 
decisions on  the  implementation of the new  provisions concerning the 
Technical  Centre  for Agricultural and  Rural  Co-operation  <TCA>,  which 
received the gold medal  of the European  Centre for Agricultural Training, 
awarded  to persons or organizations making  the most  useful contribution to 
international agricultural co-operation.  On  the basis of agreement  reached 
in the  ACP-EEC  Subcommittee  on  Co-operation  in Agricultural and  Rural 
Development,  the Committee  of Ambassadors  adopted  the following decisions: 
- formal  appointment  of the members  of the Centre's Advisory  Committee; 
- fixing of the salary scale for staff of the Centre under Lome  III. 
On  the basis of the Subcommittee's work,  the Committee  of Ambassadors 
definitively adopted  the 1987  budget  of the  TCA  by  the written procedure, 
which  was  completed  on  6  May  1987.  The  budget  stands at 4 512  000  ECU. - 38  -
At  its meeting  on  18  December  1987  the Committee  of Ambassadors  expressed 
concern at the persistence of drought  and  the precarious food  situation in 
certain countries,  particularly in Africa,  matters which  were  discussed by 
the Subcommittee  on  Co-operation in Agricultural and  Rural  Development  in 
November.  On  that occasion the ACP  spokesman  expressed appreciation of the 
Community's efforts in combating  drought  and  of the projects already 
undertaken,  while highlighting the  importance of sustained action in this 
field,  given that combating desertification and  the control of water 
supplies are priorities for the development  of many  ACP  States. 
<b>  ?roceedings of the Subcommittee  on  Co-operation in Agricultural and  Rural 
Development 
The  Subcommittee  met  on  7  November  1986  to discuss a  number  of questions, 
chiefly concerning the TCA. 
- TCA  reeort for 1986 
The  Subcommittee  noted the 1986  report,  which  had  been  examined  by  the 
Centre's Advisory  Committee. - 39  -
- Draft  TCA  budget  for 1988 
The  Subcommittee  examined  the preliminary draft 1988  budget,  forwarded  by 
the Centre along with its work  programme  for 1988,  and  agreed to it. 
Taking  into account  the TCA's  requirements for 1988  and  the need  for 
proper management  of appropriations,  the Subcommittee  adopted  the draft 
budget with a  few  amendments. 
As  the financing decision on  the contribution of BF  5  110  000  requested 
from  the European  Development  Fund  was  taken by  the competent  Community 
authority on  23  December  1987,  the  formal  decision of the ACP-EEC 
Committee  of Ambassadors  adopting the 1988  draft budget  will be  taken by 
the written procedure. 
- Salary scale for staff of the  TCA 
The  Subcommittee  agreed to submit  the draft Decision containing the scale 
in Belgian francs to the Committee  of Ambassadors  pending  the reply to be 
given by  the Community  concerning the fixing of the scale in guilders. 
The  decision was  formally  adopted  by  the Committee  of Ambassadors  in 
December. 
The  SUbcommittee  also turned its attention to the question of the 
location of the headquarters of the TCA  and  agreed to ask  the co-Chairmen 
to prepare terms of reference for  launching the examination  provided  for 
in Annex  II to the third Lome  Convention,  the conclusions of which  could 
be  examined  by  the Subcommittee  at a  forthcoming  meeting. - 40  -
10.  Industrial co-operation 
<a>  The  activities of the joint institutions in the field of industrial 
co-operation in 1987  were  concentrated in particular on  a  limited number 
of operational decisions taken under the third Lome  Convention,  and 
applicable to the  ACP-EEC  Centre for the Development  of Industry. 
Many  of the management  and  operational tasks concerning the functioning of 
the Centre,  a  joint institution set up,  among  other things,  to help create 
and  strengthen industrial undertakings in the ACP  States,  were  previously 
entrusted to the ACP-EEC  Committee  on  Industrial Co-operation but are now 
to be  carried out by  the  joint Governing  Board  of the Centre,  an  entirely 
new  body  set up  by  the third Convention  whose  tasks are set out  in 
Article 73  thereof. 
In accordance with the Financial Regulation of the CDI,  the Governing 
Board  adopted  the 1988  budget  of the Centre.  It stands at 8  190  000  ECU, 
requiring an  EDF  contribution of e 050  000  ECU  from  the total allocation 
provided for  in Article 73<4>  of the Convention. - 41  -
<b>  ?roceedings of the Committee  on  Industrial Co-operation 
The  Committee  adopted,  by  the written procedure,  a  number  of decisions 
designed to ensure the smooth  operation of the Centre: 
- Decision No  1/87 of the CIC  on  the adjustment  of the remuneration and 
the tax brackets for staff of the Centre. 
In accordance with Article 3 of and  the Annex  to Decision  No  4/86  of the 
ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers laying down  the conditions of employment  of 
the staff of the Centre,  the CIC  agreed  to an  increase in remuneration 
of 2,56%  with effect from  1  June  1988  and  4,88%  with effect from 
1  January  1986  to take acocunt  of trends  in the cost of living and  in 
purchasing power. 
- Decision  No  2/87  appointing the auditors of the Centre 
In accordance  with Article 73<5>  of the third Lome  Convention  and  the 
implementing  decisions concerning the Centre,  the Committee  appointed 
Mr  Jose  MEUSEGHEM  and  Mr  Vasdev  HASSAMAL  auditors of the Centre for the 
duration of the Convention. - 42  -
- Decision  No  3/87 giying the oireceor a  discharge  in respect of the 
implementation of the Centre's 1985  bydget 
Pursuant to the second  Lome  Convention  and  in accordance with Article 20 
of Decision  No  3/81/CIC  adopting the Financial Regulation of the Centre, 
the CIC  gave  the Director a  discharge in respect of the  implementation 
of the 1985  budget  on  the basis of the auditors'  report  and  the balance 
sheet for the financial year in question. 
Under  the third Convention it is in future for the Governing  Board  to 
give a  discharge to the Director. 
- Decision No  4/87 on  the appointment of the members  of the Goyernins 
Board  of the Centre 
This Decision confirms the appointment  for the duration of the third 
Convention of the 24  EEC  and  ACP  members  of the  joint Governing  Board  of 
the Centre. - 43  -
11.  ImPlementation of the third Lome  Convention;  other aspects 
<a>  Consultation by  the ACP-EEC  council of economic  and  social sectors 
<Article 23<h>  of Lome  III> 
In the course of the successive Conventions  the Community  and  the ACP 
States have  attached  increasing importance to the economic  and  social 
sectors on  both  sides;  it is acknowledged  that their co-operation is a 
decisive factor  for the success of joint efforts to ensure the development 
and  economic  and  social well-being of the peoples of the ACP  States. 
For that reason  the third Lome  Convention  - which  made  social and  cultural 
co-operation one  of its most  characteristic innovations - for the first 
time  made  express provision,  over  and  above  the  now  customary meetings 
between  economic  and  social partners under the aegis of the Joint 
Assembly,  for consultation of representatives of economic  and  social 
sectors by  the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers. 
It was  in that spirit that,  further to informal contacts at the Joint 
Assembly  meeting  in Arusha  Cchiefly at the  initiative of the Economic  and 
Social Committee>,  agreement  in principle was  reached  at the meeting of 
the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers on  14  and  15  May  1987  to hold the first 
of these consultation meetings  in the near future. - 44  -
The  topic for that meeting will be: 
"examination,  by  the economic  and  social sectors,  of practical means  of 
developing the role of SHE  in pursuit of the development  objectives set out in 
the Lome  Convention: 
- including maintenance,  repair and  rehabilitation activities; 
- inter alia in the form  of  joint operations involving  ACP  and  Community  SHE. 
- including vocational training." 
Since then there have  been  further contacts between  the Commission,  the 
Economic  and  Social Committee  and  the  ACP  Secretariat in preparation for 
holding this meeting  in the first half of 1988,  the Committee  of Ambassadors 
having on  18  December  1987  confirmed  the willinsness of both sides to take all 
the necessary steps to that end. 
<b>  Shipping 
At  the request of the Community,  which  raised the question of difficulties 
encountered  by  certain Member  States regarding free access to ocean  trades 
with West  and  Central African States,  initial exploratory talks were  held in 
Brussels on  21  and  22  December  1987  with representatives of the Union  of 
African Shippers Councils  <UASC>  to examine  the current situation regarding 
shipping between  the  Member  States of the  Community  and  the West  and  Central 
African States. •  45  • 
This initial meeting  enabled the two  parties to: 
- reaffirm their concern to ensure  the harmonious  development  of efficient 
shipping services in line with the principle of unrestricted access to 
trades on  a  commercial  basis; 
- agree that the common  bases for their discussion were  the third Lome 
Convention,  and  in particular Title V and  Annex  VI,  and  the United  Nations 
Convention  on  a  Code  of Conduct  for Liner Conferences; 
- pinpoint the problems  arising; 
- set themselves the objective of defining the elements of an  "understanding" 
in the shipping sector on  the effective application of  common  legal bases. 
As  these exploratory talks were  felt to be  satisfactory,  it was  agreed that a 
second  more  detailed meeting  be  held  in February.1988. 
As  agreed  by  the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  on  18  December  1987,  the 
elements  of the "Understanding"  are to be  finalized  in March  1988  for 
submission to the next meeting of the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors,  with a 
view  to the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers to be  held  in Hay  1988. - 46  -
Cc>  Council  Directives  <EEC>  on  noise from  aircraft  landing  in the EEC 
In September  1987  the Organization of African Unity  appealed  to the  Member 
States of the  Community  to take  into consideration the negative  impact  on  the 
African States concerned of the entry into force as from  January  1988  of the 
provisions of the  Community  Directives banning  from  the territory of the 
Member  States third country aircraft which  did not  comply  with certain noise 
standards.  In particular the African States wished  to benefit from  the 
temporary derogations provided  for  in the Directives to give them  more  time  to 
comply  with the standards.  They  argued  that  in view  of their very difficult 
economic  situation they were  in the present  circumstances unable to purchase 
new  aircraft or adapt their existing fleet. 
The  ACP  States also  took  the opportunity to express their concern to the 
Community  at the meeting of the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  on 
18  December  1987.  The  Community  acknowledged  that the measures  could create 
difficulties for certain African airlines,  but: • 47  • 
- pointed out that the legislation simply  implemented  standards 
internationally agreed  in the Civil Aviation Organization; 
- drew  the  ACP  States'  attention to the fact that the granting of derogations 
was  a  matter for the Member  States,  to whom  the documentation prepared by 
the African countries concerned  had  already been  sent; 
- asked the African States concerned  to contact the relevant Member  States 
direct. 
It should also be  noted  that at that meeting it was  agreed with the Commission 
that the African States concerned  would  inform  it too of the practical 
problems  which  these regulations posed  for them. - 48  -
<d>  Cultural  and  social co-operation;  implementation  of Annex  IX  to the Convention 
The  problems  in implementing the cultural and  social co-operation provisions 
of the Convention,  particularly regarding  ACP  migrant  workers  and  students in 
the Community,  continued to receive the attention of the ACP-EEC  Council  of 
Ministers. 
At  the Council  meeting on  14  and  15  May  1987  in particular,  the ACP  States 
expressed their concern at alleged discrimination against  ACP  students in 
certain Member  States and  the measures  taken by  some  Member  States regarding 
testing for AIDS. 
The  Community  confirmed  the determination of all the Member  States to combat 
any  instances of xenophobia  and  racism;  it said that the problems raised by 
the ACP  States were  basically matters for the Member  States and  that the 
latter were  prepared to discuss them  with the  ACP  States concerned  in the 
appropriate bilateral context.  The  Community  felt that this could help to 
dispel misunderstandings which  might  arise on  occasion,  or clarify the reasons 
for certain measures  which  might,  occasionally be  dictated by  exceptional 
situations. 
The  Commission  also took  the opportunity to take stock of the action which  it 
had  taken to fulfil the Commitments  given by  the Community  on  social and 
cultural co-operation in the broad sense and  with specific reference to the 
provisions of Annex  IX  concerning  ACP  migrant  workers  and  students. - 49  -
12.  The  situation in southern Africa 
The  Community  and  the ACP  States kept a  constant and  very particular watch  on 
the worrying situation which  continues to prevail in southern Africa. 
Wide-ranging  exchanges  of views  and  information were  held both  in the ACP-EEC 
Council  of Ministers and  in the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors. 
In these discussions both parties reiterated their total condemnation  of the 
apartheid system  and  of the acts of agression committed  by  the South African 
armed  forces against certain neighbouring States,  and  confirmed their total 
commitment  to the abolition of apartheid. 
In this context the  ACP  States: 
- appealed to the Community  to apply more  effective sanctions against 
South  Africa; 
- asked  Belgium,  as a  member  of the contact group  on  Namibia,  to work  for the 
implementation of effective Western  sanctions against South Africa; 
- called for an  ACP-EEC  ministerial meeting  to be  convened  to discuss the 
situation in South  Africa and  southern Africa:  twelve  ACP  Ministers, 
representing the various  ACP  regions,  would  attend; 
- with that  in mind,  placed before the Community  the Kingston Declaration on 
human  dignity and  the  ACP  action programme  against apartheid,  adopted  in 
October  1987  by  the Council  of Foreign Ministers of the  ACP  States meeting 
in special session in Jamaica. - 50  -
The  Community  gave  the ACP  States a  detailed account  of the Twelve's analysis of 
the situation in southern Africa and  of the measures,  positive or negative,  which 
had  been  taken to contribute to the total dismantling of apartheid,  to aid the 
victims of apartheid both inside and  outside South Africa and  to give the 
necessary assistance to the Frontline States. 
The  Twelve  also replied in writing  <ACP-CEE  2142/87>  to a  series of points raised 
by  the  ACP  at the meeting of the  ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  on 
10  November  1986  regarding  implementation of the measures  taken by the Twelve 
vis-a-vis South Africa,  monitoring of the effects of these measures  and  the 
position of the Twelve  on  support  for the rebel movements  in Mozambique  and 
Angola.  <The  Twelve  stressed the exceptional nature of this reply,  most  of the 
points raised by  the ACP  being matters for the Member  States and  hence  dealt with 
in European Political Co•operation>. 
Lastly,  at the meeting of the ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors  on 
18  December  1987,  the  Member  States informed  the  ACP  that they were  prepared to 
agree to a  ministerial meeting  on  the situation in South Africa and  southern 
Africa,  at which  they would  be  represented by  the "Troika".  They  made  it clear 
that this special Troika-type meeting fell outside the formal  procedures for 
ACP-EEC  ministerial meetings and  could not therefore set a  precedent. 
Contacts were  arranged to set the date and  venue  of the meeting. - 51  -
V.  Other activities covered by  ACP-EEC  Co-operation 
1.  Figures for the 4th.  5th and  6th EDFs 
The  following tables show  the state of commitments  and  payments  under the 
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BAHAMAS 
BARBAOE 
BENIH 
BOTSWANA 
BURUHDI 
CAMEROUN 
CAP-VERT 
CEHTRAFRIQUE 
COMO RES 
CONGO 
COTE  D'IVOIRE 
DJIBOUTI 
DOMIHIQUE 
ETHIOPIE 
FIDJI 
GABOH 
GAMBlE 
GHANA 
GRENADE 
GUIHEE-COHAKRY 
GUIHEE-BISSAU 
GUIHEE-EQUAT. 
GUYAHE  CO-OP 
HAUTE-VOLTA 
JAMAIQUE 
KEHYA 
KIRIBATI 
372 
37.276 
14.183 ~ 
45.686 
25.381 
3.516 
32.477 
5.292 
22.032 
9.274 
732 
460 
111.825 
1.500 
211 
9.856 
23.121 
1.638 
26.016 
16.900 
6.772 
4.212 
52.601 
3.665 
26.880 
2.959 
1.161 
403 
56 
130 
300 
315 
858 
996 
44 
855 
243 
821 
166 
1.125 
298 
2.407 
45 
130 
4.009 
55 
1.946 
4.342 
300 
2.274 
669 
57 
l.OH 
747 
924 
500 
544 
330 
791 
31 
1.014 
1.203 
86 
760 
3.802 
7 
1.009 
51 
352 
396 
2.575 
1.370 
4.074 
2.230 
100 
1.911 
120 
1.047 
3.483 
913 
61 
4.025 
230 
1.175 
932 
2.588 
80 
115 
1.372 
142 
602 
3.134 
3.290 
3.300 
200 
238 
87 
513 
353 
89 
70 
103 
2.251 
500 
124 
1.  010 
153 
68 
1.  762 
400 
1.  900 
227 
10.000 
126 
215 
1.136 
1.598 
350 
650 
4.960 
20.782 
6.706 
19.461 
6.674 
7.412 
19.570 
25.400 
6.819 
6.074 
8.627 
37.729 
VIII/E-2-353(82)-FR  Rev.24 
1.771 
2.584 
44.210 
18.6  71 
57.826 
53.492 
3.972 
37.109 
6.152 
29.945 
35.1!02 
2.707 
520 
118.133 
9.900 
9.466 
11.162 
47.935 
1.992 
63.366 
19.627 
7.000 
12.684 
66.804 
17.648 
71.941 
3.210 
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I  IHVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I 
I  SEMEHTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEM.  I  COMMERC.  I  INDUST.  I 
LESOTHO 
LIBERIA 
MADAGASCAR 
MALAWI 
MALI 
MAURICE 
MAURITANIE 
NIGER 
NIGERIA 
OUGAHDA 
PAPOUASIE-HLLE-GUIHE 
RWANDA 
SAINTE  LUCIE 
SAIHT  VINCEHT 
SALOMON 
SAMOA  OCCIDEHTALES 
SAO  TOME  ET  PRINCE 
SENEGAL 
SEYCHELLES 
SIERRA  LEONE 
SOMA LIE 
SOUDAN 
SUR I HAM 
SWAZILAND 
TAHZAHIE 
TCHAD 
14.090 
15.522 
49.575 
46.885 
66.512 
2.896 
31.334 
63.713 
2.320 
59.568 
3.604 
52.814 
860 
2.385 
2.385 
1.212 
30.264 
1.982 
23.396 
48.677 
60.351 
4.432 
6.187 
67.653 
37.641 
280 
300 
2.060 
893 
263 
515 
660 
340 
381 
740 
426 
452 
75 
380 
766 
795 
2.398 
1.123 
2.312 
330 
1.159 
1.281 
1.231 
578 
842 
1.809 
29 
404 
489 
2.937 
757 
8.684 
6.626 
121 
1.518 
473 
3.809 
3.265 
6.867 
3.275 
2.376 
700 
761 
2.736 
4. 779 
3.465 
1.436 
1.373 
38 
115 
90 
4.304 
46 
2.300 
3.737 
5.064 
942 
2.000 
585 
4.991 
300 
1.302 
617 
111 
188 
32 
631 
382 
500 
57 
29 
3.282 
302 
623 
171 
590 
381 
529 
7  I  , I 
I 
8  I  9  I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I  TOT.PART.I 
I  SPECIAUX  I  1  A 9  I 
3.000 
4.800 
6.000 
11.606 
1.357 
10.608 
9. 715 
3.501 
2.564 
6.741 
890 
19.246 
3.  770 
15.000 
11.500 
3.497 
32.850 
7.550 
21.945 
24.981 
68.203 
67.681 
72.858 
15.151 
33.254 
68.104 
8.518 
73.497 
9.898 
58.560 
860 
9.225 
4.454 
1.791 
58.312 
2.408 
30.963 
61.099 
88.229 
17.946 
11.817 
103.163 
51.036 
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TOGO 
TONGA 
TRINITE  ET  TOBAGO 
TUVALU 
ZAIRE 
ZAMBIE 
I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I 
I  INVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I 
I  SEMEHTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEH.  I  COMMERC.  I  IHDUST.  I 
27.011  283  290  5.498  19  -
2.786  - 193  58  33  -
- - 400  2.280  - 146 
400  201  - - - -
77. 171  - 2.811  8.285  122  -
18.840  265  2.484  4.967  506  -
7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
I 
I 
I 
8 
-
-
-
-
-
-
I  9  I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I  TOT.PART.I 
I  SPECIAUX  I  1  A 9  I 
2.278  35.379 
130  3.200 
2.260  5.086 
- 601 
8. 031  96.419 
17.521  44.582  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOUS-TOTAL  1. 307.301  18.690  69.500  119.960  12.550  18.491  - - 358.363  1.904.854 
PROJETS  REGIONAUX  169.117  - 13.965  25.492  12.712  9.737  - - 65.877  296.899 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- SOUS-TOTAL  169.117  - 13.965  25.492  12.712  9.737  - - 65.877  296.899 
COMO RES  - - - - - - - -
DJIBOUTI  1.192  - - - - - - - - 1.192 
GUADELOUPE  300  - - - - - - - 1~400  1. 700 
GUYAHE  FRAHCAISE  448  - - - - - - - 1.068  1.517 
MARTI HI QUE  266  - - - - - - - 1.463  1.  729 
MAYOTTE  1.430  - - - - - - - 350  1.  780 
NOUVELLE  CALEDONIE  1.238  500  - 392  - - - - 900  3.030 
VANUATU  (FRANCE>  857  235  253  - - - - - - 1.345 
POLYNESIE  FRANCAISE  962  - 62  - - - - - 2.096  3.120 
REUNION  400  - - - - - - - 2.250  2.650 
ST  PIERRE  & MIQUELON  - - - - - - - - 600  600 
TER.  AUSTRALES  FR 
WALLIS  ET  FUTUNA  2.372  - - - - - - - - 2.372 
ANTILLES  NEERLAHDAIS  7.775  150  883  3.569  - - - - 8.042  20.419 
BELIZE  544  - 53  - - 55  - - 2.820  3.472 
BRUNEI 
. 
0'1 
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I  INVESTIS- I  ~ICRO- I  COOPER/IT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROf10T.  I  COOPERAT  I  I  I  PRETS  I  TOT. PART. I 
I  SEMENTS  !  ~EALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEN.  I  COMMERC.  I  INDUST.  I  I  I  SPECIAUX  I  1  A 9  I 
--------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAIMANS 
CARAIBES 
DOMINIQUE 
FALKLAND 
KIRIBATI 
VANUATU  CR-U) 
MONTSERRAT 
PITCAIRN 
SAINTE  HELENE 
SAINT  VINCENT 
SAINTE  LUCIE 
SALOMON 
TER.  ANTARTIQUE  CR-U 
TER.OCEAN  INDIEN  CR-
TURKS  ET  CAICOS 
TUVALU 
ILES  VIERGES 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOUS  A.C.P. 
TOUS  TER.  PTOM  FR 
TOUS  TER.  CR-U) 
TOUS  PAYS  ET  TER. 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOTAL 
3.454 
1.954 
170 
857 
770 
2.735 
2.180 
285 
207 
235 
65 
550 
408 
253 
135 
322 
97 
157 
27 
558 
491  491 
60  1.819  5.767 
1.954 
335  335 
170 
1.345 
770 
-
135 
3.057 
2.342 
1.550 
207 
461  461 
------------ ·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
30.395 
300 
10.273 
1.735  2.622  4.545 
100 
100 
60  55  24.096  63.509 
100 
400 
10.273 
-------------·-----------------------~--------------------------~----------------------------------------------
10.573  200  10.773 
------------ ·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.517.386  20.424  86.087  150.197  25.322  28.283  448.335  2.276.034 
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BAHAMAS 
BARBADE 
BEHIH 
BOTSWANA 
BURUNDI 
CAMEROUN 
CAP-VERT 
CEHTRAFR1QUE 
COMO RES 
COHGO 
COTE  D'IVOIRE 
DJIBOUTI 
DOMINIQUE 
ETHIOPIE 
FIDJI 
GABOH 
GAMBlE 
GHANA 
GRENADE 
GUIHEE-COHAKRY 
GUINEE-BISSAU 
GUINEE-EQUAT. 
GUYANE  CO-OP 
HAUTE-VOLTA 
JAMAIQUE 
KEHYA 
KIRIBATI 
I  11  I  12  I  13  I  14  I  15  I  16  I  17  I  18  I  19  I  20  I 
I  I  AIDE  I  FRAIS  DE  I  CAPITAUX  I  BOHIFIC.  I  FONDS  I  I  INVEST.  I  TOT  GEH.  I  TOT  PART  I 
1  STABEX  I  EXCEPT.  1  GESTIOH  I  RISQUES  I  IllTERETS  I  REHAB.  I  I  TRAHSF.  I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
20.367 
1.486 
4.065 
1.207 
7.830 
7.362 
15.000 
14.420 
2.115 
6.703 
7.515 
5.176 
11.288 
7.262 
50 
19 
2.638 
2.055 
2.297 
1.341 
986 
2.869 
166 
125 
1. 310 
3.900 
4.651 
3.589 
749 
2.725 
451 
3.035 
452 
300 
1.123 
1.339 
80 
258 
1.824 
1.061 
1.857 
3.652 
33 
2.339 
436 
2.161 
3.374 
4? 
180 
1.835 
447 
1.619 
761 
2.003 
131 
1.677 
1.196 
25 
981 
2.751 
1.418 
2.412 
350 
1.  750 
480 
4.992 
3.580 
12 
3.083 
925 
1. 000 
119 
2.358 
222 
300 
3.200 
7.608 
1.241 
1.215 
918 
4.207 
7.097 
27.547 
3.864 
1.864 
442 
1.636 
8.280 
1.851 
4.107 
66.770 
25.039 
63.705 
72.705 
10.133 
48.263 
9.46 9 
42.717 
62.322 
5.066 
4.601 
166.586 
20.032 
17.789 
22.5't5 
59.925 
2.574 
68.820 
32.563 
7.325 
16.865 
86.061 
20.189 
85.214 
3.210 
1. 798 
3.031 
59.744 
24.124 
60.194 
66.777 
9.858 
45.587 
9.053 
42.333 
59.438 
4.684 
4.601 
160.492 
19.451 
17.471 
22.077 
59.500 
2.560 
68.109 
31.953 
6.839 
16.839 
76.754 
16.551 
83.425 
2. 986. 
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LESOTHO 
LIBERIA 
MADAGASCAR 
MALAWI 
MALI  · 
MAURICE 
MAURITANIE 
HlGER 
HIGERIA 
I 
I 
I 
OUGAHDA 
PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUIHE 
RWAHDA 
SAIHTE  LUCIE 
SAIHT  VIHCEHT 
SALOMOH 
SAMOA  OCCIDEHTALES 
SAO  TOME  ET  PRIHCE 
SEHEGAL 
SEYCHELLES 
SIERRA  LEONE 
SOMA LIE 
SOUDAH 
SUR I HAM 
SWAZILAND 
TAHZAHIE 
TCHAD 
11 
STAB EX 
7.587 
5.748 
9.781 
37.000 
22.654 
20.595 
609 
2.837 
65.106 
3.  977 
1.  932 
41.776 
13.225 
20.702 
7.336 
I  12 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
1.146 
1.518 
2.575 
1.018 
4.537 
1.427 
7.661 
3.309 
5.926 
1. 000 
SOD 
300 
4.598 
13.346 
4. 916 
29 
314 
300 
I  13  I  14  I  15  I 
I  FRAIS  DE  I  CAPITAUX  I  BONIFIC.  I 
I  GESTION  I  RISQUES  I  IHTERETS  I 
1.026 
1.230 
3.107 
1.470 
2.883 
876 
2.552 
3.132 
1. 050 
1.400 
603 
1.860 
223 
166 
117 
3.760 
106 
1.231 
2.208 
3.008 
1.179 
566 
2.256 
2.606 
98 
365 
2.286 
1.537 
6.360 
35 
860 
330 
1. 600 
3.000 
180 
7.440 
580 
212 
6.500 
1.106 
7.750 
7.045 
1.235 
2.251 
1.996 
3.637 
950 
9.023 
1.124 
1.  766 
2.025 
92 
16 
FONDS 
REHAB. 
7.000 
5.922 
7.768 
1.200 
13.749 
8.000 
I 
I 
I 
17  I  18 
I  INVEST. 
I  TRANSF. 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEN.  I  TOT  PART  I 
I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
24.215 
35.398 
80.862 
75.514 
99.900 
22.600 
83.792 
111.129 
18.591 
99.132 
13.225 
69.954 
2.263 
500 
9.225 
7.458 
2.208 
140.982 
3.095 
36.171 
79.997 
158.178 
19.125 
28.767 
134.276 
76.323 
22.580 
29.817 
77.764 
73.131 
94.910 
21.483 
81.581 
107.091 
17.030 
88.442 
12.793 
68.628 
2.262 
500 
9.219 
7.458 
2.182 
137.993 
3.095 
32.710 
74.591 
147.315 
11.235 
27.979 
131.951 
71.036 
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I  11 
I 
I  STABEX 
I  12 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
I  13  I  14  I  15  I 
I  FRAIS  DE  I  CAPITAUX  I  BONIFIC.  I 
I  GESTION  I  RISQUES  I  INTERETS  I 
16 
FOHDS 
RE:HAD. 
I 
I 
I 
17  I  18 
I  INVEST. 
I  TRANSF. 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEN.  I  TOT  PART  I 
I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOGO 
TONGA 
TRINITE  ET  TOBAGO 
TUVALU 
ZAIRE 
ZAMBIE 
SOUS-TOTAL 
PROJETS  REGIONAUX 
SOUS-TOTAL 
COMORES 
DJIBOUTI 
GUADELOUPE 
GUYANE  FRANCAISE 
MARTINIQUE 
MAYOTTE 
NOUVELLE  CALEDONIE 
VANUATU  <FRANCE) 
POLYNESIE  FRANCAISE 
REUNION 
ST  PIERRE  I  MIQUELON 
TER.  AUSTRALES  FR 
WALLIS  ET  FUTUNA 
ANTILLES  HEERLANDAIS 
BELIZE 
BRUNEI 
3.627 
1.208 
377.496 
2.326 
692 
715 
342 
165 
18.987 
16.384 
126.126 
2.122  3.043 
116  -
929  -
3.389  5.636 
1.974  3.253 
81.704  90.435 
6.133 
6.133 
338 
82 
285 
152 
132 
23 
108  850 
371 
39 
53 
1.331 
137 
356  - - - 44.526  42.969 
- - - - 4.688  ,., .655 
1.537  - - - 7.551  5.299 
601  601 
- - - - 124.432  117.837 
1.512  - - - 67.705  64.756 
57.026  71.186  2.708.826  2.567.117 
2.57Z  3.814  309.ft19  285.379 
2.J72  3.814  309.419  285.379 
2.326  2.326 
1.884  1.884 
2.038  1.876 
1.599  1.599 
2.014  2.014 
1. 932  1.932 
3.162  3.104 
2.084  2.062 
4.079  2.635 
3.021  3.021 
639  639 
-
2.425  2.409 
21.749  19.606 
4.001  3.998 
' 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ EN  000  ECUS  I  ENGAGEMENTS  HORS  P.  INDICATIFS  I  I  IPAIEMENTS  I 
CAIMANS 
CARAIBES 
DOMINIQUE 
FALKLAND 
KIRIBATI 
VANUATU  <R-U) 
MONTSERRAT 
PITCAIRN 
SAINTE  HELENE 
SAINT  VINCENT 
SAINTE  LUCIE 
SALOMON 
I 
I 
I 
TER.  AHTART.IQUE  <R-U 
TER.OCEAN  IHDIEH  <R-
TURKS  ET  CAICOS 
TUVALU 
ILES  VIERGES 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOUS  A.C.P. 
TOUS  TER.  PTOM  FR 
TOUS  TER.  <R-U> 
TOUS  PAYS  ET  TER. 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOTAL 
11 
STAB EX 
2.893 
2.283 
715 
2.113 
175 
12.316 
389.812 
I  12 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
11.258 
11.258 
137.384 
I  13  I  14  I  15  I 
I  FRAIS  DE  I  CAPITAUX  I  BOHIFIC.  I 
I  GESTION  I  RISQUES  I  INTERETS  I 
18 
146 
20 
121 
23 
28 
47 
39 
222 
162 
217 
9 
20 
21 
4.195 
5.790 
6.697 
12.487 
98.386 
- -
54  -
200  -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
1.104 
97.672  59.599 
16 
FONDS 
REHAB. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
75.000 
I 
I 
I 
17 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
I  18 
I  INVEST. 
I  TRAHSF. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEH.  I  TOT  PART  I 
I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
509 
5.967 
4.847 
555 
2.574 
2.084 
798 
47 
174 
3.279 
2.503 
3.941 
216 
194 
482 
81.124 
17.048 
100 
400 
16.970 
34.518 
351 
5. 091 
4.847 
122 
2.574 
2.062 
477 
47 
39 
3.279 
2.467 
3.  717 
216 
194 
479 
7 5. 06 7 
15.824 
100 
400 
16.692 
33.016 
3.133.888  2.960.579 
U'l  co 5141  (CUMULATIFl  F.E.D  5  TABLEAU  DES  ENGAGEMENTS  - PAIEMENTS  AU  31/12/87  PAG~  1 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------- ~  EH  000  ECUS  I  ENGAGEMENTS  P.  ltiDICATIFS  I 
-----------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  S  I  6  I  7  I  8  I  9  I  10  I 
I  INVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T.  I  PRETS  I  TOT  PART  I 
I  SEMENTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEN.  I  COMMERC.  I  INDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  PMEH  I  SPECIAUX  I  1  A 9  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANTIGUA-BARBUDA 
BAHAMAS 
BARBA DE 
BELlZE 
BEHIH 
BOTSWANA 
BURUNDI 
CAMEROUN 
CAP-VERT 
CEHTRAFRIC)UE 
COMO RES 
CONGO 
COTE  D'IVOIRE 
DJIBOUTI 
DOMINIQUE 
ETHIOPIE 
FIDJI 
GABON 
GAMBlE 
GHANA 
GRENADE 
GUINEE-CONAKRY 
GUIHEE-BISSAU 
GUINEE-EQUAT. 
GUYANE  CO-OP 
HAUTE-VOLTA 
JAMAIQUE 
1.640 
1.521 
2.820 
32.784 
9.440 
51.584 
24.947 
13.794 
38.960 
9.219 
16.000 
20.195 
4.381 
2.817 
103.660 
4.400 
3.538 
8.352 
48.781 
2.949 
56.281 
15.200 
6.850 
12.693 
60.601 
8.155 
1.450 
1.677 
457 
246 
406 
300 
5.040 
189 
3.735 
214 
SOD 
2.017 
1.300 
145 
3.055 
60 
474 
139 
300 
731 
781 
1.353 
2.805 
632 
1.174 
l.  743 
542 
672 
395 
96 
783 
1.325 
3.  777 
460 
1.125 
31 
5.780 
1.187 
995 
678 
5.472 
3.  8/fl 
30 
350 
100 
4.016 
5.872 
5.220 
433 
1.283 
2.676 
1.573 
1.818 
775 
100 
220 
5.287 
1.386 
660 
2.880 
2.535 
291 
1.227 
3.934 
274 
1.138 
2.533 
4.912 
385 
200 
1.100 
58 
1.007 
52 
403 
2.505 
10 
'i86 
67 
57 
85 
120 
1.670 
11 
7 
400 
939 
1.  000 
6.400 
5.800 
11.650 
17.928 
4.'700 
12.000 
22.305 
31.1100 
5.095 
7.000 
12.000 
7.000 
9.01l 
VIII/E-2-354(82)-FR  Rev.  24 
2.700 
2.025 
3.694 
400 
45.582 
22.992 
71.51f2 
47.578 
15.955 
47.916 
12.887 
31.163 
5l.lf92 
5.376 
3.332 
140.730 
11.332 
13.137 
ll.  963 
60.026 
3.391 
79.914 
21.631 
8.26'i 
14.515 
78.661 
25.918 
0> 
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~---EH-ooo-Ecus  _____ !  ________________________ EHGAGEMEHrs-;~-iHorcArrFs---------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:-
I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I  7  I  8  I  9  I  10  I 
I  IHVESTIS- I  .,:·· CRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T.  I  PRETS  I  TOT  PART  I 
I  SEMEHTS  I  -;.o::..MISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEH.  I  COMMERC.  I  INDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  PMEN  I  SPECIAUX  I  1  A  9  I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
KENYA  40.447  6.808  4.507  3.491  1.132  - - - 26.345  82.730 
KIRIBATI  3.234  173  242  350  - - - - - 4.000 
LESOTHO  5.991  - 9.182  4.201  820  - - - 8.800  28.993 
LIBERIA  18.135  2.000  l.  727  1.891  - - - - 4.700  28.453 
MADAGASCAR  50.724  4. 730  1.305  5.863  385  - - - 9.800  72.806 
MALAWI  48.675  2.120  1.193  9.267  373  - - - 11.800  73.429 
MALI  58.670  500  1.843  4.814  434  - - - 17.800  84.061 
MAURICE  7.450  2.141  311  1.100  1.  745  - - - 7.681  20.428 
MAURITANIE  31.010  108  548  540  48  - - - 8.700  40.953 
NIGER  64.171  2.400  1.  908  3.177  316  - - - 8.000  79.972 
0) 
NIGERIA  12.000  - 843  20.865  - - - - - 33.708  ...... 
OUGANDA  69.580  1.100  3.758  5.163  24  - 4.300  - - 83.926 
PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUINE  7.810  - 431  3.500  581  - - - 8.200  20.522 
RWANDA  49.190  1.800  2.104  8.221  110  - - 120  15.400  76.945 
ST  CHRISTOFER  NEVIS  1.  700  - - - - - - - SOD  2.200 
SAINTE  LUCIE  2.848  11  527  245  18  - - - - 3.649 
SAINT  YINCEHT  2.  776  - 328  245  15  - - - - 3.364 
SALOMON  8.949  - 398  2.320  - - - - - 11.668 
SAMOA  OCCIDEHTALES  6.047  50  - 100  - - - - - 6.197 
SAO  TOME  ET  PRINCE  3.732  - 160  37  - - - - - 3.929 
SENEGAL  24.256  2.900  2.859  7.179  1.083  - - - 20.100  58.376 
SEYCHELLES  2.400  582  - 475  141  - - - - 3.598 
SIERRA  LEONE  27.770  2.210  1.571  5.332  10  - - - 8.400  45.294 
SOMAL IE  59.301  - 3.391  7.345  680  - - - - 70.717 
SOUDAH  80.208  1.400  1.813  3.462  78  1.200  - - - 88.161 
SURINAM  8.068  - 217  - 64  - - - 2.700  11.049 5141  (CUMULATir=''>  F.E.D  5  TABLEAU  DES  EHGAGEMEHTS  - PAIEMEHTS  AU  31/12/87  PAGE  3 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- EH  000  ECUS  I  EHGAGEMEHTS  P.  IHDICATIFS  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I  7  I  8 
I  IHVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T. 
I  SEMEHTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEH.  I  COMMERC.  I  IHDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  PMEH 
I  9  I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I  TOT  PART  I 
I  SPECIAUX  I  1  A 9  I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SWAZILAND  7.256  801  1. 094  4.471  49  - - - 4.700  18.371 
TAHZAHIE  104.265  1.500  752  1.  780  601  - - - 11.620  120.518 
'rcHAD  57.300  1.  000  879  1.105  - - - - - 60.284 
TOGO  20.288  1.935  2.057  6.898  530  - - - 6.880  38.587 
TOHGA  2.942  - - - - - - - - 2.942 
TRIHITE  ET  TOBAGO  1.116  148  1.124  5.313  150  - - - - 7.851 
TUY~LU  839  148  12  - - - - - - 999 
3.060  380  82  180 
~  750  VANUATU  - - - - 4.452 
ZAIRE  64.112  '•83  3.642  4.227  - - - - 26.655  99.118 
ZAMBIE  26.750  2.120  1.675  5.540  808  919  - - 19.800  57.613 
ZIMBABWE  17.812  6.555  1.841  3.006  420  - - - 19.000  48.634 
------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOUS-TOTAL  1. 562.943  66.835  91.675  183.225  18.837  3.458  4.300  870  400.468  2.332.611 
PROJETS  REGIOHAUX  322.866  - 15.800  49.041  37.779  28.732  5.904  - 77.838  537.960 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOUS-TOTAL  322.866  - 15.800  49.0.41  37.779  28.732  5.904  - 77.838  537.960 
MAYOTTE  1.250  - - - - - - - 1.250  2.500 
NOUVELLE  CALEDOHIE  1.866  530  50  1.056  - - - - 710  4.212 
POLYHESIE  FRAHCAISE  1.250  1.350  370  - - - - - 2.000  4.970 
TER.  AUST.  FRAHCAISE 
YAHUATU 
WALLIS  ET  FUTUHA  2.397  100  - - - - - - - 2.497 
ANTILLES  HEERLAHDAIS  1.450  - 453  2.829  555  583  - - - 5.869 
BRUHEI 
CAIMAHS  - - - - - - - - 500  500 
CARAIBES  344  - 56  - - - - - - 400 
FALKLAND  50  - - - - - - - - 50 
(J') 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------- '  EH  000  ECUS  I  EHGAGEMEHTS  P.  IHDICATIFS  I  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I  7  I  8 
I  IHVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T. 
I  SEMEHTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEH.  I  COMMERC.  I  IHDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  PMEH 
I  9  I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I  TOT  PART  I 
I  SPECIAUX  I  1  A  9  I 
-----------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MONTSERRAT 
PITCAIRH 
SAINTE  HELEHE 
SAIHT  KITTS  - HEVIS 
SAIHT  VIHCEHT 
TER.  AHTARTIQUE  CR-U 
TER.  OCEAH  IHDIEH  CR 
TURKS  ET  CAICOS 
ILES  YIERGES 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOUS  A.C.P. 
TOUS  TER.  PTOM  FRAHC 
TOUS  TER. <R-U> 
TOUS  PAYS  ET-TERRITO 
PROJETS  REGIOHAUX 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOTAL 
610 
9.218 
7.500 
1.984 
9.484 
1.904.510 
1.  980 
68.815 
82 
228 
1.238 
545 
103 
648 
109.360 
3.885 
100 
100 
368 
568 
236.719 
555 
1.809 
1.809 
58.980 
583 
32.773  10.204  870 
500 
4. 960 
1. 000 
1.000 
692 
228 
500 
22.418 
545 
100 
100 
7.500 
5.264 
13.509 
484.266  2.906.498 
en  w 5142  (CUMULATIF>  F.E.D  5  TABLEAU  DES  EHGAGEMEHiS  - PAIEMEHTS  AU  31/12/87  PAGE  5 
,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ EH  000  ECUS 
ANTIGUA-BARBUDA 
.BAHAMAS 
BARBADE 
BELIZE 
BENIN 
BOTSWANA 
BURUNDI 
CAMEROUN 
CAP-VERT 
CEHTRAFRIQUE 
COMORES 
CONGO 
COTE  D•IVOIRE 
DJIBOUTI 
DOMINIQUE 
ETHIOPIE 
FIDJI 
GABOH 
GAMBIE 
GHAHA 
GRENADE 
GUINEE-COHAKRY 
GUIHEE-BISSAU 
GUIHEE-EQUAT. 
GUYAHE  CO-OP 
HAUTE-VOlTA 
JAMAl QUE 
I 
I  11 
I 
I  STABEX 
4.645 
13.811 
29.59D 
527 
5.197 
6.575 
-
93.417 
3.535 
11.3DD 
2.858 
-
1S .154 
85.471 
3.963 
3.649 
1.047 
4.295 
ENGAGEMENTS  HORS  P.  INDICATIFS 
I  12 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
89 
1.499 
210 
195 
1.600 
1.200 
500 
444 
-
793 
342 
500 
44.708 
'i.  729 
48 
3.834 
1.100 
520 
85 
I  13  I  14  I  15  I  16 
I  PRODUITS  I  CAPITAUX  I  BOHIFIC.  I  FONDS 
I  MIHIERS  I  RISQUES  !  IHTERETS  I  REHAB. 
60D 
4.5DO 
-
6.215 
-
1.  745 
5.100 
161 
480 
-
2.251 
1.  ODD 
12.92D 
6.331 
2.500 
-
13.600 
2.219 
2.7D1 
3.800 
2.000 
3.0DO  4.000 
7.000 
5.000 
1.933 
312 
6.299 
20.925 
5.261 
9.811 
6.786 
7.171 
1.092 
733 
3.000 
1. 000 
6.961 
I  17 
I  S  I  D A 
I 
I  18 
I  IHVEST. 
I  TRAHSF. 
131 
I  IPAIEMEHTS  I 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEH.  I  TOT  GEH.  I 
I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
2.789  149 
2.025  1. 080 
5.627  3.738 
1.312  99D 
56.226  30.199 
32.502  17.377 
91.764  51.087 
99.693  82.688 
20.427  15.579 
58.844  47.367 
20.066  14.425 
36.904  35.019 
155.513  128.272 
7.969  6.013 
8.367  7.880 
216.619  175.369 
32.035  27.310 
22.808  21.170 
30.165  25.763 
162.931  122.776 
9.573  8.874 
84.807  51.000 
29.081  22.752 
10.264  6.365 
21.515  17.060 
87.228  65.139 
36.031  20.591 
I 
0> 
-1>-51Ct2  (CUMULAl !.-:'  F.I:.D  5  TABLEAU  DES  EHGAGEMEHTS  - PAIEMEHTS  AU  31/12/87  PAGE  6 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .  EH  000  ECUS  I  EHGAGEMEHTS  HORS  P.  INDICATIFS  I  IPAIEMEHTS  I 
---------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I  11  I  12  I  13  I  14  I  15  I  16  I  17  I  18  I  19  I  20  I 
I  I  AIDE  I  PRODUITS  I  CAPITAUX  I  BOHIFIC.  I  FOHDS  I  S  I  D A  I  INVEST.  I  TOT  GEN.  I  TOT  GEH.  I 
I  STABEX  I  EXCEPT.  I  MIHIERS  I  RISQUES  I  IHTERETS  I  REHAB.  I  I  TRANSF.  I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
KENYA 
KIRIBATI 
LESOTHO 
LIBERIA 
MADAGASCAR 
MALAWI 
MALI 
MAURICE 
MAURITANIE 
NIGER 
NIGERIA 
OUGAHDA 
PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUIHE 
RWANDA 
ST  CHRISTOFER  NEVIS 
SAINTE  LUCIE 
SAINT  VIHCEHT 
SALOMON 
SAMOA  OCCIDEHTALES 
SAO  TOME  ET  PRIHCE 
SEHEGAL 
SEYCHELLES 
SIERRA  LEOHE 
SOMAL IE 
SOUDAN 
SURINAM 
44.866 
1.599 
1.291 
9. 989 
4.934 
10.701 
50.688 
9.331 
1.619 
4.177 
6.489 
7.602 
90.572 
14.264 
3.581 
40.695 
2.400 
75 
2.152 
424 
13.891 
76 
5.662 
13.543 
5.310 
2.000 
220 
200 
146 
407 
2.145 
290 
193 
18.350 
37.819 
49.300 
2.840 
1.352 
198 
6.000 
2.800 
21.170 
14.993 
3.400 
500 
7.000 
10.000 
13.780 
700 
1.  ODD 
3.000 
190 
3.321 
40 
4.189 
4.000 
9.560 
10.200 
4.250 
8.570 
507 
1.187 
750 
3.564 
5.121 
1.363 
5.608 
1.300 
2.000 
2.952 
200 
773 
3.000 
36 
3.530 
139.917 
5.796 
36.359 
81.061 
109.117 
94.967 
113.353 
21.754 
55.651 
100.030 
38.828 
99.236 
86.353 
91.815 
2.200 
6.488 
6.564 
16.034 
16.153 
11.978 
160.890 
7.888 
59.750 
102.408 
177.648 
18.829 
100.839 
2.697 
23.033 
14.853 
78.093 
54.821 
73.540 
14.026 
36.866 
69.852 
12.535 
62.685 
72.117 
72.525 
1.343 
5.864 
5.317 
8.662 
16.082 
11.488 
140.105 
6.638 
29.286 
62.215 
156.691 
4.358 
0) 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~  EN  000  ECUS  I  ENGAGEMENTS  HORS  P.  INDICATIFS  I  IPAIEMEHTS  I 
I  11 
I 
I  STABEX 
I  12 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
I  13  I  14  I  15  I  16 
I  PRODUITS  I  CAPITAUX  I  BONIFIC.  I  FONDS 
I  MIHIERS  I  RISQUES  I  IHTERETS  I  REHAB. 
I  17 
I  5  I  D A 
I 
I  18 
I  IHVEST. 
I  TRAHSF. 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEN.  I  TOT  GEN.  I 
I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SWAZILAND  8.189  130  - 37  2.117  - - - 28.844  20.059 
TANZAHIE  20.861't  501't  - 9.737  - - - - 151.624  109.469 
'  6.640  TCHAD  lO.I't82  - 2.000  - 3.014  - 1.275  83.695  61.423 
TOGO  28.834  550  - - 1.521  - - - 69.493  62.390 
TONGA  4.011  1.400  - 2.321  - - - - 10.674  10.261't 
TRINITE  ET  TOBAGO  - - - - 5.160  - - - 13.010  7.627 
TUVAlU  142  - - 124  - - - - 1.264  1. 089 
VAHUATU  - 200  - 2.685  - - - - 7.337  4.542 
ZAIRE  - 2.765  81.000  18.200  - - - 2.084  203.167  118.560 
ZAMBIE  - 1.300  83.000  1.782  8.540  - - - 152.235  102.364 
ZIMBABWE  - 4.995  - 5.396  6.666  - - - 65.691  32.756 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOUS-TOTAl  659.113  190.026  219.140  248.047  110.997  21.199  - 10.056  3.791.189  2.673.107 
PROJETS  REGIONAUX  - - - 25.946  1.335  3.076  - - 568.316  355.598 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- SOUS-TOTAL  - - - 25.946  1.335  3.076  - - 568.316  355.598 
MAYOTTE  - 370  - - - - - - 2.870  2.870 
NOUVELLE  CALEDONIE  - - - 517  1.514  - - - 6.243  5.746 
POLYHESIE  FRANCAISE  - 164  - 1.500  740  - - - 7.374  3.446 
TER.  AUST.  FRANCAISE 
VANUATU  8.932  - - - - - - - 8.932  8.932 
WALLIS  ET  FUTUHA  - - - - - - - - 2.497  l.l't63 
AHTILLES  NEERLANDAIS  - - - 2.440  1.228  - - - 9.537  7.127 
BRUHEI 
CAIMAHS  - - - - 818  - - - 1.318  6!10 
CARAIBES  - - - - - - - - 400  163 
FALKLAND  - 300  - - - - - - 350  300 
0> 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ :ss  EH  000  ECUS  I  '  ENGAGEMENTS  HORS  P.  IHDICATIFS  I  IPAIEMENTS  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 
I 
I 
11 
STAB EX 
I  12 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
I  13  I  14  I  15  I  16 
I  PRODUITS  I  CAPITAUX  I  BONIFIC.  I  FONDS 
I  MINIERS  I  RISQUES  I  INTERETS  I  REHAB. 
I  17 
I  S  I  D A 
I 
I  18 
I  INVEST. 
I  TRANSF. 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEN.  I  TOT  GEN.  I 
I  10  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MONTSERRAT 
PITCAIRN 
SAINTE  HELENE 
SAIHT  KITTS  - HEVIS 
SAIHT  VINCENT 
TER.  AHTARTIQUE  CR-U 
TER.  OCEAN  IHDIEH  CR 
TURKS  ET  CAICOS 
ILES  VIERGES 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOUS  A.C.P. 
TOUS  TER.  PTOM  FRANC 
TOUS  TER.CR-U) 
TOUS  PAYS  ET  TERRITO 
PROJETS  REGIOHAUX 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOTAL 
913 
9.845 
668.958 
80  260 
1. 000 
914  - 5. 717 
2.641  - -
2.641 
193.582  219.140  279.710 
165 
4.464  - -
- 675  35.000 
675  35.000 
116.796  24.950  35.000 
-
-
40 
40 
1.197 
1.000 
913 
228 
500 
43.359 
38.861 
100 
100 
7.540 
5.264 
51.866 
539 
1.000 
913 
164 
500 
33.823 
839 
10  > 
81 
6. 967 
1.394 
9.291 
10.096  4.454.730  3.071.819 
0"1 
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~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~  EN  000  ECUS  I  ENGAGEMF~TS P.  IHDICATIFS  ------------------------i-
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I  7  I  8  I  9 
I  ItiVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T. 
I  SEMEHTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  r.E~.  I  COMMERC.  I  IHDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  CULTUREL  I  PMEN 
I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I 
I  SPECIAUX  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANGOLA 
ANTIGUA-BARBUDA 
BAHAMAS 
BARBADE 
BELIZE 
BENIN 
BOTSWANA 
BURUNDI 
CAMEROUN 
CAP-VERT 
CENTRAFRIQUE 
COMO RES 
CONGO 
COTE  D'IVOIRE 
DJIBOUTI 
DOMINIQUE 
ETHIOPIE 
FIDJI 
GABON 
GAMBlE 
GHANA 
GRENADE 
GUINEE-CONAKRY 
GUINEE-BISSAU 
GUIHEE-EQUAT. 
GUYANE  CO-OP 
BURKINA  FASO 
35.000 
28.100 
5.000 
34.815 
26.255 
350 
35.000 
585 
4.870 
29.100 
12.900 
4.200 
23.700 
3.775 
70.000 
26.800 
1.950 
1. 500 
500 
1.300 
162 
2.100 
712 
151 
211 
124 
1.018 
733 
1.526 
1.100 
38 
70 
535 
235 
49 
31 
45 
525 
BOD 
600 
77 
801 
260 
200 
214 
530 
18 
350 
-
192 
309 
666 
1.500 
35 
130 
320 
120 
- - - - - -
20.850 
2.000 
3.800 
VIII/E-2-493(87)-FR  Rev.  4 
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~---------------------------------------------------------------------- - '  ~  EH  000  ECUS  I  EHGAGEMEHTS  P.  INDICATIFS  - ----------------------------------------------------------!-
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I  1  I  8  I  9 
I  INVESTIS- I  ~llCRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T. 
I  SEMENTS  !  ~:~ALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEN.  I  COMMERC.  I  INDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  CULTUREL  I  PMEN 
I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I 
I  SPECIAUX  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JAMAIQUE 
KENYA 
KIRIBATI 
LESOTHO 
liBERIA 
MADAGASCAR 
MALAWI 
MALI 
MAURICE 
MAURITANIE 
MOZAMBIQUE 
NIGER 
NIGERIA 
OUGANDA 
PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUIHE 
RWANDA 
ST  CHRISTOFER  NEVIS 
SAINTE  LUCIE 
SAINT  VINCENT  ET  GRE 
SALOMON 
SAMOA  OCCIDENTALES 
SAO  TOME  ET  PRINCE 
SENEGAL 
SEYCHELLES 
SIERRA  LEONE 
SOMA LIE 
7.286 
24.800 
8.450 
22.000 
30.150 
64.522 
17.000 
8.250 
15.000 
76.300 
36.560 
55.300 
51.000 
1.400 
1.800 
5.722 
4.000 
87.000 
1.200 
17.500 
1.870 
6.600 
3.000 
1.600 
3.000 
260 
255 
90 
4 
400 
40 
51 
850 
148 
70 
1.164 
1.220 
19 
386 
430 
475 
309 
201 
600 
1. 990 
68 
93 
420 
308 
170 
7.100 
10.000 
-
9.500 
5.000 
10.000 
10.000 
2.500 
5.000 
- ' 
C]) 
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~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
N  EH  000  ECUS  I  EHGAGEMEHTS  P.  IHDICATIFS  I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·  I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I  7  I  8  .I  9 
I  IHVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T. 
I  SEMEHTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEH.  I  COMMERC.  I  IHDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  CULTUREL  I  PMEH 
I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I 
I  SPECIAUX  I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
SOUDAN 
SURINAM 
SWAZILAND 
TANZAHIE 
TCHAD 
TOGO 
TONGA 
TRIHITE  ET  TOBAGO 
TUVALU 
VANUATU 
ZAIRE 
ZAMBIE 
27.250 
-
2.450 
98.600 
47.800 
2.350 
800 
228 
71.500 
19.000 
8.150 
1.000  525 
- -
3.000  365 
600  4.400 
- 88 
- -
200 
- 80 
- 432 
- 94 
6.000  912 
330 
- - - - - -
2.813  150  - - - 1.220 
40 
535 
6 
40 
952  - - - - - 23.500 
4.320  - - - - - 15.000 
154  ZIMBABWE 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------- SOUS-TOTAL  1.159.138  29.033  21.038  20.971  715  1.220  136.750 
116.550  1.401  12.478  8.029  17.258  10.153  PROJETS  REGIOHAUX 
SOUS-TOTAL  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MAYOTTE 
HOUVELLE  CALEDOHIE 
POLYHESIE  FRAHCAISE 
ST  PIERRE  & MIQUELOH 
TER.  AUST.  FRAHCAISE 
WALLIS  ET  FUTUNA 
ANTILLES  HEERLANDAIS 
ARUBA 
116.550  1.401 
5 
12.478  8.029  17.258  10.153 
200 
40 
-..j 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ '  EN  000  ECUS  I  ENGAGEMENTS  P.  INDICATIFS  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I  1  I  2  I  3  I  4  I  5  I  6  I  7  I  8  I  9 
I  INVESTIS- I  MICRO- I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  PROMOT.  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  COOPERAT  I  A.T. 
I  SEMEHTS  I  REALISA.  I  TEC  LIEE  I  TEC  GEN.  I  COMMERC.  I  INDUST.  I  AGRICOLE  I  CULTUREL  I  PMEN 
I  10  I 
I  PRETS  I 
I  SPECIAUX  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAIMANS 
ANGUILLA 
FALKLAND 
MONTSERRAT 
PITCAIRN 
SAINTE  HELENE 
TER.  ANTARTIQUE  <R-U 
TER.  OCEAH  IHDIEH  (R 
TURKS  ET  CAICOS 
ILES  VIERGES 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOUS  A.C.P. 
"TOUS  TER.  PTOM  FRAHC 
TOUS  TER.(R-U) 
TOUS  PAYS  ET  TERRITO 
PROJETS  REGIOHAUX 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOTAL 
5  240 
419 
419 
1.275.688  29.033  22.444  33.689  9.162  17.258  10.153  1.220  136.750 
....... 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~  EH  oori  ECUS  I  EHGAC~M~NTS HORS  P.  IHDICATIFS  I  IPAIEMEHTS  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I  11 
I  TOT  PART 
I  1  - 10 
I  12 
I 
I  STABEX 
I  1.5 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
I  14  I  15  I  16  I  17 
I  P~DDUITS I  CAPITAUX  I  BOHIFIC  I  FONDS 
I  MIHIERS  I  RISQUES  I  IHTERETS  I  REHAB. 
I  18 
I  IHVEST. 
I  TRAHSF. 
I  19  I  20  l 
I  TOT  GEN.  I  TOT  GEN.  I 
I  11  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
--------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANGOLA 
ANTIGUA-BARBUDA 
BAHAMAS 
BARBA DE 
BELIZE 
BENIH 
BOTSWANA 
BURUNDI 
CAMEROUN 
CAP-VERT 
CENTRAFRIQUE 
COMO RES 
CONGO 
COTE  D'IVOIRE 
DJIBOUTI 
DOMINIQUE 
ETHIOPIE 
FIDJI 
GABOH 
GAMBlE 
GHANA 
GREHADE 
GUIHEE-COHAKRY 
GUIHEE-BISSAU 
GUIHEE-EQUAT. 
GUYAHE  CO-OP 
BURKIHA  FASO 
36.513 
151 
320 
471 
28.924 
6.232 
37.498 
27.799 
700 
36.100 
38 
70 
21.385 
820 
4.870 
31.341 
31 
17.054 
5.553 
26.000 
3.775 
72.735 
26.800 
2.027 
'  ~3Q 
3.455 
1.682 
5.035 
13.499 
34.433 
264 
9.402 
371 
424 
1. 080 
3.200 
460 
900 
185 
215 
210 
545 
8.500 
300 
-
215 
-
103 
40 
365 
-
-
-
-
-
4.000 
1.779 
1.000  326 
6.500 
5. 000 
3.000 
2. 000 
10.000 
-
3.800 
21.000 
1.  000 
-
7.000 
1.800 
-
4.000 
1.680 
6.783 
499 
-
3.180 
43.713  229 
- -
1.  930  8 
320 
1.  797  94 
39.339  3.665 
13.812  302 
40.683  16 
28.014  295 
700 
37.782  1. 720 
7.073  5.484 
10.070  14 
41.876  19.025 
1.  365  143 
8.670  1.824 
95.274  37.656 
2.094  564 
17. 05ft  1.330 
15.169  10.077 
36.180  106 
5.946  898 
72.735  35 
27.327  919 
5.080  1.  080 
2.067  41 
1. 995  Z.lb 
. 
.... 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~  EH  000  ECUS  I  ENGAGEMENTS  HORS  P.  INDICATIFS  I  IPAIEMENTS  I 
JAMAIQUE 
KEHYA 
KIRIBATI 
LESOTHO 
LIBERIA 
MADAGASCAR 
MALAWI 
MALI 
MAURICE 
MAURITANIE 
MOZAMBIQUE 
HIGER 
NIGERIA 
OUGAHDA 
I  11 
I  TOT  PART 
I  1  - 10 
14.646 
35.441 
520 
18.429 
27.400 
47.099 
74.774 
23.350 
13.398 
15.670 
79.453 
36.628 
93 
58.540 
PAPOUASIE-HLLE-GUIHE  3.327 
RWANDA  51.170 
ST  CHRISTOFER  NEVIS 
SAIHTE  LUCIE  1.525 
SAIHT  VINCENT  ET  GRE  2.145 
SALOMON  6.403 
SAMOA  OCCIDENTALES  18 
SAO  TOME  ET  PRINCE  4.188 
SENEGAL  97.000 
SEYCHELLES  1.540 
SIERRA  LEONE  20.000 
SOMA LIE  2.386 
I  12 
I 
I  STABEX 
1.639 
2.370 
14.181 
2.950 
8. 947 
5.874 
46.402 
3.399 
18.985 
4.741 
1.627 
82.135 
-
I  13 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
580 
250 
2.135 
790 
340 
5.910 
1.114 
1.130 
5.650 
130 
500 
150 
880 
-
78 
o,  1.  008 
I  14  I  15  I  16  I  17 
I  PRODUITS  I  CAPITAUX  I  BONIFIC  I  FOHDS 
I  MINIERS  I  RISQUES  I  IHTERETS  I  REHAB. 
5.500 
3.500 
24.050 
4.000 
6.500 
15.000 
3.000 
14.300 
3.500 
1.500 
2.250 
869 
1.116 
2. 096 
3.657 
3.051 
2.000  494 
1.800 
2.600 
2.100 
25.500 
7.000 
13.000 
I  18 
I  INVEST. 
I  TRANSF. 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEN.  I  TOT  GEN.  I 
I  11  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
17.476  1. 020 
41.810  76 
2.159  1.639 
21. 9?9  2.428 
27.400 
71.399  3.366 
84.395  13.288 
38.321  14.836 
24.944  4.600 
31.009  537 
97.311  22.116 
57.915  6.284 
4.881  1. 030 
64.190  12.007 
56.280  46.402 
54.569  3.399 
1.500  416 
4.019 
4.075  68 
25.888  19.664 
7.358  4. 741 
8.065  1.454 
205.515  85.420 
1.540  164 
27.078  78 
16.394  496 
"-1 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~  EH  ODD  ECUS  I  EHGAGEM~HTS HORS  P.  IHDICATIFS  I  IPAIEMENTS  I 
-----------------------------------------------~·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I  11 
I  TOT  PART 
I  1  - 10 
SOUDAN 
SURINAM 
SWAZILAND 
TANZANIE 
TCHAD 
TOGO 
TONGA 
TRINITE  ET  TOBAGO 
TUVALU 
VANUATU 
ZAIRE 
ZAMBIE 
ZIMBABWE 
SOUS-TOTAL 
PROJETS  REGIONAUX 
SOUS-TOTAL 
MAYOTTE 
NOUVELLE  CALEDONIE 
POLYNESIE  FRANCAISE 
ST  PIERRE  & MIQUELON 
TER.  AUST.  FRANCAISE 
WALLIS  ET  FUTUNA 
ANTILLES  NEERLANDAIS 
ARUBA 
29.105 
9.998 
103.600 
47.928 
2.885 
200 
6 
800 
348 
96.384 
38.414 
15.216 
1. 368.864 
165.869 
165.869 
5 
200 
40 
I  12 
I 
1  STABEX 
60.067 
8.908 
12.776 
9.315 
1.866 
102 
11.438 
367.365 
I  13 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
1.117 
340 
730 
3.185 
2.160 
1.300 
4ft.715 
1. 950 
1.950 
I  14  t  15  I  16  I  17 
I  PRODUITS  I  CAPITAUX  I  BOHIFIC  I  FONDS 
I  NINIEP.S  I  RISQUES  I  IHTERETS  I  REHAB. 
9.000 
3.000 
18.000 
2.200 
1.500 
10.500 
249.150 
29.000 
29.000 
1.000 
7. 777 
3.409 
38.965 
I  18 
I  INVEST. 
I  TRAHSF. 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEH.  I  TOT  GEN.  I 
I  11  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
99.289 
340 
13.728 
130.508 
66.089 
12.200 
3.566 
6 
902 
13.946 
104.161 
50.214 
18.625 
2.069.058 
196.819 
196.819 
s 
200 
1.000 
40 
64.575 
542 
10.795 
14.406 
9.319 
2.602 
102 
11.918 
577 
262 
439 
446.885 
22.336 
22.336 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ •  EN  000  ECUS  I  ENGAGEMENTS  HORS  P.  INDICATIFS  I  IPAIEMENTS  I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------- I  11 
I  TOT  PART 
I  1  - 10 
I  12 
I 
I  STABEX 
I  13 
I  AIDE 
I  EXCEPT. 
I  14  I  15  I  16  I  17 
I  PRODUITS  I  CAPITAUX  I  BONIFIC  I  FONDS 
I  MINIERS  I  RISQUES  I  INTERETS  I  REHAB. 
I  18 
I  INVEST. 
I  TRANSF. 
I  19  I  20  I 
I  TOT  GEH.  I  TOT  GEN.  I 
I  11  A 18  I  RAP.  19  I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAIMANS 
ANGUILLA 
FALKLAND 
MONTSERRAT 
PITCAIRN 
SAINTE  HELENE 
TER.  ANTARTIQUE  CR-U 
TER.  OCEAH  INDIEN  CR 
TURKS  ET  CAICOS 
ILES  VIERGES 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOUS  A.C.P. 
TOUS  TER.  PTOM  FRANC 
TOUS  TER.CR-U> 
TOUS  PAYS  ET  TERRITO 
PROJETS  REGIONAUX 
SOUS-TOTAL 
TOTAL 
245 
419 
419 
1.535.396 
1.000  1.245 
-
419  52 
419  52 
367.365  46.665  279.150  38.965  2.267.541  469.273 
..... 
U'l - 76  -
2.  EIB  ACTIVITIES  IN  THE  ACP  COUNTRIES 
I.  General  summary 
1987  saw  a  cons1derable  upsw1ng  1n  EIB  financing  desp1te  the  cont1nu1ng  d1ff1cult 
econom~c  s~tuat1on of  most  ACP  States  - part1cularly  as  regards  the  balance  of 
payments  and  external  debt  - wh1ch  was  reflected  1n  further  1mplementat1on  of 
adjustment  programmes,  curta1ling publlc  expend1ture  and  bank  cred1t  and  hence 
restr1cting  investment. 
W1th  the  th1rd  Lome  Convention  gett1ng fully  under  way,  EIB  f1nanc1ng  amounted  to 
341  MECU  1n  1987,  63%  up  on  the  prev1ous  year  and  account1ng  for  20%  of  the  sums 
prov1ded  for  under  the  Convent1on.  The  increase  pr~mar1ly reflected  an  expans1on 
1n  r1sk  cap1tal  operat1ons,  wh1ch  more  than  tr1pled  compared  w1th  1986  to  reach 
187  MECU,  wh1le  Bank  loans  from  1ts  own  resources  w1th  1nterest  subsidies  remained 
at  approximately  the  same  level  (154  MECU). 
II.  Sectoral  breakdown  of  European  Investment  Bank  comm1tments 
(see  tables  I  and  II) 
198  MECU  - around  58%  of  total  assistance  - went  to  Industrial  Investments, 
concentrating particularly  on  small  and  medium-scale  ventures.  Bank  assistance 
for  the  latter,  through  global  loans  to  national  development  banks  and 
contributions  to  increases  In  their capital,  amounted  to  106  MECU,  account1ng  on 
their own  for  54%  of  flnancing  In  the  Industrial  sector  Bank  assistance  chiefly 
concerned  the  foodstuffs  Industry  (33, 1  MECU)  and  the  extract1ve  Industries 
(31,9  MECU),  representing  17%  and  16%  respectively of  actiVIty  In  the  Industrial 
sector. 
Other ass1stance  was  divided  in virtually equal  proportions  between  energy 
investments  (73,7  MECU  or  21,6%  of  operations)  -In particular construction or 
rehabilitat1on of  power  stations  and  proVISion  of  electricity distribUtlon  systems 
- and  Infrastructure  investment,  amounting  to  69,2  MECU  or  20,4%  of activity. 
Here,  the  development  of  telecommunications  (33  MECU)  assumed  particular 
importance. •  77  . 
TABLE  I 
Sectoral  breakdown  of  Bank  f1nanc1ng  1n  1987 
Resources  Sector 
Total  Own  R1sk  Energy  Infrastructure  Industry  Global 
cap1tal  loans 
314,4  136,9  177.5  60,8  64,0  102,3  87,3 
25,0  16,9  8. 1  12,9  5,3  0,9  5,9 
1 '6  0,4  1 . 2 
341,0  153,8  187,2  73,7  69,3  103,6  94,4 
III.  Geograph1cal  breakdown  (see  Annex) 
(1)  Africa 
In  1987,  25  African  countries  rece1ved  92%  of  EIB  ass1stance,  v1z.  314,4  MECU 
includ1ng  177,5  MECU  (56,5%)  in  r1sk  cap1tal.  In  Central  and  West  Africa 
assistance  chiefly  concerned  N1ger1a,  where  a  30  MECU  global  loan  was  granted  for 
small  and  medlum-scale  industrial ventures;  Cote  d'Ivo1re,  wh1ch  rece1ved 
16,9  MECU  for  the  renovation  of  cotton ginner1es  and  modern1zation of  a  text1le 
plant;  Mauritania,  where  15  MECU  helped  to  rehabilitate electr1city generat1ng  and 
distr1but1on  1nstallat1ons at  Nouadhibou  and  to  modern1ze  an  1ron  ore 
concentrat1on plant;  N1ger  and  Senegal,  wh1ch  obtained  14,3  MECU  and  12  MECU 
respect1vely for the  construction of  a  high-tenslon  power  l1ne  and  for  the 
extension  of  the  nat1onal  telecommunications  network.  Other  ass1stance  concerned 
the  rehabilitation of  an  011  ref1nery  1n  Ghana  (7  MECUl,  a  water  supply  proJect  in 
Ben1n  (6,5  MECU),  a  palm-oil  m1ll  in  Sao  Tome  (2, 1  MECU)  and  two  feas1bil1ty 
studies  for  900  000  ECU  for  a  reg1onal  1ron  ore  explo1tat1on  proJect  concern1ng 
Guinea  and  L1beria  (l) 
(1)  The  two  stud1es  were  financed  under  Lome  II. - 78  -
In  Southern  Africa,  35,2  MECU  were  granted  In  global  loans  and/or  contributions  to 
capital  Increases  for  development  banks  In  Zambia,  Botswana,  Zimbabwe,  Angola, 
Swaziland  and  the  Comoros.  The  main  other assistance  concerned  energy- 15,5  MECU 
to  Madagascar  and  13  MECU  to  Mauritius  for  the  repair  and  Improvement  of 
electricity generating  and  distribution  Installations  - and  agro-Industry:  14  MECU 
and  6  MECU  to  Zimbabwe  and  Botswana  for  the  construction  of  slaughter houses  and 
3  MECU  to  Mozambique  for  the  rehabilitation of  a  cotton  ginnery  Finally, 
18,5  MECU  went  to  two  proJects  for  the  extension  of  water  supply  systems  In 
Z1mbabwe  (12  MECU)  and  Malawi  (6,5  MECU). 
In  East  Africa,  Kenya  received  32,5  MECU,  comprised  of  13,5  MECU  for  the 
modernization  and  extension  of  tea-leaf processing plants,  13  MECU  In  the  form  of 
a  global  loan  and  6  MECU  for  Improvements  to  the  port  of  Mombasa.  Other 
assistance  In  the  region  concerned  the  working  of  a  gold  mine  In  Ethiopia 
(21  MECU),  construction  of  a  power  station  in  Somalia  (13  MECU),  a  5  MECU  global 
loan  in Tanzania  and  participation  in  an  Increase  In  the  capital  of  the  East 
African  Development  Bank  by  means  of  loans  of  2  MECU  each  to  the  Governments  of 
Kenya,  Uganda  and  Tanzania. 
In  addition  the  Bank  granted  two  regional  loans  in  1987  under  Its policy of 
promoting  regional  Integration  In  Africa.  These  Involved  21  MECU  for  a  regional 
telecommunicatlons  proJect  concerning  Gu1nea,  Guinea-Bissau,  Mall  and  Mauritania 
and  a  6  MECU  global  loan  to  the  East  African  Development  Bank. 
(Ii)  Caribbean 
In  the  Caribbean,  the  Bank  assisted  six countries  for  a  total  of  25  MECU, 
1nclud1ng  8,1  MECU  In  risk capital.  Assistance  was  directed  espec1ally  to 
Infrastructure  and  energy  - 1mprovements  to  the  port  of  Montego  Bay  1n  Jamaica 
(5,35  MECU),  thermal  power  stations  In  the  Bahamas  (9, 1  MECU}  and  a  hydroelectric 
one  In  Dominica  (3,8  MECU}  - and  small  and  medium-scale  industrial  and  tour1st 
lnltiatives  through  global  loans  to  local  development  banks  or  contr1butions  to 
Increases  in  the1r capital  In  Belize  (3,5  MECU),  Grenada  (1,8  MECU)  and 
St.  Christopher  and  Nevis  (1,5  MECUJ. - 79  -
(iil)  Pacific 
In  1987  Bank  assistance  went  to  two  Pac1f1c  countries:  Tonga,  where  1,5  MECU  were 
granted  to  the  Development  Bank,  1,2  MECU  as  a  global  loan  and  0,3  MECU  by  way  of 
participatlon  1n its cap1tal,  and  the  Solomon  Islands,  which  obtained  90  000  ECU 
( 2) 
for  a  feasibility study  concerning oil  storage possibilities 
IV.  Effects  of  Projects  financed 
The  total  cost  of  1nvestments  to  whose  f1nanc1ng  the  Bank  contributed,  based  on 
provisional estimates,  came  to  around  1  000  MECU.  The  direct  employment  effects 
of  the proJects  financed  may,  be  put,  on  the  basis  of appraisal  documentation,  at 
more  than  4  000  jobs. 
V.  Breakdown  of  f1nancing  by  level  of  development  of  the  ACP  States  concerned 
The  breakdown  of  financing  by  level  of  development  of  the  var1ous  countries  shows 
that  over half of  own-resources  loans  went  to  ACP  States with  a  per capita  1ncome 
of  more  than  some  US$400,  wh1le  about  2/3  of  risk-capltal  assistance  concerned 
projects situated In  the  most  disadvantaged  ACP  States. 
VI.  Disbursements 
IN  1987  Bank  disbursements  amounted  to  164,7  MECU:  7,2  MECU  under  Lome  I,  123  MECU 
under  Lome  II  and  34,5  MECU  under  Lome  III.  These  figures  break  down  into 
104,2  MECU  under  Lome  III.  These  figures  break  down  Into  104,2  MECU  from  own 
resources  and  60,5  MECU  In  risk capital. 
VII.  Aid  evaluation 
Under  the  third  Lome  Convention,  together with  Commission  evaluation staff,  the 
Bank  continued  In  1987  With  the  ex-post  evaluation  already  begun  in  1986  of  a 
number  of projects  in the  energy  and  agro-industry  sectors.  Ten  energy proJects 
(2)  This  study was  financed  under  Lome  II. - 80  -
and  four  agro-1ndustr1al  projects  which  It  financed  1n  e1ght  ACP  States  -
Barbados,  Cameroon,  Cote  d'lvoire,  Fiji,  Ghana,  Kenya,  Papua  New  Guinea  and 
Swaz1land  -were  covered-by  such  studies.  The  work,  which  was  carried  out  by 
outs1de  consultants,  produced  detailed  reports  and,  w1th  part1cular  regard  to  the 
agro-industrlal projects,  their conclus1ons  were  discussed  at  the  ACP-EEC  experts' 
meet1ng  1n  K1ngston,  Jamaica,  1n  June  1987.  In  addltion  to  those  fourteen 
projects,  eleven projects  co-financed  by  the  Bank  and  the  CommlSSlOn  were 
evaluated  on  the  latter's behalf,  br1ng1ng  to  twenty-flve  the  total  number  of 
ex-post  evaluatlons  concerning  Bank  operat1ons.  The  Bank  lS  also  cont1nuing  to 
oversee all proJects  wh1ch  1t  f1nances  under  the  Lorn~  Convent1ons. - 81  -
TABLE  II 
Breakdown  of  EIB  f1nancing  1n  1987 
MECU  % 
ENERGY  73,3  21 '6 
Generation  ~  ~ 
Conventional  power  stat1ons  37,6  11 '0 
Hydroelectr1c  power  stations  3,8  1 ' 1 
Electncl  ty  transmiss1on  ~  4  2 
Electncit;t distribut1on  18  0  ~ 
INFRASTRUCTURE  69,3  20,3 
Commun1cations  44  3  22.._Q 
Transport  11 '3  3,3 
Shipp1ng  (11,3)  ( 3' 3) 
Telecommunications  33,0  9,7 
Water  (catchment  distr1but1on)  25  0  2..._l 
INDUSTRY  198.00  58. 1 
Industry  92,0  27,0 
Extractive  industries  31 '9 
( 1 ) 
9,4 
Chemical  industry  7,0  2,0 
Foodstuffs  33' 1  9,7 
Textile  industry  19,9  5,9 
Other Services 
Global  loans  94  4  27  7 
Development  banks  11 '6  3,4 
TOTAL  341 '0  100,0 
(1)  Including  0,9  MECU  under  Lome  II. - 82  -
LOANS  GRANTED  FROM  THE  BANK'S  OWN  RESOURCES  IN  1987 
BAHAMAS  MECU 
Construction of diesel  power  stations,  extension  of  existing  power  stations  and 
improvement  of  the  electricity d1str1bution networks  on  ten  Islands  in  the  Family 
archipelago 
Bahamas  Electricity Corporation  (SEC) 
9. l 
BELIZE 
Global  loan  to  the  Development  Finance  Corporation  of  Belize  to  help  finance  small 
or medium-scale  projects  in  Industry,  agro-Industry,  tourism,  fisheries  and 
forestry 
2,5 
BOTSWANA 
Construction of  a  new  Industrial  cattle-slaughterhouse  and  a  boning plant  at 
Francistown  (North-East} 
Botswana  Meat  Commission  (BMC) 
Global  loan  to  Botswana  Development  Corporation  Ltd.  to  finance  small  and 
medium-sized  enterprises  in  Industry,  agro-Industry,  mining  and  tourism 
COTE  D' IVOIRE 
4,0 
7,0 
Reconstruction  of  the  cotton  ginnery at  Korhogo;  modernization  of  those  at 
Boundial  and  Mankono 
Republic  of  Cote  d'Ivoire  for  the  Compagnie  Ivoirienne  pour  le  developpement  des 
Textiles 
9,5 
Restructuring  and  modernization  of  two  plants  for  spinning  and  weaving  at  Dimbokro 
and  dyeing  and  printing at  AbidJan  Union  Industrielle et  Textile  de  Cote  d'Ivoire 
(UTEXI) 
7,4 - 83  -
JAMAICA 
Enlargement  of  the  port  of  Montego  Bay  by  constructing facilities  for  cruise 
liners 
Port  Authority  of  Jam1ca 
5,3 
KENYA 
Improvements  to  the  port  of  Mombasa;  repairing  and  moderniZing  two  bulk-liquid 
terminals  and  four berths  for  miscellaneous  goods 
Kenya  Port  Authority 
6,0 
Enlargement  and  modernization  of  thirty-nine  tea-leaf processing plants  and 
setting-up of  fifteen  new  plants 
Kenya  Tea  Development  Authority  (KTDA) 
11  • 0 
Global  loan  to  the  Development  Finance  Company  of  Kenya  to  finance  small  and 
medium-sized  enterprises  In  Industry,  agro-Industry,  agriculture,  tourism  and 
mlning 
10,0 
MALAWI 
Improving  treatment  capacity  and  the  dr1nk1ng  water  supply  system of  the  town  of 
L1longwe 
Government  of  Malawi  for  Lilongwe  Water  Board 
4,0 - 84  -
MAURITIUS 
Repairs  to  Fort  V1ctoria  d1esel  power  stat1on  (62,4  MWl  and  small  hydro-electrlc 
power  stat1ons  (3,4  MW)  and  1mprovement  of  the  electr1c1ty d1strlbut1on  network 
Central  Electr1c1ty  Board  (CEB) 
NIGERIA 
Global  loan  to  the  New  Nigerian  Development  Company  to  finance  small  and 
medlum-sized  enterpr1ses  1n  1ndustry,  agro-lndustry,  mlning  and  tourism 
REGIONAL  - EAST  AFRICA  (Kenya,  Uganda,  Tanzan1al 
10,0 
30,0 
Global  loan  to  the  ~~ast  African  Development  Bank  to  f1nance  small  and  med1um-s1zed 
enterprises  1n  industry,  agro-lndustry,  agr1culture,  tourism,  transport, 
telecommun1cat1ons  and  m1n1ng 
6,0 
ZIMBABWE 
Extension  of  the  drlnking  water  supply  and  d1stribut1on  systems  of  the  c1ty  of 
Harare 
Republlc  of  Zlmbabwe  for  Harare  City  Counc1l 
12,0 
Construction of  two  slaughterhouses  at  Bulawayo  and  Masvingo  (South)  and  a 
processing  and  distribution  complex  at  Harare  (North-East) 
Government  of  Zimbabwe  for  the  Cold  Storage  CommlSSion 
14,0 -~-
ZIMBABWE 
Global  loan  to  the  Zlmbabwe  Development  Bank  to  finance  small  and  medlum-sized 
enterprises  in  industry,  agro-lndustry,  m1ning  and  tourism 
6,0 - 86  -
RISK-CAPITAL  ASSISTANCE  FROM  EUROPEAN  DEVELOPMENT  FUND  RESOURCES 
MECU 
ANGOLA 
Global  loan  to  f1nance  feasibility studies  for  Industrial,  agro-Industrlal,  mining 
or tourist  proJects  and  rehabilitation projects  In  those  sectors. 
Cond1tional  loan  to  the  Angolan  National  Bank 
4,0 
BELIZE 
Improv1ng  possib1lities  for  ass1stance  from  the  Development  Finance  Corporation  of 
Belize  (DFCB) 
Global  loan  to  the  DFCB  to  help  finance  studies  and  partiCipations 
0,5 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  Government  of  Belize  to  f1nance  an  increase  In  Its 
part1c1pat1on  1n  the  DFCB's  capital 
0,5 
BENIN 
Increasing  and  improv1ng  the  dr1nk1ng  water  supply  of  the  towns  of  Cotonou  and 
Porto  Novo 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  People's  Republic  of  Benin  for  the  Societe  Beninoise 
d'Electr1c1te et  d'Eau  {SBEEl .  87  . 
BOTSWANA 
Construct1on  of  a  new  1ndustr1al  cattle-slaughterhouse  and  a  bon1ng  plant  at 
Franc1stown  (North-East) 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  Government  of  Botswana  for  the  Botswana  Meat  Comm1ssion 
(BMC) 
2,0 
Global  loan  to  f1nance  partic1pations  1n  the  capital  of  or quasi-equity  capital 
for  SMEs 
Cond1tional  loan  to  the  Botswana  Development  Corporat1on  (BDC) 
COMOROS 
Global  loan  to  finance  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises  in  industry, 
agro-1ndustry,  tourism  and  transport 
Cond1tional  loan  to  the  Banque  de  Developpement  des  Comores  (BDC) 
DOMINICA 
3,0 
2,0 
Hydro-electric  installations  involving  Laudat  power  station  (1,3  MW)  and  two 
add1t1onal  1,5  MW  generators  at  Trafalgar power  stat1on 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Commonwealth  of  Dominica  for  Domin1ca  Electr1city Serv1ces 
Limited  {DOMLEC) 
3,8 
ETHIOPIA 
Exploitation of  an  open-cast  gold  m1ne  and  ore-processing installations 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Ethiopian  Government  for  Lega  Demb1  Gold  Enterpr1se 
8,0 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Ethiopian  Government  for  the  Ethiop1an  Mineral  Resources 
Development  Corporation  (EMRDC) 
13,0 .  88  . 
GHANA 
Second  stage  of  the  renovation  programme  at  Tema  refinery,  east  of  ACCRA 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Republic  of  Ghana  for  the  Ghanaian  Ital1an  Petroleum 
Company  (GHAIPl 
GRENADA 
Global  loan  to  finance  small  and  med1um-s1zed  enterpr1ses  in  1ndustry, 
agro-lndustry  and  tourism  by  means  of  loans  and  part1c1pations 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Grenada  Development  Bank  (GOB) 
7,0 
1. 4 
Cond1tional  loan  to  the  Government  of  Grenada  to  enable it to  1ncrease  its 
part1c1pation  1n  the  Grenada  Development  Bank's  cap1tal 
0,4 
GUINEA 
Techn1cal  and  f1nancial  feasibllity  study  for  a  regional  project  to  explo1t  Mount 
N1mba  iron  ore 
Conditlonal  loan  to  the  Republ1c  of  Guinea 
0,3 
KENYA 
Global  loan for  the  rehab1l1tation of  small  and  medlum-sized  enterprises  1n 
1ndustry,  agro-lndustry,  agriculture,  tour1sm  and  m1n1ng 
Conditlonal  loan  to  the  Development  Finance  Company  of  Kenya  (DFCK) 
3,0 -M-
KENYA  {continued) 
Participation  In  a  capital  Increase  for  the  East  African  Development  Bank 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Government  of  Kenya 
Equity  and  quasi-equity partiCipations  in  tea-processing  companies 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Kenya  Tea  Development  Authority  (KTDA) 
LIBERIA 
2,0 
2,5 
Technical  and  financial  feasibility  study  for  a  regional  project  to  exploit  Mount 
Nimba  iron ore 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Republic  of  Liberia 
0,6 
MADAGASCAR 
Repairs  and  Improvements  to electricity generating and  distribution installations 
at  Mahajunga  and  Nosy-Be 
Condit1onal  loans  to  the  Malagasy  State  for  JIRAMA  {Malagasy  Electricity Company) 
2,0 
13,5 
MALAWI 
Improving  treatment  capacity  and  the  drinking water  supply  system  of  the  town  of 
L1longwe 
Subordinated  loan  to  Lilongwe  Water  Board  {LWB) 
2,5 
MAURITIUS 
Repairs  to  Fort  Victor1a  d1esel  power  station  (62,4  MW)  and  small  hydro-electric 
power  stations  (3,4  MW)  and  1mprovement  of  the  electricity distribution network 
Cond1tional  loan  to  the  Maur1tian  Government  for  the  Central  Electricity Board 
(CEB) 
3,0 - 90  -
MAURITANIA 
Rehab1l1tat1on  of  water  and  electr1c1ty  product1on  and  d1str1but1on  1nstallat1ons 
at  Nouadhlbou 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Islam1c  Republic  of  Maur1tan1a  for  the  Soc1ete  Nat1onale 
d'Eau  et  d'Electric1te  (SONELEC) 
5,0 
New  equ1pment  to  improve  the  lron-ore  concentrat1on  plant  at  Guelb  El  Rhe1n,  near 
Zouerate,  and  ra1l  and  telecommunicat1ons  l1nks  with  the  port  of  Nouadhlbou 
Subord1nated  loan  to  the  Islam1c  Republic  of  Maur1tan1a  for  the  Soc1ete  Nationale 
Industrielle et  M1n1ere  (SNIM) 
10,0 
MOZAMBIQUE 
Rehabilitation of  a  cotton  g1nnery  at  Chokwe  and  a  tomato-puree  factory  at 
Chilembene,  1n  the  south of  the  country 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  Mozamb1can  Nat1onal  Bank  for  the  Companhia  Agro-Industrlal 
Lonrho-Mocamblque  (LOMACO) 
3,0 
NIGER 
High-tension electr1c1ty  transmiss1on  between  Maradi  and  Z1nder  (Nlger)  and 
Kastsina  (Nigerla) 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  Republ1c  of  N1g~r for  the  Soc1ete  N1gerienne  d'Electr1c1te 
14,3 
UGANDA 
Partic1pation  in  a  cap1tal  increase for  the  East  African  Development  Bank 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Government  of  Uganda 
2,0 •  91  • 
REGIONAL  - WEST  AFRICA 
Radio-relay  telecommunications  1nstallat1ons  between  various  member  countr1es  of 
the  Econom1c  Community  of  West  Afr1can  States  (ECOWAS),  1nternat1onal  satell1te 
ground  stat1on at  Bamako  (Mall) 
Condit1onal  loan  to  the  ECOWAS  Fund  for Co-operatlon,  Compensat1on  and 
Development,  wh1ch  1s  to  onlend  to  the  States  of  Gu1nea-B1ssau,  Mali  and 
Maur1tania.  21,0 
SOLOMON  ISLANDS 
Study  of oil storage poss1bil1ties. 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  Government  of  the  Solomon  Islands. 
0,09 
SAO  TOME  AND  PRINCIPE 
Palm-oll  mill  1n  the  m1ddle  of  a  plantat1on  to  be  extended  and  installed near 
R1beira  Peixe  in  the  south-east  of  the  island. 
Condltional  loan  to  the  Nat1onal  Bank  of  Sao  Tome  and  Pr1nc1pe. 
2. 1 
SENEGAL 
Improv1ng  and  moderniz1ng  the  domest1c  telecommunications  network. 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Republ1c  of Senegal  for  the  Soc1ete  Nationale  des 
Telecommun1cations  (SONATEL). 
12,0 
SOMALIA 
Repa1rs  and  1mprovements  to  electr1c1ty generat1ng  (dlesel  power  stat1ons  with  a 
total  capacity of  58  MW),  transmission  and  d1stribut1on plant  at  Mogadishu. 
Conditional  loans  to  the  Government  of  the  Somal1  Democrat1c  Republic  for  the 
Soc1ete  Somalienne  d'Electr1c1te  Ente  Naz1onale  Energie  Elettr1ca  (ENEE). 
10,0 
3,0 - 92  -
SAINT  CHRISTOPHER  AND  NEVIS 
Global  loan  to  finance  1nvestment  by  small  and  med1um-s1zed  enterpr1ses  1n 
1ndustry,  agro-industry  and  tourism  and  acqu1sit1on  of  partlc1pat1ons. 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  Development  Bank  of  St  Kitts-Nevls  (DBSKN). 
5 
SWAZILAND 
Loans  to  step  up  the  act1v1tles  of  the  Swazlland  Investment  and  Development 
Company  Ltd  (SIDC). 
Global  loan  to  the  SIDC  to  help  f1nance  small  and  med1um-s1zed  enterpr1ses  1n 
industry,  agro-1ndustry,  m1n1ng  and  tour1sm. 
1 . 4 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Government  to  f1nance  part  of  1ts subscrlption  of  SIDC 
capital. 
1. 65 
TANZANIA 
Global  loan  to  f1nance  small  and  medlum-sized  enterpr1ses  1n  industry, 
agro-industry  and  tourism. 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Tangany1ka  Development  F1nance  Company  Ltd  (TDFL). 
5,0 
Participat1on in a  cap1tal  increase  for  the  East  Afr1can  Development  Bank. 
Conditional  loan  to  the  Government  of Tanzan1a. 
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TONGA 
Global  loan  to  f1nance  small  and  med1um-s1zed  enterpr1ses  1n  1ndustry, 
agro-industry,  transport  and  tourism  and  acqu1slt1on  of  part1c1pat1ons. 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  Tonga  Development  Bank  (TDB). 
1 '2 
Cond1t1onal  loan  to  the  K1ngdom  of Tonga  to  1ncrease  1ts  part1c1pat1on  1n  the 
Tonga  Development  Bank's  cap1tal. 
0,3 
ZAMBIA 
Global  loan  to  finance  1nvestment  by  small  and  medlum-sized  enterpr1ses  in 
1ndustry,  agro-lndustry,  m1n1ng  and  tour1sm  and  acquis1t1on  of  part1c1pat1ons. 
Condltional  loan  to  the  Development  Bank  of  Zamb1a. 
10,0 
Part1cipat1on  on  the  Community's  behalf  1n  the  cap1tal  of  the  Development  Bank  of 
Zambia. 
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3.  ACTIVITIES  OF  THE  CTA 
1987  saw  the  consolidation  of  act1v1t1es  previously  undertaken  and  the 
1mplementat1on  of  new  suggestions  rece1ved,  particularly  those  of  the  Centre's 
Advisory  Committee.  The  act1on  programme  adopted  by  the  Comm1ttee  of 
Ambassadors  was  carr1ed  out  1n  full. 
1.  STUDIES  AND  SPECIALIST  REPORTS 
1. 1.  Documentary  b1bl1ography  on  bananas  and  plantains 
Th1s  is  a  retrospective  b1bl1ography  on  bananas  and  plantains,  produced  1n 
co-operation  w1th  the  IRFA;  publication  began  1n  1985. 
Two  1ssues  of  the  bibliographic bulletin  appeared  in  1987. 
1.2.  Atlas  of  the  agro-pastoral  potent1al  of  the  Sahel 
Th1s  cartographic  summary  of  the  different  stud1es,  thematic  maps  and 
var1ous  facts  concernlng·agro-pastoral  resources  1n  the  Sahel  gave  r1se  to 
two  1n1t1al  publications  1n  1986:  atlases  for  Chad  and  N1ger.  The  atlas 
for  Burkina  Faso,  published  1n  1987,  is  shortly  to  be  followed  by  the  one 
for  Mall. 
1.3.  Inventory  of  ACP  information  sources 
This  study,  a  sequel  to  the  one  carried  out  1n  1986  on  EEC  1nformat1on 
sources,  puts  1nto  pract1ce  one  of  the  ma1n  recommendations  emerging  from 
the  sem1nar  organized  by  the  CTA  at  Montpell1er  in  1984  on  the 
d1ssem1nat1on  of  sc1ent1f1c  and  technical  1nformat1on. 
As  of  31  December  1987,  260  1nstitut1ons  were  already  covered. 
Publ1cat1on  of  the  directory  is  scheduled  for  the  f1rst  half of  1988. 
1.4.  Study  of  audio-visual  resources 
Th1s  study  makes  1t  possible  to  assess  the  audio-visual  equipment  and 
materials  available  and  the1r potential  uses  for agricultural  and  rural 
development  1n  the  ACP  States. 
1.5.  D1rectory  of  seed  programmes  and  projects 
This  puts  1nto  practlCP  a  recommendation  of  the  sem1nar  arranged  by  the 
CTA  in  1985  on  seed  production.  The  Inventory  was  undertaken  1n 
co-operation  w1th  seed  serv1ces  1n  ACP  States  and  bilateral and 
multilateral  co-operation  agenc1es. 
Apart  from  these  studies  on  specific  top1cs,  directly g1v1ng  r1se  to 
publ1cat1ons,  the  TCA  has  stud1es  carr1ed  out,  where  necessary,  to  prov1de 
bas1c  documentation  for  1ts  sem1nars. - 95  -
1.6.  Study  on  Irrigation 
A preparatory  study  for  a  sem1nar  wh1ch  the  CTA  IS  organizing  1n  1988  was 
carried out  with  the  assistance  of  the  International  Institute  for  Land 
Reclamation  and  Improvement  (ILRI);  It places  particular emphasis  on 
socio-cultural  aspects  of  the  Implementation  of  Irrigation proJects  In 
Afr1ca. 
2.  SEMINARS 
2. 1.  Sem1nar  on  food  security  1n  SADCC  (Southern  African  Development 
Co-ord1nat1on  Conference)  countr1es 
This  sem1nar  was  a  sequel  to  the  one  on  food  strategies  wh1ch  the  CTA 
organ1zed  in  November  1986  1n  Brussels.  It  dealt  with  the  specific 
situation of  food  product1on  in  southern  Africa.  Held  In  Lesotho  from 
12  to  14  January  1987,  It  was  attended  by  25  participants  from  SADCC 
countries  and  organizations  concerned  with  food  security  problems  In  the 
region.  During  the  seminar  reports  were  given  on  production  potential  In 
each  country  and  various  problems  hampering  food  security  In  the  region. 
2.2.  Seminar  on  African  manioc  mosaic 
The  seminar  was  held  In  Yamoussoukro  (Cote  d'Ivoire)  from  3  to  8  May  1987. 
It  concluded  that  In  order  to  act  effectively against  the  maJor  scourge 
represented  by  the  disease  it  was  necessary  not  JUSt  to  prepare  and 
distribute mosaic-free  vegetative  material  but  also  to  make  use  of  the 
sanitation  method.  Therefore,  in  implementation  of  the  seminar's 
recommendations,  steps  are  being  taken  to  publish  both  a  scientific work 
and  a  practical  extension  manual  on  the  subject. 
2.3.  Seminar  on  the  banana  and  plantain  Information  network 
The  meeting  organized  In  connection  w1th  the  INIBAP  network  took  place  in 
Montpellier  from  2  to  5  June  1987.  The  CTA's  contribution  to  the 
Information  system  set  up  will  come  under  the  continuation  of  action 
initially undertaken  In  co-operation with  the  IRFA. 
2.4.  Seminar  on  women  and  agricultural  extension 
The  meeting,  held  from  24  to  29  May  1987  at  Sparscholt  (United  Kingdom)  1n 
co-operation with  the  RASE  (Royal  Agricultural  Society  of  England), 
produced  proposals  for  Improving  the  agricultural  extension  Information 
system  In  order  to  enhance  the  role  of  rural  women  and  Improve  their 
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2.5.  Pac1fic  reg1on  seminar 
With  the  co-operat1on  of  the  IRETA,  the  CTA  organized  two  meet1ngs  for  the 
Pacific  region  1n  1987  at  Apia  (Western  Samoa). 
The  first  took  place  from  23  to  27  February  1987  and  dealt  With 
agroforestry  In  tropical  Islands,  while  the  second  was  held  from  2  to 
5  March  on  the  subJect  of  food  production  around  homesteads. 
In  addit1on  to  thos~ two  workshops,  the  CTA  organized,  jo1ntly With  the 
ISNAR  (International  Service  for  Nat1onal  Agricultural  Research),  a 
workshop  on  the  planning  and  management  of  agricultural  research  In  the 
South  Pacific. 
2.6.  Seminar  on  fodder  legumes 
The  meeting  took  place  1n  December,  in Jamaica.  Its  purpose  was  to  assess 
local  high-prote1n  fodder  legumes  With  the  a1m  of  promoting  l1vestock 
farm1ng  With  11mited  use  of  Imported  feeds. 
2.7.  Seminar  on  upgrad1ng  fisher1es  products  in  West  Africa 
An  1nitial meeting  was  held  in  Dakar  in  1986  following  a  study  assessing 
post-catch  losses;  it was  attended  by  technical  experts  from  fisheries 
services  and  recommended  1mplementing  a  reg1onal  action  programme. 
On  those  grounds  a  second  meeting  was  organ1zed,  in BanJul  (Gambia)  from 
7  to  9  October,  this  time  of  dec1Sion-makers  from  the  countries  concerned, 
to  consider  a  draft  programme  for  submission  to  the  Commission  of  the 
European  Communit1es. 
3.  PARTICIPATION  IN  OTHER  SEMINARS  AND  SYMPOSIA 
These  are  meetings  organ1zed  by  other  Institut1ons,  for  which  the  CTA 
covers  the  cost  of  partiC1pation  by  a  few  ACP  nationals. 
Many  International  meet1ngs  are  1n  fact  organized  on  topics  In  areas  of 
concern  to  ACP  countries  but  very  often  the  structures  concerned  1n  those 
countries  do  not  have  ~he financial  resources  required  to  take  part.  In 
some  cases  the  CTA  assists  with  full  or part  financ1ng. 
Apart  from  the  opportunity It affords  those  concerned  to  partiipate ·in 
such  meetings  and  benefit  from  them  directly,  this  programme  enables  the 
CTA  to  have  first-hand  scientific  and  technical  documentation  which  1t  can 
distribute for  the  benefit  of all  ACP  States.  Moreover,  through  1ts 
contribution  the  CTA  manages  to  Influence organizers  in directing  the 
proceedings  of  such  meet1ngs  as  far as  possible  towards  the  ACP  States' 
pr1ority  requirements. 
For  1987  the  CTA  paid  for  seventy-nine  ACP  representatives  at  some  fifteen 
meet1ngs. - 97  -
4.  PUBLICATIONS 
4.1.  SPORE 
The  CTA  continued  publlsh1ng  1ts  bl-monthly  informat1on  bullet1n  "Spore" 
with  a  circulation of  10  000:  7  102  in  Afr1ca,  520  1n  the  Caribbean  and 
364  in  the  Pacific,  the  remainder  be1ng  1n  Europe. 
4.2.  Newsletter of  RISED 
The  Centre  continued its support  to  the  European  Environmental  Bureau 
(EEB)  for  the  publication of  1ts  period1cal  newsletter. 
4.3.  Articles  in  the  Courier 
The  CTA  regularly publishes  articles  1n  the  ACP-EEC  Cour1er  on  top1cs 
related to its act1vit1es. 
4.4.  "The  Tropical  Agriculturist" collection 
This  is  a  series  of extens1on  publ1cat1ons  deal1ng  1n  particular w1th 
hot-region  crops. 
The  publications  on  cotton  and  man1oc  appeared  1n  1987. 
Following  the  policy of breaking  down  the  language  barrier for  the  better 
dissemination  of  information,  the  CTA  arranged  for  the  translat1on  of 
these handbooks,  whose  publicat1on  in English  was  of 1nterest  to  the 
publishers  Macmillan.  Three  appeared  in  1987,  on  maize,  ra1nfed  rice,  the 
plantain and  storage of  food  and  seed  products,  in  a  collection entitled 
"The  Trop1cal  Agriculturist". 
4.5.  Translation of  three  agricultural  publications 
Three publications  in  the  series  "Terres  et  vie": 
- Tropical  agriculture  among  African  peasant  farmers 
- Gardens  and  orchards  of Africa 
- Water  and  soil  loss 
have  been  translated  into English  and  are  to  be  publ1shed  very  shortly. 
4.6.  Translation of  the  IEMVT  publication  "Precis  of  tropical  veter1nary 
pathology" 
This  is being  translated  into  English.  Publicat1on  1s  planned  for  1988, 
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4.7.  Publicat1ons  on  successful  rural  development  exper1ments 
There  1s  very  little 1nformation  ava1lable  in wrlting  1n  th1s  f1eld.  The 
CTA  therefore envisages  a  series  of publlcations,  the  f1rst  of  which  will 
concern: 
- model  farms  developed  in Saint  Lucia; 
- small  1rrigated areas  in  the  valleys  of  the  rivers  Senegal  and  Niger; 
- the  arrangement  of  drainage  bas1ns  (Madagascar). 
4.8.  Publication  on  the  environment 
The  safeguarding of natural  resources  is  a  bas1c  concern  of  the  Lome 
Convention  and  the  CTA  has  undertaken  the  product1on  of  a  publication  to 
promote  awareness  of  the  damage  caused  by  man  to  the  natural  environment 
in  ACP  countries.  The  project is currently  in  progress. 
5.  ASSISTANCE  TO  ACP  DOCUMENTATION  CENTRES 
5.1.  Training 
On  s1milar lines  to  the  course  arranged  for  documentalists  from 
French-speaking  ACP  countries  in  Dakar  in  1986,  a  further  tra1ning  sessi~n 
on  agricultural  information  sources  took place  from  15  to  20  June  1987  at 
Lilongwe  (Malawi)  for  English-speakers. 
The  course  enabled  documentalists  from  10  African  countries  to  become 
better acquainted  with  methods  of analysing users'  requ1rements  as  well  as 
familiarizing  themselves  with  primary  and  secondary  information  sources  on 
tropical  agronomy.  The  opportunit1es  afforded  by  the  new  CD-ROM  (Compact 
Disk  Read  Only  Memory)  technology  were  also  presented  to  them. 
The  CTA  paid  for  ACP  nationals  to  part1cipate  in  the  follow1ng  courses 
organized  by  other institutions  as  well: 
- a  course  on  informat1on  in agriculture organized  by  the  CABI  at 
Wallingford  (United  Kingdom)  from  7  to  18  September  1987; 
- a  course  on  the  runn1ng  of  small  agricultural  libraries organized  by 
Bordeaux  International  School  from  1  June  to  10  July  1987. 
5.2.  Documentary  assistance 
The  programme  involves  the  supply directly  (or  through  vouchers  or other 
coupons)  to  ACP  Documentation  Centres  of  works  or magazines  regarded  as 
basic or reference material.  It  compr1ses  various  parts: 
- distribution of  Agr1ndex  bibliography; 
- subscr1pt1ons  to specialist  magaz1nes; 
- documentary  assistance; 
- supply  of  payment  chits. - 99  -
5.3.  Rural  radio 
In  view  of  the  effectiveness  of  rad1o  as  a  means  of  disseminating 
information,  the  CTA  envisages  implementing  a  rural  radio  assistance 
programme  1n  ACP  countr1es.  However,  in  order  to  determine  the  speciflc 
action  to  be  undertaken  1t  proved  necessary  to  have  two  studies  carried 
out: 
- the  f1rst,  a  comp1lat1on  and  assessment  of  the  stud1es  already available 
in this  field; 
- the  second,  f1eld  surveys  (two  sets:  French  and  English-speaking)  to 
establish countr1es'  real  needs. 
Those  studies  are  being put  to  use  and  will  serve  to  prepare  the 
activitles of  the  1988  programme. 
5.4.  Other  action 
The  CTA  provided  assistance  to  the  Integrated  Rural  Development  Centre  for 
Africa for  the  setting-up of 1ts  information  system  on  integrated  rural 
development  in  Africa. 
In  addit1on,  spec1fic  support  was  prov1ded,  at  the1r  request,  to  some  ACP 
countries'  national  agricultural  documentation  centres  (supply  of  small 
items  of  equ1pment  and  assistance  in  the  preparat1on  of  techn1cal 
documents  or 1n  training). 
The  CTA  Wlshes  to  act  as  a  l1a1son  body,  where  necessary,  between 
countries  or agencies  a1ding  ACP  countries.  It  has  accordingly  brought 
together: 
(i)  representat1ves  of  the  main  databanks:  CABI  (Commonwealth 
Agricultural  Bureaux  International),  Un1ted  Kingdom;  AGRICOLA 
(AgrlcUltural  on-llne access),  USA;  KIT  (Konlnklljk  Inst1tuut  voor  de 
Tropenl,  Netherlands; "CIDARC  (Centre  internat1onal  d'lnformation  et 
de  documentation  en  agronom1e  des  regions  chaudes},  French;  CGIAR 
(Consultative  Group  on  International  Agr1cultural  Research},  USA; 
IFIS  (International  Food  Informat1on  Service);  and  co-operation 
agencies  such  as  the  CDI;  CRDI  (Centre  de  recherche  pour  le 
developpement  international),  French;  ATSAF  (Arbeitsgruppe Tropische 
und  Subtropischel,  Federal  Republic  of  Germany;  DANIDA  (Danlsh· 
International  Development  Agency);  World  Bank:  Rockefeller 
Foundation:  and  other  EC  agencies,  with  the  a1m  of  developing  a 
project  to  prov1de  develop1ng  countries  w1th  CD-ROM  equipment  and 
tralning for  those  respons1ble  so  that  they  can  use  it to  gain  access 
to  the  1nformation  recorded  on  compact  d1scs; - 100  -
(ii)  representatives  of  the  IEMVT  (Jnstitut d'Evelage  et  de  Medecine 
Veterinaire  des  Pays  Trop!caux),  EEC,  GTZ  (Deutsche  Gesellschaft  fur 
Technische  Zusammenarbeit),  FAO,  French  Ministry  of  Co-operation  and 
European  Association  for  Animal  Product1on,  for  the  purposes  of 
better co-ordination  of  thelr aid  in  the  fleld  of  research  and 
development  concerning  small  ruminants  in Africa. 
6.  QUESTION  AND  ANSWER  SERVICE 
Promoted  via  the  SPORE  information bulletln,  other organizations' 
publications  and  the  technical  meetings  organized  by  the  CTA,  the  Centre's 
Question  and  Answer  Service  developed  considerably  in  1987.  There  were 
4  626  requests  from  1  January  to  31  December  1987  as  against  1  082  in 
1986. 
They  came  from  a  variety of socio-professional  groups:  farmers,  extension 
workers,  librarians,  students,  planners,  decision-makers  and  teachers. 
7.  LIAISON  NETWORK 
The  CTA  set  up  two  regional  branch  offices  in  1987,  one  at  the  IRETA  in 
the  South  Pacific  and  the  other at  the  CARDI  in  the  Caribbean. 
The  programme  for  each  office was  drawn  up  in  agreement  with  the  regions 
concerned. 
In  Europe  the  Luxembourg  National  Liaison  Committee  was  set  up.  Those  in 
Belgium,  Denmark,  France,  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany,  Greece  and  the 
Netherlands  met  regularly with  CTA  representatives  attending.  Preliminary 
contacts  were  established  by  the  CTA  for  the  purpose  of setting up  Liaison 
Committees  in  Spain  and  Portugal. - 101  -
INTRODUCTION 
The  tenth  anniversary  of  the  establishment  of  the  Centre 
was  celebrated  with  some  pomp  during  the  year  in  the 
presence of the Ministers,  Ambassadors,  high officials and 
industrialists  of  the  ACP  and  EEC  countries.  It  was  an 
occasion  of  stock-taking  and  launching  into  the  second 
decade.  Perhaps  the  most  apt  of the  statements  assessing 
the  evolutionary  development  of.  CDI  was  that expressed  by 
the  Director-General  for  Development  of  the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities.  Mr.  Dieter Frisch  said  amongst 
other  things  that  CDI  was  founded  as  a  joint  institution 
to  express  a  new  spirit of  North-South  cooperation  for  a 
new  economic  order.  He  congratulated the  Directorate  and 
the  staff,  saying  that  the  professionalism  of  CDI  has 
developed  since  1977  and  that  the  organization  was  now 
well  launched  on its path. 
A  new  initiative  has  since  been  put  into  thrust  for  the 
second  decade.  This  is  to  more  intensively  involve  and 
mobilize  the  private  sector  of  industry  in  the  economic 
development  of  the  ACP  countries,  and  it is  in  line  with 
the  objectives  set  for  ACP-EEC  industrial  cooperation 
under  the  3rd  Lome  Convention.  The  Centre  during  the 
period  covered  by  this  report  entered  into  bilateral 
cooperation  agreements  with  most  of  the  member  States  of 
the  European  Community,  with  a  view  to  providing  funding 
incentive  for  European  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises 
wanting  to  extend  or  deploy  manufacturing  activities  to 
ACP  States.  As  a  complementary  action,  consultative 
meetings  are  being  organized  with  ACP  States  by  region  to 
probe  their  problems,  needs  and  priorities  for 
resource-based  industrialization.  The  policy  adjustment 
measures  introduced  by  these  countries  for  econo~ic 
recovery  are  focused  on  the twin elements of privatization 
of  industry  and  the  liberalization of market  control  as  a 
means  of attracting foreign  investment.  Thus,  CDI  has  had 
to play the role of  a  knowledgeable broker to engineer the 
best package of options  for ACP-EEC  joint ventures. 
The  Joint  Governing  Board,  whose  membership  is  largely 
drawn  from  the public and private milieux of industry,  has 
been  relentless  in  supporting  these  new  approaches.  Some 
of the members  have  not  only participated directly in  some 
of the activity programmes  but have  also  on  their personal 
responsibility  promoted  the  ideas to their Governments  or 
relevant institutions charged with development cooperation 
and  export  trade.  All  these  are  beginning  to  augur  well 
for the  image-building of  CDI  with the social  and  economic 
operators. •  102  • 
OVERALL  ORIENTATION  OF  ACTIVITIES 
The  year  has  been  particularly dominated  by  the  following 
aspects  : 
The  Centre  has  dealt with  a  larger number  of  projects 
than previously,  although many  were relatively small. 
Two  regional  industrial  cooperation  meetings  have  been 
held  in East Africa  and  the Pacific respectively and  an 
Investors  Forum  took place in Libreville,  all involving 
a  considerable  commitment  of the staff in the detailed 
organization and execution of these meetings. 
Activities in Europe  have also involved the arrangement 
of  information  and  promotion  meetings  in  various 
countries,  notably  Italy,  Greece,  Portugal,  Spain, 
Luxembourg,  Denmark  and  Ireland. 
The  increasing  number  of project requests  coming  from  ACP 
countries  are  due  to  the  antennae  becoming  more  efficient 
and/or  CDI  becoming  better  known  in  the  ACP  industrial 
communities. 
This  has  of  course  also  resulted  in  good  general  use  of 
the  intervention  budget  {92%  commitments)  and  only  two 
direct  intervention  articles,  namely  for  feasibility 
studies  and  marketing 1  have  been  underused  (60-70% 
commitments)  before  the  available  funds  were  transferred 
to other articles. 
Although  the  number  of  feasibility  studies  executed  is 
high,  they  are  mostly  for  potentially  small  investments. 
A  study  undertaken  for  CDI  by  an  outside  consultant 
indicates that  CDI  should  aim  at somewhat  larger projects 
- but still SMI's  - to become  more  successful in identify-
ing projects that may  find  finance  in the  EEC.  A greater 
emphasis  was  also  suggested  on  criteria for the  selection 
of promoters. 
Undoubtedly,  there  is  now  an  opening  in  many  African 
countries  for  foreign  investment,  as  more  countries  have 
started  to  follow  the  structural  adjustment  economic 
reform  programmes  suggested  by  the  IMF.  Countries  which 
for  many  years  could  not  attract  foreign  investment  have 
started to do  so,  e.g.  Ghana  and  Tanzania. - 103  -
Although  this  new  orientation  is  also  expected  to 
encourage  exports,  it has  not  been  easy  for  the  Centre  to 
develop  requests  for  marketing  assistance.  This  is 
primarily  due  to  the  fact  that  few  ACP  countries  today 
produce  manufactured  goods  matured  for  export  other, than 
the traditional exports of processed agricultural products 
(coffee,  tea,  vegetable  oils,  timber,  etc.).  CDI 
assistance  to  some  manufacturers  has  facilitated  export; 
however,  a  bigger  development  in  this  direction  would  be 
through  joint  ventures  in  which  there  is  now  also  a 
greater interest. 
CONTACTS  WITH  ACP  GOVERNMENTS 
The  many  projects that were  dealt with  and  the  industrial 
meetings held in Nairobi  - Kenya,  Apia  - Western  Samoa  and 
Libreville  - Gabon  have  made  it possible to  increase  and 
strengthen  contacts  with  ACP  governments  as  well  as 
industry.  Missions  by  CDI  staff and  consultants were  con-
ducted to most  of the ACP  countries. 
The  Director,  who  was  in  many  instances  joined  by  the 
corresponding  Joint  Governing  Board  members,  participated 
in  all  the  industrial  cooperation  meetings  and  attended 
four  regional  antennae  meetings  held  at  the  sai!le  time, 
including the one  for the  Caribbean region in Barbados. 
SPECIAL  ASPECTS  RELATED  TO  EEC  COUNTRIES 
During  the  year  CDI  signed  new  cooperation  andjor 
co-financing  agreements  with  institutions  in  Greece, 
Portugal,  Denmark,  the Basque  Region  of Spain,  the Flemish 
Region  of  Belgium  and  with  the  German  Ministry  of 
Cooperation.  The  latter agreement  provides  for  the  full-
time  services  of  an  expert  over  a  two  year  period  to 
promote  CDI  assisted  projects  in  Germany.  He  will  be 
placed with  DEG  in Cologne. 
During  the  year  the  co-financing  agreements  contributed 
385,000  ECU  to  CDI  interventions,  thus  reducing  CDI's 
expenditures  on  individual  projects  while  not  affecting 
the  contribution  of  the  EEC  project  partners.  The  ACP 
party most  often pays  local costs. 
Also  in  1987  a  new  emphasis  was  placed  on  searching  for 
European  project  proposals  and  matching  them  with 
appropriate  ACP  requests  or  potential  partners.  The 
initial  results  seem  promising.  Hopefully,  these  EEC 
proposals  in the  new  year may  have  an  impact  in increasing 
the  number  of  promising  studies  far  joint  ventures, 
preferably with export orientation. •  104  • 
COOPERATION  WITH  EEC  COMMUNITY  INSTITUTIONS 
Cooperation  with  the  Commission  has  generally  increased, 
in particular through  a  closer contact with  the  Delegates 
and  the  Desk  Officers  of  the  Commission.  There  seem  also 
to  be  more  possibilities  for  complementary  action  on 
specific projects,  e.g.  two  projects in Ghana. 
With  the  European  Investment  Bank  (EIB),  within  the 
limitations of its charter,  more  cooperation possibilities 
also  seem  to  be  forthcoming  and  regular meetings  are  held 
on project financing. 
The  ACP-EEC  Joint  Assembly  has  not  taken  a  particular 
interest in industrial questions related to CDI  during the 
year.  The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  on the other hand 
has  repeatedly  expressed  the  wish  for  more  cooperation 
with  CDI.  Action was  initiated in this regard by  inviting 
members  of  the  Committee  to participate  in the  industrial 
cooperation  meetings  held  in  ACP  countries.  A  delegation 
of  five  led  by  the  Vice-President,  Mr.  E.  POETON,  took 
active part in the meeting  organized  for  the East African 
region  in  Nairobi  on  the  theme  "Export  marketing  of  ACP 
manufactured products". 
OPERATIONAL  ANALYSIS  AND  RESULTS 
The  following  tables  show  in  figures  the  volume  of  CDI's 
assistance and  the results achieved. 
In Table I,  compared to  1986,  there is a  large increase in 
the volume  or number  of projects assisted during the year. 
Project substantiation and  in-depth evaluation is as usual 
a  high  figure  including the preliminary identification and 
substantiation  exercises  undertaken  by  antennae  or  local 
consultants in ACP  countries. 
The  number  of  travel  assistance  projects  has  risen 
significantly  and  does  not  include  invitees  to  the  two 
meetings  held  in  Nairobi  and  Apia,  to  which  CDI  invited 
antennae  and private and public sector representatives. 
In-plant  training  has  reached  a  higher  level  than  last 
year;  however,  implementation  assistance  has  fallen 
significantly.  This  may  be  due  partly to the  overlapping 
feature of the two  groups  of assistance. - 105  -
The  great  increase  in  studies  is  primarily  due  to  an 
increase  in  the  number  of  rehabilitation  and  market 
studies,  as  feasibility  studies  only  increased  from 
thirty-five to thirty-nine. 
Table II shows  the results achieved to date by  CDI. 
The  number  of  projects  which  entered  production  is  one 
more  than  in  1986.  For  the majority of the projects that 
have  gone  into production,  we  have  provided  implementation 
or training assistance rather than assistance in formation 
of joint ventures with feasibility studies  (four only). 
However,  many  of  the  projects  under  implementation  are  to 
a  greater extent based  on  CDI  feasibility studies and  some 
are benefitting from  financial  engineering assistance with 
CDI.  In fact,  these projects are indicative of the chang-
ing  situation  in  the  ACP  countries  and  also  demonstrate 
that the  EEC  investment  finance  institutions  are  changing 
their  attitude  towards  investment  in  some  ACP  countries 
previously excluded. 
Tables  III  to  V  list  the  projects  assisted  by  CDI  that 
entered  into  production  or  were  in  the  phase  of  physical 
construction or  implementation  in 1987.  A  column has been 
introduced  to  indicate  private  equity  participation  from 
the  EEC.  This is to bring into focus  the problems  identi-
fied  in the  investment  chapter of the  3rd  Lome  Convention, 
namely  the  need  to  encourage  and  facilitate  the  flow  of 
private  investment  available  to  ACP  States  in the  form  of 
equity and  long-term capital  loans. 
Although  CDI  gives special attention and  incentives to the 
promotion  of  joint ventures  (promotional  meetings,  travel 
assistance  for  contacts,  co-financing  of  feasibility 
studies,  marketing  assistance,  project  finance 
engineering,  training  and  start-up  assistance},  most  of 
the  projects  that  get  implemented  have  little  or  no 
component  of  private  capital  from  Europe.  It  is  to  be 
noted  of  course  that  measures  to  deal  with  this  problem 
are  under  study  by  the  ACP-EEC  Investment  Committee.  The 
deteriorating environment  for  industrial investment  in ACP 
States  poses  a  very  serious  threat  to  the  productive  use 
of  CDI's  budgetary  resources  for  new  industrial 
prospection.  This  lack  of  re-scheduling  of  ACP  foreign 
debt  burdens  or  even  their cancellation,  coupled  with  the 
pressure  on  their  governments  to  privatize  public 
enterprises,  has  mopped  up  available  stock  of  local 
industrial  capital.  The  massive  devaluation  of  the 
various  currencies  has  made  foreign  export  services  and 
goods  very  costly,  notwithstanding  that  foreign  exchange 
is not freely purchasable. - 106  -
A  serious  dilemma  thus  confronts  CDI's  programme  of 
assisting  in  the  preparation  of  feasibility  studies  for 
new  projets  in  ACP  countries.  In  the  last  few  years,  CDI 
has  co-financed  150  feasibility  studies  of  potentially 
viable industrial projects of ACP  States.  The  implementa-
tion  of  the  projects  has  been  stalled  for  lack  of local 
and  external  finance.  In  1987,  due  to the  application  of 
much  stricter criteria for  the  acceptance  of  projects  for 
feasibility studies,  over  30%  of the  budget  provision  for 
the  promotion  of  new  industries  aimed  at  processing  ACP 
raw materials had to be  re-allocated to other industries. 
At  the  Industrial  Cooperation  Meetings  organized  by  the 
CDI  for  East  Africa  and  the  Pacific  States  during  the 
year,  the obstacle to the  implementation of ACP  industrial 
projects  was  attributed to the  dearth  of  foreign  exchange 
and  industrial capital.  On  the  other hand,  and  paradoxi-
cally,  EEC  financial  institutions often talk of  availabi-
lity  of  finance  for  viable  industrial  projects  in  ACP 
countries.  The  Joint  Governing  Board  has  also  addressed 
this  problem  with  the participation of  the  representative 
of the  European  Investment  Bank.  From this it has  emerged 
that the linkage  factor between the contradictory views  is 
the  unwillingness  of the  European  industrialist to  invest 
in ACP  projects but would  rather sell equipment,  expertise 
or  know-how.  No  doubt,  certain  innovative  ideas  or 
measures will be  required to change this attitude.  CDI  is 
already  embarking  on  one  based  on  cooperation  funding 
agreements with  EEC  bodies. •  107  • 
TABLE  I  :  ANALYSIS  OF  CDI 'S ASSISTANCE 
:Project substantiation and  in-depth 
:evaluation  and  identification  in  ACP  coun-
:tries  (including projects  from  industrial 
:potential  surveys} 
'83 
19 
'84 
'70 
'85  '86  '87 
121  235  350 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:Travel  assistance  to entrepreneurs  (project 
:related)  85  99  54  51  94 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:In-plant training,  industrial  promotion 
:attache programme,  etc.  41  42  40  36  :  69 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:Technical  expertise  and  implementation 
:ass1stance  includ1ng start-up assistance  and 
:market1ng  operations 
.  . 
45  55 
: 
64  85  58 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:Feasib1lity,  diagnostic,  rehabilitation and 
:market studies  for  new  projects  and  exist1ng 
:industr1es  29  53  44  51  93 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------:  .  .  219  319  323  458  664 
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TABLE  II: RESULTS  ACHIEVED  BY  COl TO  DATE 
'8  1  '82  '83  '84  '85  '86  I 
'87 
COI-assrsted  prOJects  whrch entered productron (m- I 
c!udmg  p1!ot  plants)  4  9  12  16  23  22  23 
lndustnal projects under physrcal constructron  9  I  8 
15  6  17  25  12 
Industrial proJects under rmplementation  6  I 15 
Investment costs m Ecu (million), rn relat1on to 
34 41  I  proJects whrch entered productiOn  .  •  30 7  5.9  10.2  I  20.1 
Employment created  •  •  460  651  436  1690  167 2 
COl  rehabditatron rnterventtons  16  12  19  21  18  I 32  I 40 
COl  trarning operat1ons (No  of trarnees)  74  255  200  289  321  1268  1243 
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TABLE  III  :  PRD.1EC"TS  THAT  ENTERED  INTO  PRODOCTiotil  IN  1987 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ :  EEC 
:  :  CDI- :Investment  :  Equity  :Employ: 
:  COUNTRY  PROJECT  Assistance  (Ecu)  :Participatn·:ment 
---------------------------------------~--------------------------------------
:  1 
: 
:  2 
:  3 
: 
: 
5 
:  6 
: 
.  . 
7 
:  8 
: 
:  9 
: 1 0 
: 11 
: 
:12 
: 
:13  .  . 
:14 
: 
:15  .  . 
:16  .  . 
:17  .  . 
: 
:18  .  . 
: 19 
:Benin  :Paint  :Implementn 
:Burkina  F  :Pumps  and  Brick: 
:COte 
:d'Ivoire 
:Gambla 
:Nigeria 
:Burundi 
:Burundi 
:Burund1 
:Congo  .  . 
:Za1re 
:Zaire 
:Presses  :Implementn 
:Plastic aigns 
:Br1quettes 
:Feas.  Study 
:Implementn 
:Implementn 
:Perfusion aolns:Implementn 
:Passion fruit 
:juice 
:Vegetable oil 
:Sweets 
:Implementn 
:Impleraentn 
:Implementn 
:Fr.  juice-Klne  :Implementn 
:Hech.  Wrkshop 
:Lemonade  -
:Soft Drinks 
:Sanitary Ware 
:Implementn 
:Feas.  Study 
:lmplementn 
:lmplementn 
:Madaqascar:Cament Tiles  :lmplementn 
:Mauritius  :Gold Jewellery  :Training 
.  . 
:Mauritius  :Recombined 
:  :Butter 
:P'eas.  Study  : 
:Implementn 
: 
:Uganda 
: 
:Uganda 
:  .  . 
:Bricks 
:Stabilized 
:Blocks 
:Training 
: 
500,000 
: 
65,000 
125,000 
274,000 
136,000 
71,000 
85,000 
: 
112,000  : 
2,000,000 
5,800,000 
2,117,000 
485,000 
760,000 
: 
.  . 
no 
6,700 
no 
94,000 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
93,200 
no 
no 
3,900 
150,000  :{!)  125,000 
.coo.ooo 
220,000 
60,000 
: 
: 
.  . 
no 
no 
no 
:Antigua  :~um Di•tillery  :Diaqn.  Study:  1,000,000  :  no 
:Guyana  :Wooden  Producta:Training 
:Tech.  Aaaiat:  600,000 
.  . 
no 
20 
10 
1 0 
30 
11 
,  1 
11 
8 
27 
29 
74  : 
: 
10 
25 
so 
30 
60 
20 
46 
65 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  . 
.  . 
:20 
: 
: 
:21 
: 
:22 
: 
:2.3 
: 
COUNTRY  PRO.JEC'I' 
:St Lucia  :Fibreglass  .  :Boats  . 
:Trinidad  :Meat  Products 
:&  Tobago 
:Trinidad  :Nails - Rabars 
:&  Tobago 
:Papua  :Soap 
:New  Guinea: 
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CDI  :Investaent 
Assistance  (Ecu) 
:Feas.  Study 
:Implementn  100,000 
: 
:Diaqn.Study 
:Tech.  Assist:  100,000 
: 
:Implementn  2,500,000 
:Feas.  Study 
:Implementn  1,250,000 
EEC 
Equity 
:Participatn 
.  . 
.  . 
:  .  ss.ooo  . 
.  .  .  no  .  .  . 
:  .  no  . 
: 
:  .  125,000  . 
:Employ: 
:ment 
:  .  e  .  .  . 
: 
:  52  .  . 
25 
-40  : 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ :20,110,000 .  502,800  672  . 
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TABLE  IV  :  PROJ'EC'I'S  ONDER  CONSTROC"l'ION  IN  1987 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EEC 
CDI  :Investment  :  Equity  :Enploy: 
COUNTRY  PROJ'EC'I'  Assistance  (Ecu)  :Partic1patn  :ment 
1  :Burundi  :Envelopes  :Implementn  230,000  no  5 
2  :Burundi  :Sorghum  Beer  :Implementn  510,000  no  24 
3  :Cameroon  :Dairy Products  :Feas.  Study 
:Negotn  Ass.  :10,700,000  2,100,000  80 
4  :Congo  :Furniture  :Implementn  :  334,000  no  21 
: 
5  :Congo  :Paper Bags  :Implementn  1,934,000  300,000  23 
:  : 
6  :Zaire  :Bricks  :Training  124,000  no  16 
7  :Uganda  :Carb.Briquettes:Tech.Assist.:  296,000  no  15 
: 
:  e  :Swaziland  :Dehydrated  Veg. : Impl  em en  tn  400,000  no  20 
:  .  . 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
TOTAL  :14,528,000  :  2,400,000  :  204  : - 112  -
'%'ABLE  v  PRD.JEC"'"S  ONDER  I MPLEXEl'ITATI ON  I.H  1987 
-----------------------------------------------------------?------------------ :  ~  E:EC  : 
CDI  :!nvest111ent  :  Equity  :Employ: 
:. COUNTRY  PROJECT  Assistance  (Ecu}  :Participatn  :111ent 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .  :  .. 
1  :COte  :Prefabricated  :Feas.  Study  : 
:  :d'Ivoire  :Housing  :'l'echn.Ass.  440,000  50,000  138 
2  :Ghana  :Fer~o-Mange.nese:Training 
:Foundry  :Tech.  Asst.  3,000,000  no  :  258 
3  :Ghana  :~cod procassing:Diag.  Study  580,000  no  36 
4  :Senegal  :Dried Fish  :Fee.s.  Study  1,100,000  132,000  11 
: 
5  :Togo  :Electr.  Cables  :I:mplementn  600,000  no  16 
6  :Togo  :steel  :Feasibi  1i  ty 
:structures  :study  1,200,000  140,000  100 
:  : 
:  7  :Cameroon  :Household  App 1. : Techn. Asst  2,400,000  340,000  197 
: 
8  :Congo  :Sanitary  ~are  :Travel  A•st  434,000  no  10 . : 
9  :Congo  :Shoes  :Tre.vol  A:a:st  419,000  no  10 
: 
:10  :Zaire  :Hic;h  Prot.Food  :Feas.Study  1,800,000  216,000  51 
:  :  :  : 
: 11  :Comoros  :Fibre  Glass  : 
:Products  :Feas.Study  15,000  no  5 
: 
: 12  :Ethiopia  :Hetal  Furniture:Rehab.Study  380,000 .  no  :  40  . 
:  :  .  . 
:13  :Kenya  :oil Recycling  :Training  1,125,000  no  :  100 
:  :  : 
:14  :Grenada  :Nut::aeg  Oil  :Feas.Study  :  :  :  .  •  .  :Travel A•st  :  . 
:Fin.Packago  600,000 .  no  10  :  . - 113  -
-----------------------------------------------------------~------------------ .  .  .  .  .  .  : ..  COUNTRY  PRO.:JEC"l' 
:InvestJnent 
(Ec:u) 
..  . - EEC 
Equity 
:Partic:ipatn 
:Employ: 
:ment 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
:15 
.  . 
:Trinidad  :C•ramic Tiles  :Fe'as.Study 
:"1'::-avel  Aast.: 
:"l'ec:h.  Assi2t:  6,600,000 
:20,693,000 
880,000  200 
1,ise.ooo  :1,242 - 114  -
ANNE:X II 
lt[SOLUTION (I) 
nn wmn<'n  ::~nd pnpul.won 
Tl•£'  ACI'-EEC }ur111  A;seiii{Jfy, 
- mc~ring 111  Amsha (T:tnlam.l) from 2 ro 6  F~bruarr 19S7, 
A.  rc~ogni1m~  rhe ~o:~ls and recommendation$ conramcd in the \\'orld Popubrion Pl.ln of t\crton, 
Bucharest  1974,  rhc  l-..iliman1aro  Programme  of  Actton  on  l'opui.Hton  and  Self-Reliant 
DcH·Iopment (Arusha, 1984) the rcpon of the \\'orld Popul.ttion Conft·rence, t\lexico 1984; 
B.  ha' tng reg:~rd ro the \X'orld Plan of Action of the Conference of the: Untted l'\arHms D~c:~de for 
\'('omen (,\ lextco, 1975)  the Programme of Acrion for the Second 1-Lllf of th~ Lli':  Dcc.1dc for 
\X' omen (Copcnh:~gcn, !980) and rhe Forward-Looking Strategtcs 1986-2000  of Natrobi end 
of Women's Decade Conference (July 1985); 
C.  ha,·ing rc!!-ard ro rhe 3 reportS on 'Cultural cooperation bct\\een the ACP States and the EEC' 
drawn up by H.E. !vir R. Chaslc (_:..1aunrius) on behalf of the ACP-[EC Consultati\'e Assembly 
and the resolutions thereon whJCh  were adopted Ill Luxembourg (1931),  Rome (1982)  and 
Berlin  ( 1983); 
D.  h:l\ tng  rcg:trd  to rhe  1982  Comm1ssion  ~femor:tndum on  the  Comnnmtr~  's  De:, clopmcnt 
Pohc~ and to the rcsolunon on 'Populanon and De\'clopmenc' adopted by the EEC Counctl of 
o~\·elopmellt ,\1misrers on 11  l'\ovembcr 1986; 
E.  havmg regard ro the \\'aruhiu reporr on 'The Role of \X' omen in the Dec-velopmenr Process'.and 
its resolunon which were adopted by the ACP-EEC jomr Assemhl}  111  lm  crne~s. Scotland, in 
Septcmher 19S5; 
F.  refernng ro Tttle VIII of rhe Third Lome Convention on Cultur.tl .1nd Soc1.11  Cooper.mon and 
to Arricl.: 123, in parti.:ular, on enh:~ncmg rhe role and promonng. tho: st:Hus of women 111  the 
producnon and development process; 
G.  referring  to  the  recommendations  of rhe  United  I'\  a nons  Fund  for  Population  Act!\ Jties 
(Ul'\FPA) Conference on Population (Mextco, 1984) and wh1ch call  for acnon programmes 
:~imed at tmprO\ tng the role and srarlls of women :tnd the acti,·e irl\·oh·ement of men in aJI  are:~s 
of family responsibtlur; 
H.  recognizing funher that population growth rates and socio-economic development rates are 
closelr tnterrelared; and in particular the high dependencr r.Hio cre.ued hy a large proportion 
of children below the age of 15 rears in manr countries, a f.1cror \\ htch will, in the short term, 
increase rhe pressure on available resources; 
I.  noting rhat some de\'cloping countries realtze rhat the population increase r,Hc  is roo h1gh  in 
relation  to their  resources and rare of el·onomic de\'elopmenr .md n:cogni1e the need  and 
import.lnce of popular  ton policies and the potential women ha\·e in popul:mon programmes; 
J.  rcco~nizing the need for close cooperation among ACP States and EEC countries to soh·e the 
problems of population ~rowrh and its related problems of p01·ert)',  food shonage, he.1lrh, 
uncontrolled mcrease in the brrrh rare, nutntion, resource de\'clopmenr and to overcome other 
bottlenecks 111  social ::md  economic de,·elopmenr; 
K.  noting rh.H popul.mon ':~nahl.:s and de' clopment \':uiables mfluencc e.1ch other and \':If) from 
counrrr to  counrr~ and that sulmtons to popubrton growth problems must he found wuh 
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rl!'ft:r.:nce  to sp  ..  ctft~  nr~J, of (·.tch  <<Htnlly,  ~  ~cn~niv  ..  to  the  tool v:due,,  poltctl!'~  ar,d 
pro!,!r.Hnm~s ~nd must  rl'<O!,!nlle  the n!!hi.S.  CJf  p!iopl.:s,  the::  farm!~  .111d  the m,ll\tdu.tl; 
L.  constdering th:u tt  h:1s  hl·cn  pro1·cn th:u  11 hen women  h;~1•e a heucr school tr.lrrlln!!, gr.:atcr 
opportuniTies of workmg :!tid  htgher income,  when the he:Jirh  pr01 iswn~ for  mother~ :1nd 
children  ;~re  adcqu:11e  and  there  :ue  socr.1l  securrty  prol'lsrons  for  rhc::  elderly,  these 
ctrcumsr:mces :Jid  .1  bener rc::l:uion  hetween  resources  :~nd popubrron; 
.\1.  abhorring the f.tcr that new conrr.Kepm  (!S  whtch somertmes ha1·e St'nous st,le cifect s 11  11 h long-
rc::rm  consc::quences  11l.l)'  hal'e been exported to del'cloptng coumnes; 
N.  welcomes rhe estabhshmcnr of a  spectalized  unir \\'tthm  the Commission of the Europc::tn 
Communtty ro de.tl wtrll rhe role of women m de1·elopment and the problem of health and 
popularton  and  rakmg  mto  account  the  CommissiOn's  Staff  Paper  on  'Popularton  and 
De,·elopmenr'; 
0.  further welcomes the facr th:u the \X'orld Bank has established the office of advtsor on Women 
in De,elopmenr wtrh the task of ensu'ring that de,•elopmenr projects rake 11omen's needs into 
account parucubrly those llli'Oinng agriculture and rur:d de,·clopmenr, popula11on, he:Jirh .:.nd 
nutntion. 
I.  \'nal importance of populatton to del'elopment 
1.  Stresses  that  tf  present  population trends conrinue,  unemployment  11·ill  gre:Jdy  mcrease, 
agricultural production and he:Jlth  care per person wtll decrease, provtsions to ensure literacy, 
education and \'Ocational training wtll  be inadequate and ·deforestatiOn and substandard urban 
growth will spread; 
2.  Appreciates  the  EEC  Del'elopment  Council's  resolunon  (dated  11  "ovember  1986)  on 
'Population and Del'elopment' but laments that 111  the resolution there is no reference to fmanc1al 
means that should be put at the disposal of projects eventual  I}' presented by developing countnes on 
the maner; 
3.  Notes with appreciation the significant contributions made or commmed m  financt:JI  and 
techmcal support to integrated population and denlopmenr programmes h)' the United Nat  tons, 
the \\:lorld  Bank, the Economic Commission for Europe, bilateral agencies, inrcrnation:JI non-
governmental organJzanons and other agenc1es; 
4.  Draws arrention ro the experience rhat birth rates fa lim de1•eloped countries with increasmg 
wealth but that the rapid r:Jte of population growth in developing countrtes pre1•ent  mcreasmg 
development, thus creatmg a vic10us circle whiCh must be broken, making it e1·en more essenttal ro 
educate and train women and men ro enable them to decide their own and rhetr families' future; 
5.  Calls upon ACP Stares ro evolve and implement policies in economic and social development 
that integrate population issues and the effect of population in the fields of educ:Jrion, employment, 
food and nutrition, agriculture, health and other serv1ces to rhe population; 
II.  Financial and technical cooperation, budget 
6.  Requests governments of ACP States to endea\·our to prO\'Jde adequate budgetary pr01 is10ns 
supporti_ve of the rural development and population programmes; 
7.  Further  urges  th:Jt  ACP-EEC  cooperation  should  acttvely  contnbute  ro  supporting 
popui:Jrion policies and programmes of ACP St:nes m accordance wtth the mformatton a1 all able, 
the wishes of the ACP States and cognizance of the long-run tmplications of population growth 
rates, therefore reconsider  at  ton should be g11·en to agreemg to new mechanisms to provide fundmg 
a5sistance by rhe EEC wh1ch  do~:s not in an}' way prejudice :Jn ACP State's or her funding under Its 
llldJcartve programme; - 116  -
X.  R.:~r,·rs rh,lf  utr,·n ll'..r.t-ur•·' lllrpv)e'i !Jy  dr~ IMP .1110  uthc·r  cr~drt .l$~''~"h oblr;.;c·  th~ nrc.r.: 
llldo;.bt.:d  J~ll'lopur~ lQL;ir(rrl!',  t~ (U!  r~.;curc@-., for  'Oetlll  ~c!rvr~(!',.  ~~ht;~~l,. tr"""'"'~· h~ttlrh .:.tr.:, 
Joh de· I c·loplllciH, 
9.  Ro:qu.·,ts th.H the·<:<":  ut f.t.:r!r:rc'  (111.  l~t-lrn;.: rh,· <:<"t  of u>mr.l.:.:prr,ur)  .111d  oi inlornurion 
pr0\'1>1011  nHL>t  1101  (,,  ..  llkm,·,~ l<' h.:  .1  h.rn·,r t•>  r.1prd  t:\p.llb•llll of >cnr.:.:~  •.  r11d  mt:.\11~ llHI>t  h.: 
sought for fm.\lh'l.rl  :t-,ht.uh:t: '·' hr,h d.w, POt prqt.c!lu: orh.:r 'i'<'<:1i1..:  progr.rnrm..:,, 
10.  h1rrh..:r ur~.:~ 1nr.:rru:ron.1l hn.ln-r.J! rlh!Hli!H>:h, ,,~~.:h ·'' th..: \\'orld P..1nk, ''  h1.:h .hh i>c ,.;cr 
Sr.H~s· go,.:rnmem, on  1->u,l~.-r.ll'~· .llhl ,1,., ,.J,,pm,·m polr..:rc'' !o 11111\llllht: tho: unpo;itron of au;t..:r.: 
budget.tq  nr:.1;ures  11  hr~·h  .u..- llkd~  ro  rmrnciu,·e  n.:;;.H11 c:  f.1.:rnr;  on  popui.Hions anJ  rur.tl 
development progre5S:  · 
Ill.  Go,·ernmenr and nJtion.tl  rnre~r.t:.:d .l;>pro.t.:hes 
11.  Urge>  ACP St.u.:s  ~o set up 1mmution.•! fr.•mc\\ork> to undo:rr:~kc: coordin.uron, 1\0rk on 
priorities,  rmcns1t~ of implem.:m.trion .1nd nwmronng ci progr.1mmcs :~nd e1  :~lu:Hion of mro:gr:ucd 
policic:s  :~nd progr:~mmes: 
12.  Recommo::nds  char  ACP  5r.Ht:s  set  go.1ls  .1nd  t.~rgers to  be  :~ch1c:1·ed  as soon  as  poss1ble 
includmg popul.nion grO\\ th r.uo:s, clmlc.ll sen·i.:c:s, f.1mrly  pl.tnning dehn:r)· r.ugers and ensure 
char such go.1ls and targets  ~1:1\t: the: support of pohq ·m.1k..:rs and leado::rs  rn  rhe  countr~·; 
13.  Stresses char  success.  111  rcdu.:rng brrrh  r:Jtes  c:~n only  be  achieved on  a  ·•olunr:u::  bJsi> 
through rhe \\'ill  of the  indr.tdu:~ls and no:  b~ :Jdoptmg: coerCI\e methods; 
14.  Requests rhar de\'dopmenr ass1~t.1n.::.: be also drrccred to meer rho::  needs of ACP States 111 
trarning of spe.:i.1l1srs  espe.:i.lll)  demogr.1ph.:r~. oper.mons rese.1rchers,  and  rhe  onenr:~rion of 
health f1eld  workers and opinton  le:~ders ro cope ''  1th  popubrion change and mform:Jrton; 
15.  Requests ACP St.Ht:s ro g".: ~uppon  ro cffon,  rh:~r en;ure success of f.unily planning us:~ge, 
accessibilrry,  s:~f.:ry  of  .:onrra..:cf'lllt'S,  .:ouns,·llrng  ;~nd  follow·ur:  of  ust:rs  Famrl~  ol.wnmg 
programmes  should  tJle  :Jc.:ounr  of  loc.11  '.thr.:s  :~nd  should  be  mregr;~red  inro  c"srmg 
progr:~mmes 111  prrmar~ he.tlrh  c:~re, ch1ld ore, nutrition,  p.lrtt.:ui:Jrl~  :It  rhe  gr:~ss  roor~ lc:1d, 
16.  Stresses that to su.:ct'ed, the c:xrens1on of rhe f:t.:rlit1es :~nd 111 form.uron must go hand rn  h:~nd, 
because infornur1on 11 1rlwur  f:~,·rlrtlt:> crearc:s frusrr.mon, nnd f.lCrlrrr~~ wtthour mform.uion will be 
under-used; 
17.  Stresses rh.u dc:sp1!e rhe urgent no:e,i ior posirr1o: .1.:t1on  h~ gmc:rnmc:nts, success w1ll only be 
achieved  rn  reducing  birth  r.ues  b)  gr.1ss  roots camp.1igns  1n  the  popubrions a; a  whole,  in 
parrrcul.u .1mong rl--ost'  111  chrld-be.uing  ~.:.us. th0ugh  ~uch tamp.ugm may on no account be 
COerCII'C; 
18.  Recommer.ds rh.n m.1" .mrm ,\trt•nrion l-o.: d1recto:d.ro rhe 'ie11 s of rhc) oung popubrron who 
111  rhe long run are co be relred on if popul.11ron progr:~mmes  :~re ro su..:.:o::ed, espc.:1ally :n grass roors 
b·el; 
IV.  Data base, research 
19.  Urges  rh.H  rh~  tr.uning  of  d.:nwgr.1 phc:r~  :~nd  mhc:r  popul.uron  <''pert~  mcnrpor:~rc: 
opc:r:Hrons and .1ppltcd re,,.,r.:lt rd.:1 .1m  111  rh.:  n.:cdo;  of r.:,p.:ctll.: counrri.:;: 
20.  Furrho::r  ur~tes all coumr1.:> ro .:rc.Ho::  ro::lubll' d.H.\ h.hl:' .lll<l1mpro1.: on .111.11~ ~~• m..:rhod, ·'" 
requrrc:d for  rnt.:~r:Jtrll)! IIHO o::conomr..:  pl.1n,, .lncl  .:omlnu.lll~  tt>  ro::1  re11  ,uch d.H.l  rn  rd.uron ro 
developmo:nt rrends, r;:,otrr;c, .1nd  rnilu.:n..:.:,; .  117  . 
21.  Supports th.:  n<:<:d  ior AC!' St.lll'S to 111i11:lt<:  and 'upport r.:~e.HL h 11110  popul:u1on rd:ued 
i~~lll'S  mcludu1~ mdm:-ct  ml'.blllt:S  n<:f!atm~ the success of prop:r~ mmes, Sll(IO-cu It ural pr  .tcnces, 
rr.Hlllwn.tl  ''?hu:~, th.:  rol.:  l>f  men, the .lg.cmg and thl' young peopl.:; 
V.  Rural development and food  production 
22.  Requests gm·ernmenrs to formulate poltcies rhar  reduce rural migratton  by  encouragmg 
rural in,·esrment and siting of micro-projects which create employment and income opportunities 
in  the rural areas, and dc:\'t:loping infrastructure and services in  rhe rural areas; 
23.  Requests polnicaland economic planners of ACP-EEC Stares to contribute to the attainment 
of food self-suffrc1cncy by gt\'ing priority to food crops and pre\'enting arable lands from further 
degradation and thus ensuring the guarantee of suff1ctent production of food comp:lllble with any 
population gro\\ rh; 
VI.  \\'omen, status and family 
24.  Stresses rhar a reducrion in birth r:ues can only be achie"ed by rhe indivtdual will of people 
and that this wtll  only come about when women, through increased educational opporrunines, 
increased employment, economic status and a  ch:mge of aunudes in  their favour and greater 
impro,·ed status and performance are enabled to make their own decisions; 
25.  Urges go\'ernmems and other organtzanons to unplemem programmes that enhance equal 
opportunines in education and training for women, including non-formal education, ensure their 
full participation and the1r accession to improved social and economic status and thereby improve 
their influence on family life and on fertil1ty  rates; 
26.  Calls for assistance in lowering fertility rates by raising, where necessary, the mimmum legal 
age of marriage, encouragtng greater spacing between ch1ldren, encouragtng delay of age :u f1rst 
birth and discouraging contmued child bearing late into life; 
27.  Calls for information campaigns which highltght the effects of the number of children on the 
condition of the family, the future prospects which parents desire for their children and their own 
security in  old age, and the advantages of smaller families; 
VII. Community based im·oh·emcnt 
28.  Calls on go\'ernmenrs and  non-governmental organtzations to encourage and  stimulate 
public  partic1pat1on  in  community  group  organizations  and  hteracy  campa1gn  through 
comprehensi,·e de\'elopment programmes at local level; 
29.  Urges  goYernments  to  recognize  the contribution of many  ex1sting  non-go"ernmental 
organizations promoting population and de,·elopment programmes and if posstble to draw on the 
experience and knowledge accumulated by these organizations in the context of national goals and 
needs of the people; 
30.  Calls on go,·ernments to encourage extend1ng the geographical area CO\ ered by facilities and 
clinrcs by trainmg and encouraging women 111 outlymg areas to act as go-bet weens with the nearest 
chnics, through community-based distribution projects; - 118  -
\'Ill.  lnform:uion, educ:111on 
31.  C:·dls for tntenstve popuiJtion mform.uwn .1nd  ~duc.mon  progr:~mme'  throu~h outlets such 
as the medtJ, schools and org.tmt.ltlons tn  order to eft~ctt H'l)  .tlt~r ccrtJtn currc:nt  Jt!i!Lid~s and 
beh:~vtour of couples  and  tndtvtduals  10\\ ards  the:  popul.mon  prohl~m h)  gt\ tng  th~m the 
opponuntt)' to nuke a choice; 
31.  Points out that the demand for famtly pbnmng has not heen  met  :~nd fewer  th:~n 5 % oi 
marncd \\Omen use contraceptiOn Jnd that although 80% of the popubtions are rur:~l, practicJII>· 
all  f.tmtl~· pl.mning. support and hc:~lth servKes are conftned to urh.1n  are.ts and that an tmmense 
amount of work needs to be done to gtve popul.Hions 111 gener:tl the option of using famtlr planning 
ser\'ices, clmical services and follow-up of users; 
33.  Stresses that, although a good start has been made m many counmes, the achievement has 
only just scratched the surface for the need for information propaganon and faciltties for those who 
wtsh to make use of them, because most action has been taken in  urban areas, but most of the 
populations are in  rural areas; 
34.  Stresses that use of films and leaflets which are in  the local language and based upon local 
surroundings and circumstances must be encour:tged, and that thts can be greatly aided by  model 
films and leaflets based on existing extenstve expenence of many workers in the fteld. Such models. 
would enable  the  preparatiOn  of local  films  and  leaflets  whtch  took  ad,·anrage  of the  best 
knowledge a\'atlable. For thts purpose, means must be found ro coordmate experience of workers 
in the fteld and to produce useful models. Funds should be made avaibble for production of local 
ftlms and leaflets to be prepared from them; 
35.  Stresses  that  information  teams  must  vistt  community  leaders,  schools,  school-leavers, 
youth clubs, factories, as well as women and men 111  the communities and to provide information 
and back-up sen•ices for them; these information teams should preferably be made up of ex pens 
who have the trust and are familiar with the cultural and ethnic customs of the populanon. They 
should be involved in the preparation of the required information matenal. 
IX.  Family planning/health sen ices 
36.  Stresses the importance of appropriate counselltng and follow-up of contraceptive users· 
and, on a  broader scale, throughout the field  of family health, especially  111  rural areas to avoid 
serious side-effects which destroy the confidence and success of family plannmg acceptors \\'lthin 
the communirr and thereby thwart programmes; 
37.  Calls on tndustries that produce contraceptive devices ro  abstain, as stated in the \'i'HO 
code,  from  sellmg  to  de\eloping  countries  contraceptives  th:n  have  not  been  adequately 
experienced or that have been banned or condemned m'developed countries because they are a 
health h:tzard, 
38.  Calls on ACP States to a1m  at reducing further the mortaltty rates of borh ch1ldren and 
mothers through better health care and practices for  mothers and children and ensure proper 
mental and ph)'steal de\·elopment of  children through nutrition and proper feedmg and mother and 
child welfare care by adopnng appropriate measures that would impro,·e  he:~ lrh condtttons; 
39.  Welcomes the swing up of  :1  working party on he.llth prohlems within the: ACP-EEC Joint 
Assemhl); 
40.  Instructs  its  Co-Prestdenrs  to  forward  the  report and thts  resolunon  to the  ACP-EEC 
Council  of  Ministers,  the  Council  and  the. Commission  of the  European  Communities,  the - 119  -
!_!.0\ ernmt:m~ ,,j rht: ACI' <;t,Hl''· t hl·  .Memht-1  St ~tc!' oft  he F u1 opt:.tn CnmmunHy :md to rl!'ll"' am 
lnrern:nJOn.tllHgani'-.Hwm ~uch n' tht: UNFPA. th<' Wo1ld lkmk, the IMF: the FAO :~nd UN.f.SCO. 
RESOLUTION tt) 
on the problem of mdeb1cdnes~ in  ACP countries 
The ACP-EEC ]oiru Assembly, 
-meeting in  Arusha (Tanzania) from 1 ro  6  Februar~ 1987, 
A.  whereas the objecti\'eS and princ1ples of cooper.mon between the ACP Stares on rhe one hand, 
and the EEC on the other hand an: mte1  ,1/1,1 ro promote and e>.pcdite the economic, cultural 
and social deYelopment of the :\CP St.ues :~nd to consoltd:ne and dl\·erstf~ their rel:ltlons 111  J. 
spirit of solidarity and  muru:~l inrerest; 
B.  whereas the conrracring parries to rhe Tlmd ACP-EEC Convennon ha,·e resoh ed inter aha ro 
intensify their effort to create, with a new ro :t more JUS! and balanced 111tern:nional economic 
order, a  model for  relations  ben~  een de,·eloped :111d  den:  loping stJtes; 
C.  whereas the ACP Stares, collecri,·eh·, ha,·e 3  ror:ll  e'\ternal debt "hi.:h exceeds 87 bilhon US 
dollars, and whereas the rotal e,_:ten;al debr of sub-Saharan Afnca alone exceeds 78 bdlton US 
dollars, and whereas in 1985 and 1986 a debt-sen ice ratio of some 33,2 %111 b1llion US dollars 
has been estimated by the \\lorld B:mk for sub-S:~har  Jn Afnca alone for their long-term debts; 
D.  whereas the Tlmd ACP-EEC Coll\·ennon has an Jllocared budget of 8,5  btllion ECU, which 
conmbures effecti,·ely to the de"clopmenr potential of the ACP Sr:ues but which, in spne of irs 
manifest advanrages does not directly address rhe pressing needs of many ACP St:nes as far as 
the1r debt problem is  concerned, 
E.  whereas there is an urgent need for a re-assessment of rhe sons of policr options" hJCh must be 
promoted in  order ro  resoh·e rhe deht problem  111  .\CP States, "htle encouraging economic 
growth and imprO\·ements in rhe standard of lmng of the peoples most affected; 
F.  bearing in mind the multiple causes of the problem of indebtedness of de\'eloping countries 
which  include  inter  alia,  high  commercial  interest  rates,  unprediCtable  exchange  rates 
particularly of the US dollar, the fall in most 1nrernarional com mod it)' prices, high inCidence of 
protectionism  in  OECD  countnes,  the  lack  of :1dequate  control  of capital  lending,  rhe 
inadequacies of financi:d and resource management in  many de,·eloping countries, exrensive 
capital flight from dc\'eloping countries, sometimes excessi' c srructural rigidity in the national 
economies of many de,·elopmg countries; 
G.  whereas the problem of indebredness 1S  to a great exrenr an indicauon of a more profound 
economic d1seqUJI!brium  in  rhe  international econom1c and monetary  S) srem  insof:1r  as it 
threatens nor only rhe economic future of the de' elopmg countries bur also the \'1ab1lity of the 
international b:1nkmg system and h1gh!Jghrs, as a result, the inrerdependence of Norrh-Sourh 
relations; 
H.  bearing in mind that the future fe,·ds of the US dofbr of re:1f  interest rates, oil, raw m:1tenals 
and commodit)' pnces :;re of  cruci.tl1mporr:mcc in rc!Jtion to cconomJC growth prospects of all 
de\'eloptng counmes; 
(l)  AJopt~d unammomly hy  th~ ACl'-EEC lomr :\'"·mhly 111  Aru,h:t (T:tn1.an1a)  on 5 February 1987. •  120  . 
I.  wh.:n:as, the slowing down 10 the: world economte growth rare (3,2 % in  1985) is .1  trend whi.:h 
is unhkdy to be re\ crsed m thc ne.u future, given, mter al1a, the stze of the US  budget deficit; 
J.  whereas many OAU States and many countries of Larin  Amenca have resolved to pursue 
altern.Hi\ e economic policies under the constraints of their debt burden in  spHe of the often 
htgh so.:ial cost im·ol\'ed in  mJm· cases, and \\ hercas the Europcan Community in parttcular 
has a real responsibility to ensure tts acri,·e support for ACP countries pursuing such a policy 
wirh a \'iew to offsetting the potemial negative aspects of these more stringem polictes and in 
order to presen·e or promote economic growth, soci.1l  justice and indtvidual and collective 
freedom; 
K.  whereas the di\·ersity of the economic structures of the ACP Stares, and their dtfferenr debt 
srrucrures, necessitates differentiated policy responses on the parr of  the European Community 
and on the parr of other industrialized countries and international, publtc or commercial 
fmancial institutions; 
L.  whereas the dtfficulty of finding a solution to the problem should prompt all the interested 
parries into action, bearing in mind thar a delay in resolving it could exacerbate nor only the 
problem per se bur also the situation in general of the indebted countries if they are unable to 
fulfil the a~reemems the}' have contracted and run the risk of reducing their solvency; 
M.  bearing in mind that the effects of excessive indebtedness on the ACP countnes are, in  many 
cases, at least as dramatic as the other crises which many of them have had to face; 
N.  whereas in the future, many developing countries will be paying more back to the IMF and 
certain other credttors than they receive in new credits unless an injection of new resources is 
obtained; 
0.  whereas there has been a considerable decline in net flows of capital to ACP counrries from the 
commercial banking sector and from some official bilateral creditors in the last five years and 
whereas it is  necessar}· to urgently reverse this trend; 
P.  when:as the European Community must make every effort to more effecnvelr coordtnate irs 
acuvincs in the inrernarional monerar)' and fmancial sectors, particularly r•is-a-vis the United 
States and Japan, and whereas such coordination must necessaril}· involve an improvement in 
the internal cohesion of Community policy proposal and decision-making mechanisms at both 
Commission, Council and European Parliament levels; 
Q.  whereas rhe development of the Community's own capacity in the monetary fteld, notably by 
the extension of the EMS and an expansion of the role of the ECU, would considerably 
faciltrate its position as an interlocutor in the international arena in economic and monetary 
affairs; 
R.  welcomes the recent agreement on the Srh replenishment of the IDA for the sum of 12,4 billion 
US dollars and acknowledges the special efforts of many EEC Member Stares in reaching this 
figure; 
S .. whereas  a  resolution  of  the  problem  of  indebtedness  in  ACP  countries  requires  the 
implementation of  appropriate economic adjustment strategies which concentrate in particular 
on rural de\·elopment and which promote self-sustaining economic development; 
1.  Considers that the problem of ACP indebtedness cannot be resolved without a strong political 
will to conduct a  coherent policy on development; 
2.  Calls for the rapid tmplc:menrarion of Articles 187 to 191, and particularly Arttcle 188  of 
Section Two of the Third ACP-EEC Convention as  regards fit'lancial and technical cooperation, 
and emphasises in this respe.:r the responsibiltt~· of ACP States to come forward with sp~cific and •  121  • 
detailed  projects  which  wall  :1llol\'  tht>m  to  adm\'~  the  nen·~~Jry  obJCC!IW  of  ~lnt.:tltr.ll 
impro\'cmenrs m  the produ.:t 1\'C  sectors of their economics; 
3.  '\1elcomcs the establishment of a \\'Otktng group on 111\'estmcm  b~ rhe :\CP-EEC Conned of 
Ministers and progress made for thl' r.1p1d implc:ml'111Jtion of Articles 2-10 ro 2-17 of  the Third ACP-
EEC CoJl\•ention; 
4.  Considers that other means of promoting dtrect m\·estmenr inro ACP counwes, such as by 
means of the  lntern:nional  Fin:J.nce  Corpor.mon  and  the  Muhibteral  )n\'estment  Guarantee 
Agency need to be fully  supported by  the ACP Stares,  by the ~!ember States of rhe European 
Community and by the European Community ttsdf; 
5.  Acknowledges and supports the proposals made by the 0:\U and conramc:d in  its Prionry 
Programme for Economic  Reco\'l~ry 19S6 to 1990 concerning the debt problem particularly as 
regards the following recommend:mons,  :~pplicable c:~se by  c:~se: 
(a)  the conversion of the ODA debts and interest obligations into grants p:~rucularly for the least· 
developed countries, 
(b)  the transformation of non-ODA official debt and debr-sen·icing payments due thereon into 
long-term loans on concessional terms with a  moratorium for ten years, 
(c)  fhe negoti:J.tion of a  reduction in  interest rates on commercia~  debts; 
6.  Calls on the European Commumry to ta~c  concrete steps to implemenr the recomr:nendarions 
of the OAU as soon as posstble; 
7.  Emphasises  the  necessit)'  to  negotiate  rules  which  would  limit  indebted  countries'  loan 
repayments to a reasonable percentage of their export mcome along the lmes proposed by rhe OAU 
and by rhe President of Peru; 
8.  Urges the .Member Stares of the European Community to ensure an adequate inflow of new 
resources over the medium term at toncess10n:uy r:nes or in terms of new grants and im·ites the 
go,·ernmems  of the ACP  States to  make  the appropriate structural  readjustmenrs  when  rhe 
situation permits; 
9.  Calls upon rhe European Commission, pursuant ro Article 198 of  the Lome Ill Con\'ention, to 
support requests made by ACP Stares ro assist them in the preparation and submtssion of requests 
for rescheduling of debt sen·ice paymenrs made to the Club de Paris or the London Club, for the 
ACP countries, especially for those who do nor ha,·e the necessary adminisrrarh·e infrastructure for 
such tasks;  -
10.  Urges, in this context, that greater use be made, where feasible, of multi-year rescheduling 
agreements and demands that negotiations on debt relief be more closely associated  with the 
provision of new .money and  policy reforms, and rhar following agreements on rescheduling, 
Member Stares of the EC ensure that export credit cover is  proper!)' restored to the countries 
concerned; 
11.  Proposes  that  where  multi-year  rescheduling  is  nor  practicable,  that  importance  is 
ne,·errhele~s attached to the medium and long·term economic ob,ecti,·es of the countries invoked, 
so as not to base rescheduling operauons in a  specifically short-term comexr;  ' 
12.  Urges  the go,·ernments of ACP  Stares  ro take  all  measures  in  relation  to  mrerest  and 
exchange rate pohcies, and in  relation to inllation m order to encourage economic growth, the 
more efficient use of resources and greater commercial acti\'lt)', particularly at regional level; 
13.  Emphlsises,  in  this  conrext, the  need  to  considerably  reduce tariff barriers and  other 
obst.lcles to rhe expansiOn of 'South-South' trade; 
14.  Notes the aJ\',lllt.lp.c:s pertaining ro co.:rt.ll!l ACP counmes wht.:h :IT!.' p.:m of rhe Franc zone in 
terms of monet:uy  stablltry,  and  urges  the  Commission,  in  consult:uion  \\ith ACP Stares,  ro 
undertake studies in ord!.'r to assess the' l:lbiltry of the  c~t:~blishmenr of  :1  monl'tary zone lmked ro a 
b.1sket of European currencies pending rhe further Je,·clopmenr of the E,\ IS: .  122  • 
15.  C.tll~ on ECC  M~mlwr  Sr.u~~ ru  conrinu~ ro  :tpply rhe  1978  Uf'.:CTAD  Rcsolurwn  165 
.:on.:crn111g  rcrro.ICti\'C  adJUHm~nr m~:t~ur~~. ~;:mng he) ond,  who.:r~ appropn:lt~, the LLDCs; 
16.  Requests,  for  those  counrncs  which  h.l\ ~ ill'  hi~\ eJ  an  approprtJte  le,·el  of economic 
Je,·elopment, rh:tr rhe con\ ers10n of  off1ci.1l or comrner.:l.tllo:tn) into equirr bt• duly considered by 
the gon~rnmenrs or b.mks concerned; 
17.  Recognises the signif1cant conrnbuCiom m:~de by !\!ember Stares of rhe EEC ro both World 
BJnk and  I MF  capital,  bur  ne\·errheless  urges  rhe  EEC  [\-{ember  Stares  to  rake  the  lead  in 
negotiations to increase further the cap1tal of rhe \'\'oriJ Bank, and to complement the resources of 
the IMF Structural Readjustment Facihry; 
18.  Points out the urgent need- as already demanded on many sides- for a re,·ision of the 
rules and economic and financi:il policy measures which the International Monetarr Fund requires 
the ACP and developing countries to apply in order ro  receive loans. Such  revision  is  urgently 
needed because th-:  rules applied hitherto have aggravated the economic situation of the debtor 
countries, furrher worsened the living standards of the  people and ha,·e contributed towards 
producing serious destabilization; calls for rhe IMF's poliq of constraint to be amended in the 
mterests of the developing countries; 
19.  Requests the European Commission to draft concrete proposals, for submission ro the EEC 
Council of Ministers for the creation of 'European Trust Fund for Development', to be fmanced, 
inter alta, by the sale of 0.7 per cent of gold reserves held by EEC Member States over a period of 
time-possibly in the form of  gold coins specially minted for th1s purpose-the proceeds of which 
should proviae interest-free loans to the ACP Stares in need of fresh capital inputs; 
20.  Urges the European Community and irs Member States to enhance the coordination of their 
policies and proposals with a view to playing a more effective collective role in the World Bank/ 
IMF context and in other multilateral fmancial and development institutions, even if the EEC is not 
at the moment a  member of these instiruuons; 
21.  Considers that priority should be gi,·en, in many ACP Stares, to the pre,·ention of f11ghts of 
capital by the elaboration of appropriate domestic, economtc and monetary policies and by closer 
supervision of monetary transactions,  and urges  in  this  context that pohcies are devised  and 
implemented to encourage the return of such capital; 
22.  Calls for greater cooperation between the commerctal b:mking sector and official lending 
institutions in the pro\'ision of new resources ar concessional rates for development purposes in 
ACP countries; 
23.  Emphasises the need for more resources to be de\'Oted to the formation and training of 
personnel occupied in the banking sector (both public and pri,·ate} and in  the domain of debt 
management in ACP countries, with a view to bringing about rapid improvements in organization 
and efficiency of banking services; 
24.  Calls for a special meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to meet to decide on new 
policy proposals based on the recommendations of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly concerning the 
problem of indebtedness in  ACP countries; 
25.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward thiS resoluuon to the ACP-EEC Council of  Ministers, 
the governments of the Member Stares, the Council and Commission, EIB, OAU, IMF, the World 
Bank, OECD, Club de Paris and the Secretar)··General of the United Nations. •  123  • 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on mcident regarding South Afncan seaman 
The ACP-EEC jomt As.mnbl)', 
- meeting in  Aruslu (Tanzania) from 2 to 6  February 1987, 
A.  considering the regard for human rights laid down Ill the third Lome Con\'ent1on; 
B.  considering the rights of e\·ery mdividual requirmg urgent medical arrcnrion, ro the facilities 
and aSSIStance  a\•ailable in  all  countncs; 
1.  Regrets the tragic incidence of a  cnrically ill  South African seaman being refused  urgent 
medical treatment b)•  se\'eral African countries; 
2.  Regrets that oppoSition  to apartheid  has  gi,•en  as  an  excuse  fur  refusmg humanitarian 
treatment- (especially as it transpired that the patient was, Ill terms of South African Laws, a 
'coloured' citizen); 
3.  Urges all countries to receive those in  need of urgent medical attenuon, without regard to 
their colour, creed or nationality; 
(IJ  Adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly  in  Arusha  (Tanzania) on 5 Februarr 1987. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the situation of children and the  protection of children and adolescents in  southern Africa 
Tbe ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A.  whereas some 10 000 children and adolescents are detained in South African prisons despite 
protests from  religous,  women's and trade union organizations in  South Africa and other 
countries; 
B.  having regard to the report pub,lished by UNICEF on 29 January 1987 ent1tled 'The impact of 
apartheid, destabilizanon and war on the children of southern Africa'; 
C.  whereas the  UNICEF report  affirms that armed  conflict and economic destabilization  in 
southern Africa caused the death of 140 000 children under the age of 5 in  1986 and that 
children li,•ing in the countries bordering South Africa are in  a  gra\'e situation; 
D.  whereas the same report states that 718  health centres ha\•e  been destroyed since 1981, that 
entire regions  are without  vaccination  facilities,  schools have  been  destroyed  and 30 000 
children are without education; 
E.  whereas if such a  situation had occurred in  one or more countries in  \'\'estern Europe, the 
outrage would be so great that public and international opinion would demand and enforce 
immediate measures w put an end to it; 
1.  Condemns,  in  particular,  this  aspect of South  African  policy  and  calls  urgently on  the 
go\•ernmenr of South Africa to release children and adolescents from prison and to guarantee them 
p:imary healrh care and adequate education, 
(1)  Adopted unanimously  hy  the ACP-EEC  jo111t  As~cmbl)' 111  Aru~ha (Tan7JnlJ)  011  5 FchruJry  191>7. - 124  -
2.  Calb on the Europo.:.m Conununay and  rr~ 1\k·mho.:r st.Hl'S  jl)intl}  ro  ur~l.' the ~outh AfrrcJn 
government ro  rdea~e chtldn:n and Jdolo.:sco.:nrs; 
3.  Calls for independent NGO~  10 be  nhle  ro d.:vclop a1d  progrnmml'S for  rhe chriJro.:n  and 
adolescents who are VICtims of ap.trrherd, 111  parrrcubr orpluns and requ<."srs  rhe Commrssron to 
suppon those NCO's programmes; 
4.  Calls upon the SADCC and the EEC to consolrdJte therr coopcr.mon for rhe protection of 
children in  the areas dest.1bilazcd  b)·  Suurh Africa, dcsprre  the prromy given  to trnnsporr and 
security of food supplies; 
5.  Instructs  rts  Co-Presidents  ro  forward  this  resolunon  to  the  ACP-EEC  Council,  rhe 
Commission  of the  European  Communities,  the  .Member  stares,  rhe  SADCC  Conference  of 
Ministers, the Secretariat-General of UNICEF, thl"  NGO Lrarson Commmee to the EEC and the 
Government of South Africa.  ' 
RESOLUTION ('J 
on the imprisonmem of Pierre-Andre Albertini a French adviser in South Africa 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
- meermg in  Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 Februar'r 1987, 
A.  whereas Pierre-Andre Albertini, a French ad\·iser since March 1985 at the Fort-Hare Universit)' 
in the Ciskei, a territory under South African admmistratron, has been imprisoned and kept in 
solitary confmemenr by the South Afncan police for having established contacts with reachers 
and students accused of being ANC and UDF milrtanrs; 
B.  whereas  on  16  Januar)·  the  Attorney-General  withdrew  all  charges  and  dropped  the 
proceedings against him but whereas he  is  still in  prison; 
C.  concerned at the condrtions of his detention which have lasted 100 days; 
D.  whereas he is held in cusrod}· under an arncle of the 'Ctskei security law' which is illegal under 
international law; 
E.  whereas the South African authorities are holding him in  custody with a \:iew ro havmg him 
testify against opponents of the regime or persons considered to be such at the end of next 
March under the threat of a  five-year prison sentence if he reflises; 
1.  Welcomes the massive campaign of solidarit) launched since his imprisonment ro obtain his 
release which is  steadily gainmg momentum in  France and in  Europe; 
2.  Calls for the immediate release of Pierre-Andr<."  Albertini, 
3.  Instructs irs Co-Presidents ro forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission and the 
Governments of the Member stares. 
(1)  Adopted unammousl~ t>~· th.:  ACP-EEC Jutm A'":ml>l)  rn  Aru.h.r  (T~nz.una) on 5 FchruJ.r)  1987. •  125  • 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the Republic of South Africa's poltcy of destabihzation .111d  the need to strengthen Communur 
"'operation with the Front Line States 
The ACP-EEC joint Am•mbl)•, 
-meeting in  Arush:t  (Tanz:tnla) from 2  to 6 FebrUJf)'  1987, 
A.  whereas its meeting from 2 ro 6 February 1987  is  being held in  one of the Front Line Stares 
(Arusha, Tanzama); 
B.  whereas the Republic of  South Afric:1 is pursuing a policy of desrab111zat10n both mJI1tanly and 
economically against the Front Lme St:ttes; 
C.  whereas,  in  order  ro  combat  this  policy,  rhose  countries,  in  particular  Angola  :md 
Mozambtque, have to spend a large and growing portion of tbetr budget on defending their 
sovereignty and territorial integritr; 
D.  whereas successive natural disasters ha,·e  ex:~cerbated even further the food crists m various 
regions of southern Africa  and whereas the li,·es of hundreds of thous:mds of people are 
endangered at  the present rime; 
1.  Calls on all the Member States of the EEC to strengthen and diversify cooperation with the 
Front Line States and to coordmate their respectl\'e aid polictes ro achie\·e greater effectiveness; 
2.  Calls on all the Community institutions, in  particular on the Council of Ministers and the 
Commission, to de\'ote special attention, in the context of de\·elopmenr cooperation pohcy, to the 
needs of the Front Lme Stares; 
3.  Calls on all the Member Stares of the EEC :tnd all the Community institutions to rake into 
account, in particular through the adoption of emergency measures, the special situation of  Angola 
and Mozambique which are the countries currently most exposed to rhe Republic of South Africa's 
destabtlization policy; calls, moreover, for consideration to be gi\'en as soon as  possible to rhe 
possibiltty of contributions from the Communuy and the other international donors to a special 
fund set up through the non-aligned countries; 
4.  Instructs irs Co-Presidents to forward this resolution ro  rhe EEC Council of Mmisrers, rhe 
ACP-EEC Council of  Ministers, the Commission and the Governments of the Member States of rhe 
EEC. 
(I)  Adopted unanimously "nh 2  abstentions by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly  in  Arus~a (Tanzama) on 5 
February 1987. 
RESOLUTION(') 
on Namib1a 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Arusha  (Tanz:mia) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A.  Re-endorsing irs  resoluuon of 30 January 1986  adopted at Ez.ulwini, Swaz1land; 
1.  Notes that the implementation of  Security Counc1l Resolution 435 is still bemg held up by the 
Government of  the Repub!Jc of  South Afnca and offers1ts support to the t\am1bia Peace Plan 435, a 
study and contact group set  up  last  i'\'ovem ber by  le:1dmg  figures  li\'ing  m  Namibia, and the 
(I)  Adopted With 9 \'Ott'S  against by the ACP-£EC Joint As~c:mbly in Arusha (TanLama) on S Februar)' 1987. - 126  -
Decbr:uion of Objecti\es dr:twn  up  in  Apnl  1986  J.t  \X'mdhoc:k  b)·  J.n  J.~~o.:J.Hion of SIXteen 
chmche~, p:!rtiC:S  and organ1z.nions an!l.ious  to sec:  Resolunon 435 applied at l.tst; 
2.  Notes rh:tt  the illepl occup:1t1on  of i\:amib1:1  IS  c:tusmg.  \ 10lencc:  :tnd de:tth  bringing the 
country to civil  wJ.r through the conscripnon of young Nam1b1.lnS  in  the auxi11Jry  force of the 
South African expedition.H)' force; condemns p.lrtlcul.ul~· the im ohcment on 1'\amibi:m territory 
of troops provided for the South Afncan comm:md by  b:.1ntusrans; 
3.  Condemns  the  att:.lck  on 5  August  1986  in  the  off1ces  of rhe  mdependent  weekly  The 
Nanubum, causmg damage estim:tted at 10 000 r:tnds, :tnd welcomes the deciSlon of the Supreme 
Court J.t Wmdhoek to refund to that paper the  surer~· of 20 000 rands imposed pursuant to the law 
on nat10n:tl secunty; 
4.  Deplores the f:tct that the decision announced m September b)·  the 'mtenm government' to 
put an end to degregation m schools from Januar) 1987 was rescinded under pressure from the 
Nationalist Parry of South Africa; 
5.  Welcomes the setting:up in  t-:'ovember  of the  t-:'amibian  Miners  Union  and  the  judietal 
decision  amhorizing the South-West  African  People's  Organization  (SWAPO)  to hold public 
meetings announced 24 hours  111  advance; deplores however the \'iolence wh1ch  has occured at 
meetings of the Union and SWAPO; 
6.  Underlmes the need to recognize and apply Decree No. 1 of the UN Council for Namibia, 
since over-exploitation of the natural resources of the country was demonstrated in 1986 by the 
Th1rion report indicating that the diamond deposits would be deliberately exhausted by 1992; 
7.  Expresses its sympathy with the accused  111  the Trial of Eight which is  to be re·opened on 
16 February next; 
8.  Demands that the economic measures adopted or under consideration by  the Twelve to 
counter apartheid be applted on Namibian territory until Resolution 435 is  put into effect; 
9.  Emphasizes the particular  responsibility of the Belgian  Government as President of the 
Council and sole EEC member of the UN Counc1l for Namibia, rhe onl)· legal authority in  that 
territory; 
10.  Instructs irs Co-Presidents to forward this resolution w the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the EEC Counc1l of Ministers meetmg m pol1ncal cooperation and the Secretary General of UNO 
and of OAU. 
RESOLUTION (l) 
on the visit by J.  Savimbi to the European  P:~rliament 
The ACP-EEC ]oint Assembly, 
-meeting in Arusha (Tanzani:t) from 2 to 6  Febru:try 1987, 
A.  bearing in mmd the special relationship that the European Economic Community enjo~·s with 
ACP States, and parttcul:trl)· of the third ACP-EEC Convenrion of Lome which commits the 
ACP and the EEC to work eficctivd)  for the er:tdicarion of :tp:trtht:ld; 
B.  recalling the resolurion adopted ar the meermg of the ACP-EEC Joinr Assembly in  Greece in 
September 1986 and rh:tt of the European Parli:tment of 2l October 1986, condemnmg in  no 
(1)  Adopto:d  \~ith 13  \'Otc~ agJinst  b~· the: ACP-EEC Joint Assembly 111  Ant>h.1 (T:1nz:tm.1) on 5 Fcbnllr)' 1987. - 127  -
unc~rt~in terms South .\trrc1 's polr.:i<·~ .1g.1rr1~1  n~ighhourrng  Stares and rhc suppon rt pro\'! des 
to·the Ui'\ITA  r~rrorr~r gn1up~ 111  An~ol.t; 
1.  Re!!-rets as an .1.:rron  nor  in'kc<·pm~ \\'Hh rhc ~prrir of rhe Lome Con\'enrron, the iniuative hy 
some memhers of the Europ.-:~n P:~rlr.1m<·nt ro Ill\ 11~ and welcome .\1r Jon:~s Sa,•imhi, rhe leader of 
the UNIT  A armed hand11s; 
2.  Records  that  th~  Europ~::u1  Cornrmrnil\•  h.1s  m:~de clc:u  through  repre~entatin~s of its 
Parliament, Councrl  :~nd Commissron rh.H  11  wrll  nor  pro\'ide any  kind  of polrrrcal,  moral or 
military support to U::\IT.-\; 
3.  Urges its Memher Sr:ues :tnd rndi' idualmeml->ers of the European Parliament to refrain in the 
future from im·iting or receinng ,·i~ns of any krnd from representati\•es of UNIT  A or any similar 
armed group operating in  .\lozambrque. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on rhc situation in  South Africa and southern Africa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembl)', 
-meeting at Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
- expressing its profound shock and dismay at the tragic death of the President of the People's 
Repub!Jc  of Mozambique,  Samora  M01ses  Machel,  on  19  October  1986,  in  an  as  yet 
unexplained air crash on South African territory, and its sympathy to his family and the people 
of Mozambique; 
- recalling and  reaffirming its  pre\'ious  resoluuons on South  Africa  and southern  Africa,  in 
particular those adopted at Ezulwinr  (Swazd:md) on 30 january 1986, and at Vouliagmeni 
(Greece) on 25  September 1986; 
-whereas  the EEC Councrl of  Ministers h:we sull nor reached a consensus to impose a ban on coal 
imports from South Africa; 
-convinced that apartheid and South  Afncan  acts of destabilrsation and aggression  against 
neighbouring stares are a growing threat to peace and security in  rhe region; 
1.  Observes that the Government of South Africa has increased and made comprehensive its 
actions to suppress non-,·iolent opposition by: 
(a)  detaining without trial leaders of the UDF and or her organizations calling for political change, 
includmg rr.ost of those who provide leadership at local  level; 
(b)  making it illegal  for newspapers ro  publish any report or article which gives a  favoura.ble 
impression of such organisations; and 
(c)  preventing any independent reporting of militar)' and police actions in  the townships and 
elsewhert'; 
(d)  banning the receipt of funds from ahroad by  anti-apartheid organisations; 
(e)  raiding the offices of the Kagiso Trust, one of rhe organisations which drstribute EEC aid to the 
victims of apartheid; 
2.  Expresses us deep concern rhar. because all non-\ 10lenr means or reform or even protest are 
denied, even those who ha"e been committed hitherto to non-v10lcnce w11l be encouraged to regard 
(1)  Adopr~d  h>· rhe ACP.E[C Jomr A<s~mhly '' rth  10 \'ot<:<  ~g~m~r and 1 ah<renrlon in :\rusha (Tanzania) on 5 
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viol.:ncc  as  the  only  \\'a)'  to end  ap.utheicl  and  obtJin pol1t1cal  nghts for  the  m:~jont~  of the 
popu!Jtion; 
3.  Urges all ACP and EEC St:ttes, as well as organizations and md1\'lduals within them, to bring 
maximum pressure ro bear upon the South African Government and rhe white popul::mon, mosr of 
which support ir, in an effort to make rhem realise the need for an immed1are and radical change of 
policy, so as ro cre.1re the conditions necess:uy for peaceful negotiations ro achieve a non-racial and 
democratiC future for South Afn.:a; 
4.  Points out that such negotiations cannot rake place until Kelson Mandela and all others held 
for political reasons have been released, the srare of emergency ended and the freedoms of speech 
and assembly granted to the whole populanon; 
5.  Welcomes the adoption of four resolutions br the European Parliament on 22 October 1986 
on the situation in South Africa and southern Africa, and calls for the early implementation of these 
resolutions by  the institutions concerned, namely the Commission and Council of the European 
Communit)', the Foreign Ministers of rhe Tweh-e meeting in  political cooperation, and by  the 
Member States; 
6.  Calls for the restrictive measures taken against South Africa and any future stronger measures 
to be rigorously monitored and enforced, since otherwise it may give an impression of lack of 
serious intent, which can only encourage intransigence; 
7.  Calls upon the go\·ernments of all ACP and EEC States to ensure that the measures taken by 
them, whether collectively or individual!)', are monitored and enforced as effectively as possible; 
8.  Welcomes the Commission's proposal for a Directive concerning the suspension of new direct 
investment in South Africa [COM(86) 522 final] and regrets that by  not adopting this proposal the 
Council fa1led  to make progress towards the adoption of Community legal instruments enabling 
the enforcement of resrricti\ e measures decided at Community level; 
9.  Proposes that the European Community should consider establishing a secretariat to monitor 
events in South Africa and the coordination, enforcement and effectiveness of restrictive measures 
and to make factual, balanced and dispassionate reports of irs fmdings; 
10.  Repeats irs stress on the importance of coordinating and monitoring such measures on a 
world-wide basis; 
11.  Requests the respective Presidents-in-Office of the ACP and EEC Councils of Ministers to 
present to the next meeting of this Assemblr written reports on the initiatives taken to achie\·e such 
coordination and momroring, so that these reports can be debated by  the joinr Assembly; 
12.  Condemns \'igorously continued direct and indirect acts of aggression, including economic 
and other destabilisarion, carried our by South Africa against neighbouring states, the cost of which 
has been estimated b}  SADCC as 10 billion US dollars over the 5 }'ears 1980 to 1984, a sum far 
exceeding the total foreign aid received br these states during the same period; 
13.  Censures South Africa for the violent abduction of  civilians from the Swazi capital Mbabane 
in December 1986 and the arrack on a homestead south of  Gaberone, Botswana, on 1 January 1987, 
in  which several people were killed or wounded; 
14.  Condemns South Africa's support 10 armed groups in  ~tozambique and Angola,  whose 
acti\'ities, in the case of Ang.ol.t aided by US arms, include attacks on the road and r;tillmks which 
arc \'ita! to reduce the dependence of Se\'eral neighbouring stares on routes through South Africa 
and some of which are dt:\·elopmt:nt projects aided by  the community and other ag~ncies; •  129  • 
15.  Consid~:rs th.u  th~ de\'dopmcnt of th~:  n:gton·~ tr.ln,pott  11<'11\0rl<.  ~o  J~ to r.·d11.:e  this 
dependence,t~ 2 ~tr.ueg.ic prionry oi the first  ord~:r :111.!,  th~rt:for.·.mg~sth.>t EEC and ntlwr world 
atd for such pro1ccts be:  increas~:d ~apidly; 
16.  Urges the EEC Member States ro consider how  th~~· could respona  mo~t effc.:ti,ely to any 
requests from such countries for assistance in  protl!cnng these vu.1l communtC3tiOl1S lml..s,  t:~king 
into account rhe plans already drawn up by  the From LJile States and the Non-Ahgncd St.1tes; 
proposes that a group of experts, poss1blr estabhshed on :t  wtder imern,ltion.ll basis, mtght be 
brought together for  this purpose; 
17.  Welcomes the decis1on of rhe European P:trl1amenr to 11Kre.1se from  10 to .20  mil !ton E.CU 
the appropriations ro he mcluded in  the 1987 budget for posin,·e me.tsur~s to assi~t the nctims of 
apartheid and congratulates the Commission on the r:tpid implement:ltlon of th1s  programme 111 
1986; 
18.  Instructs irs Co-Presidenrs to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Comwl of Ministers, 
the Comnmsion and the Go\'ernments of all  the signatories of the  Lom~ Con\'ention. 
RESOLUTI0::-.1  (1) 
on freedom of mo,•ement and diplomatic immunity for the Members of the ACP·EEC Josnt Assembly 
The ACP-EEC Joint Auembly 
-meeting in Arusha (Tanzania} from 2 to 6  February 1987, 
A.  whereas the ACP-EEC Joinr  Assembly  is  an  mstitution  formally  set  up  under the  Lome 
Con\'ention; 
B.  whereas the Joint Assembly meets alternately in  an ACP State :tnd an  EEC State; 
C.  whereas missions mar be carried our either by Members or Groups and whereas these missions 
often call for \'isists ro v.1rious  countries which are signarones to the Con\'cntion; 
D.  whereas therefore complete freedom  should  be guaranteed for  the  ~1embers of rhe  Joint 
Assembly in all the Member Stares and whereas, in  pamcular, they should not be subject to 
hindrance or delay in crossing borders; 
E.  whereas Members h3\'e been subject to trksome administrative harassment despite pro\'iding 
evidence of their membership of the Joint Assembly; 
F.  whereas this situation is  unacceptable and must never re-occur; 
1.  Calls on the ACP-EEC Council of  Ministers to urge the Go\'ernments of the Member States to 
take measures to grant the Members of the Joint Assembly the s:tme status as th:n enjoyed by 
delegates ro international organizations such as  the UN; 
2.  Recommends a diplom:ttic passport to secure Members the necessary immunity ro carry our 
their duties in  peace; 
3.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolunon to the ACP-EEC Council, the President 
of t'he Commission of the European Communities :tnd the Heads of Go,·ernment of the .".1ember 
States signatory to the Lome Convention. 
(I)  Adopted  b~· the ACP-EEC Joint Assembl)• m Arusha (Tan7.anl.l) on 5 Fd,ru;try 1987. - 130  -
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the rc:pon of the Europc.1n Court of Auditors on the EDF in  1985 
T!Je  ACP-EEC }omt Assembly, 
-meeting in  Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
- ha,·mg regard to the report of the European Coun of Auditors that 
(a)  many indicative programmes were more an amalgam of independent projects than a set of 
coordin:ned measures to achieve specif1c objectives, 
(b)  some national authorities, because of the delicate situation of public fmances, experienced 
difficulties m honouring commitments to jointly financed projects, or in defraying running 
costs, thus creating problems which dog a great many projects, 
(c)  systematic  investigation  is  needed  into  the  reliability  of financing  plans,  problems  of 
management  of  investments,  and  impact  of  local  administrative  regulations  and 
procedures, 
(d)  had the provisions of Article  118  paragraph 1 of Lome  II  regarding evaluarion during 
Implementation been used more often, some bonlenecks and diff1culries would have been 
avo1ded, 
(e)  too little use was made of Article 118 paragraph 2 and ex-post evaluation of projects was 
inadequate, 
- having regard to delays in  implementation due to the internal procedures of the Commission, 
1.  Belte,·es Lome III will make possible a significant advance in imegrating EDF aid to national 
and regional pnoriries; 
2.  Calls on the Commission and ACP States to ensure that if local financing diff1culcies are a 
possibility, more use  is  made of 100% financmg by  the EEC; or that certain projects may be 
regarded as secondary, their funding beingdi\·erred to projects suffering from fmancing difficulties, 
if needed;  · 
3.  Repeats its insistence on the importance of e\·aluation at all stages, wherever possible jointly 
with ACP experts; asks the Commission to pro,·ide a written report to It in September 1987 on this 
topic; 
4.  Welcomes the European Parliament's support for enhanced evaluation, in  particular an 'in 
house' e\·aluation unit; 
5.  In  this  regard,  asks  for  the staffing of DG  VIII  of the Commission to  be  reviewed  by 
comparison with staffmg levels of national and international aid agencies carrying our similar 
tasks; 
6.  Instructs its Co·Presidems to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Mmisrers, 
the Council of Ministers of the EEC Member States,  to the Council and Commission  of the 
European Communities, and to the Court of Audl[ors. 
( 1)  Adorr.:d lw  rhc ACP-EEC Joinr  A))cmbl~· 111  Arush.t  (Tan7.u~i.t) on 5  Fd,ruar~  19S7. - 131  -
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the Member States' immigration  poiiCtc~ toward~ thtrd countries 
The ACP-EEC jomt Asmnbly 
-meeting in  Arusha (Tanzama) from 2  to 6  Februaq  1987, 
A.  having regard to the previous positions  11  has :tdopted; 
B.  ha,·ing regard to the,resolution against racism  :~nd xenopho!->t:t  and to the resolution on the 
situation of migrant workers adopted by  the Europe:m Parliament; 
C.  having regard to the Joinr Declaration by the three Institutions, the EuropeJn Parliament, the 
Counc1l and the Comm1ssion, rejecting a  11  forms of racism and '\enophobta towards n:tttonals 
of thtrd countries; 
D.  whereas  certain  measures  contemplatt>d  by  the  Member  States  would  be  in  flagrant 
contradiction of the princ1ples latd down lll the Joint Declaration, in  particular: 
- deponation of migrant workers with no legal control 
- restrictions on the right of asylum 
- restriction of access to the education system for the childrt>n of  nation:~  Is of third countries 
- unequal  treatment  as  regards  social  benefns  for  workers  from  third  countries  and 
indigenous workers, 
1.  Considers that the Community must uphold the principles and the prm isions contained in the 
Joint Inter-Institutional Declaration p:micularly those to the benef1t of ACP  mtgrant workers, 
given the special ties between those states and rhc EEC and the dtfftculttes wh1ch  their workers 
encounter in  integrating into the recipienr country; 
2.  Calls on the Member States to take thetr own measures to curb incitement ro racism and 
xenophobia, in  particular by  refrainmg from gl\'mg prominence tO those who seek to promote 
those ideas, particularly in  the media; 
3.  Calls on the Commission and the Council to draw up proposals for agreements on soCJal 
benefits between those Member States whtch do not have such agreements and thtrd countries in 
order to establish, on a  reciprocal bas1s, equal soc1al  rights for workers from th1rd  counrries 111 
accordanct' with JLO prm·isions; 
4.  Instructs its  Co-Presidents to foward  his  resolution to the Council, the Comm1ssion, the 
Governmt'ntS of the Membt>r States and ro the ACP Sr:ttes. 
(l)  Adopted by rhe ACP-EEC Joinr Assembly m Arusha (Tanunia) on 5 Februarr !987. 
RESOLUTION (l) 
on human rights in ACP-EEC cooperation 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A.  having regard to the resolutions it adopted in  Vouliagmcm on 25 September 1986 on human 
rights; 
(l)  Adopted  l:>y  rhc ACP-EEC Joint Assemhly in Arusha (Tanza111a)  on 5  Fehruar)  J9S7. - 132  -
B.  h:1ving regard also to irs resolmmn .tdnprcJ ml1n-crn.:~~ on 2il Scpremb.:r 1985 on rh.:  b.t~ts of 
the report by the <ld hoc \\'orkmg P.trtl on J-lum.ln Rtghrs, .tnd 111  p.uti.:ul.tr p.u.tgr.tph J(1•) of 
that  resolutiOn  which  entrusts  ItS  Hure.lll  "1th  the  t:Isk  of  moniwnng  'human  nghts 
developments both 111  Europe and rh~· A  Cl' Hat~·s .wJ m.tktng appropri.u..: recommend:ltlons'; 
C.  having regard co the acnon by Amnt•sn lnr.:rn:ltlon.tl .md or her humanitari:tn organiz.ltlons m 
favour of prisoners of conscien.:e and ro cmulter a rhttr.u~ treatment throughout the world; 
D.  convinced that the joim defence of human rtl!hts hy the ACP and EEC 1s ltkcl}  to promote the 
objecti\·es of the den:lopmc.>nr of men :lth.l n.wons as l.ud down tn the rh1rd Lome Co1wenrion; 
1.  Calls on its  Bureau ro  examine the cases of viol.uions of hum.1n  rtghrs  submirred by  the 
humanitarian orgamzations and to take all appropri.ue measures m the way of mform:ltlon and 
representations, 111 close rebnon with the amhortttes of the countries concerned or rhe1r acred1ted 
representatives in  the ACP-EEC insmunons; 
2.  Calls on its Bureau also to accept all motions for resoluttons and ind1ndu.1l questions tabled 
by its members in  connection with human rights and to take appropriate acr1on on them; 
3.  Instructs irs Bureau to submit a regular general report on irs acuvities 111  the above areas and 
to propose, where necessary, the setting-up of an ad hoc working party pursuant ro paragraph 3(v) 
of the Inverness Resolution referred to abo1·e. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the participation of the economic and soci:tl parrners and the representatives of the NGOs, in  ACP-
EEC cooperation 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2  ro 6 Febntar}  1987, 
A.  having regard to its pre1·ious  resolurions on the parttcipatton of the social p:1rtners and the 
NGOs in the implementation of Lome Ill, in particular the resolution adopted at Vouliagmem 
on 25 September 1986; 
B.  welcoming the favourable outcome of  the annual meeting of the ACP-EEC economic and soci:1l 
groups in Brussels on 4 and 5  December 1986; 
C.  anxious to ensure that there is  a  positive follow-up-to these annual meetings; 
D.  aware of the important role played br the social partners in the process of social development 
and democratization; 
E.  recognizing the important role of certain NGOs 111  tlie development process; 
1.  Calls again for the economic and social partners, and the representatives of the NGOs, both 
ACP and EEC, each in its appropriate role, to contmue to be closely associated at all levels and 
within the various ACP-EEC cooperative bodies and institutions; 
2.  Calls on the European Commission and the ACP bodies ro improve the flow of information 
and consultations between the economic and soctal partners in the practical implementation of the 
. Third  Lorn~ Convention; 
3.  Considers it essential in  this respect that the economic and social partners continue to be 
involved in implementing the programmes under Lome 111m the ACP countries concerned, and that 
their participatiol' in the work of follow-up commtttees be encour::tged; 
(1)  Adopted un:tnimously wtth 2  ab~renrions b)  the ACI'-EEC  Jomr·A~sembl) tn Aru,ha (Tarozanta)  on 5 
FebruJr}' 1987. - 133  -
4.  Hopes th:n, on rh.:  hJ~IS oi f:J, our  .1hle .:oopo:r:111on  bcl\v~:cn the e.:onomK and so.:1:1l p:umers, 
both ACP :1nd EEC, these \',1 rwus ~.:.-w• s m:~y be 111\'oln:d at the :~ppropnate trme and 111 systematiC 
fashion in  the preparatron .mJ -<he  rmpl.:ment:nion of Lome IV; 
5.  Hopes th:a it  wtll :tlso b.:  po<;sJl'le  ro  consult the NGOs \\ irh expcric.lCC  in  the field: 
6.  Instructs  irs  Co-Presrdcnts  to  iorward  this  resolution  to  the  ACP-EEC  Counctl,  the 
Commission, the EEC Econom1c :tnd Social Committee :tnd the i'\GO Liaison Committee to the 
EEC. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on cultural de\•clopmcnr 
The ACP-EEC ]omt Assembly, 
-meeting in Arusha (Tanz:tnla) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A.  having regard to the Chasle report (Doc.  ACP-EEC/0015/85) and resolution (OJ C 322 of 
13. 12. 1985); 
B.  noting the growing interest throughout the world, and in particular in the EEC countries, in 
African literature, music and fine arts; 
C.  welcoming the award of the Nobel Prize for Literature to the playwright, \'('ole Soyinka, the 
first African prize-winner; 
D.  welcoming the reYi\'al  of musical cream·ity in Africa, both as regards traditional music and 
contemporary African pop music; 
E.  welcoming organizations such as the Foundation for African Arts and the ACP-EEC Cultural 
Foundation; 
F.  noting the success of the first African book fair and the participation of more than 40 publishers 
from Africa, Europe and the United States; 
G.  stressing the economic importance of the dissemination of  Africa cultural products throughout 
the world; 
].  Calls for the urgent implementation of the Chasle resolution's recommendations (OJ C 322 of 
13. 12. 1985); 
2.  Calls for the setting-up in the ACP states of a jomt institution for recording and protecting 
copyright and defending the mtellectual and cultural property of artists in  the ACP counrries; 
3.  Urges the EEC to encourage by all means, including financi:tl assistance, the translanon and 
dissemination of works by African  authors, paying particular anenrion to South African  and 
Namibian writers affected by  censorship and bans on publication; 
4.  Calls for the organization, in  the context of ACP-EEC cooperation, of a cultural festi\'al of 
ACP regions; 
(I)  Adopted by  the ACP-££C Jomr Asseml->lr  in  Arusha (Tanzansa) on 5 F.:l->ruarr  1987. - 134  -
5.  lnsrructs its Co-Pn:si&:nrs to forward this n:solunon ro the Commis,Hln :lllJ the gm  crnmenr~ 
of the Member St.ttes of the Europc.tn Communtry and the ACP st::ttes. 
RESOLUTION (') 
on sug~r 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 Februar}· 1987; 
A.  recalling the resolution on the guaranteed price for ACP sug::tr adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint 
Assembly meeting in  Ezulwini (Swaziland) on 30 January 1986; 
B.  remaining toncerned at the Community's pursuance of a restrictive price policy in respect of 
beet sugar production and at its pol1cy of automatically equating the price offered to the ACP 
with that applicable to its own farmers; 
C.  noting that this pohcy has resulted in  a freeze of ACP guaranteed price for 1986/1987 at the 
level of the 1985/1986 price; 
D.  stressing that this price  freeze  is  having an  extremely  negative impact on  the  ACP  sugar 
industries and, indeed, on the economies of those ACP States which are heavily dependent on 
the incomes from these industries for their sunwal; 
E.  reiterating that the Community should endeavour to fmd and to implement alternative policies 
which would harmonize ItS  internal obJectives '' ith its commitments under the Protocol on 
Sugar; 
F.  emphasizing the need for the Community's pnce offer for the 1987/1988 delivery period to 
reflect that due regard has been taken of the ACP's memor.tndum on economic factors; 
G.  drawing attention to the need for the full  total of the agreed quanmies of ACP preferential 
sugar to be exported to the Community by the ACP States signatories to the Sugar Protocol; 
1.  Calls on the Community to make every effort to meet the ACP's legitimate concerns regarding 
the guaranteed price for ACP sugar, by offering a  level of increase in  the price offered for the 
forthcoming  delivery  period,  which  would  substantially  contribute  to  the  correction  of the 
situation of the ACP sugar supplying States; 
2.  Exhorts the Commission to execute an)' future permanent reallocations as required under 
Article 7 paragraph 4 of the Protocol accordmg to the stated pnnciple that ONLY those States 
signatory to the Protocol could and should participate in  such reallocations; 
3.  Resolves to pursue these matters if necessary within the highest insmutions of the ACP-EEC 
Convention; 
4.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  'resolution  to  the  Council  of Mmisters,  the 
Commission and the Governments of the _r..tcmbcr  States of the Lome Convention. 
( 1)  Adopted unanimously hy the ACP-EEC Joint Assemhl~ 111  Aru•h.1  (Tanz.uu.l) on 5 Fchru.H}' i  \187. - 135  -
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the lmergo••crnmcntal Authority on Drought and Dcl'elopmcnt (IGADD) 
The ACP-EEC ]oiPit  AHembly, 
-meeting in  Arusha  (T:uuani:~) from  1 to 6 February 1987, 
A.  recalling the resolutions of the U1med  .K:~tions Gener:~l Assembly (!) smce 1980 requesting the 
countries of the sub-regions of Africa to coordinate the•r effons in  the area of drought and 
desemfication control; 
B.  rec:~lling  also  the  support  which  the  ACP-EEC  Joint  Assembly  gave  to  JGADD  on  its 
establishment through irs  resolution in  January 1986 at Ezulwini, Swaziland; 
C.  bearing in  mind  the  resolution of the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers  in  April,  1986,  in 
Bridgetown, Barbados supporting the establishment of IGADD; 
D.  noting with satisfaction that lGADD had drawn up a phn of action which fully accords with 
the obJectives of  the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic De,·elopment of  Africa, the Priority 
Programme for Economic Recovery (1986 to 1990) adopted by African States and the United 
l'a11ons Plan of Action for African Recovery and Development adopted by the UN General 
Assembly in  May, 1986; 
E.  com·inced  that the  implementation of the  IGADD  Pbn of Action  will  contribute to the 
promotion of good neighbourlmess, peace and stability in  the. sub-region; 
1.  Calls on the Member Stares of the European EconomiC Community, the Commission of the 
European  Commumries  and  international  donor  countries  and  organizations  to  send 
representatives of a high political and technical level to the donor conference scheduled to convene 
at Djibouti, from 16 to 18 March 1987, and to contribute positi,·ely to the work of the Conference 
by  pledging substantial  fmanc1al  and technical  assistance to IGADD to ensure the successful 
implementation of IGADD's Plan of Action. 
(I)  Adopted unanimously by  the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly m Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987. 
(2)  UN Resolunons: 35190 of 5 December 1980. 
36122 1 of 1  7 December 1  981. 
38/216 of20 December 1983. 
39/29 of 3 December 1983. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on cocoa 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 Februarr 1987, 
A.  recalling the final  declaration adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in  February 1984 in 
Brazzav1lle; 
B.  recalling the previous  resolutions  on cocoa  and in  particular those  adopted by  the Joint 
Assembly in  Inverness, U.K., in  September 1985  and in  Vouliagmeni, Greece in  September 
1986; 
C.  bearing in mind the consrderable dependence of  the economics of a large number of  ACP Stares 
on agricultural commodities such as cocoa and the major role plared in the said economies by 
the export of these products; 
(1)  Adoprcd unanrmouslr hr 1hc  .S.CP-EEC joinr Assembl)' in  .S.ru~ha (T3nzania) on 5 Februarr 1987. - 136  -
D.  deeply concerned b)· the world economic cnsis wh1ch s..:nously aficcb th..:  fr.t~.!..: economic and 
soc1al  structures of developing countries; 
E.  is gratified by the provisions of the Third Lome Convenr1on on the follow-up and management 
machiner)· for agricultural commodities; 
1.  Welcomes the entry into force of the Intern:wonal Cocoa Agreement on 20 J.tnu.try  1987, 
following ratification br the EEC and its Member States; 
2.  Is seriously worried however that the objective of the lnrern:monal Agreement, i.e. to srabil1ze 
the  prices  of cocoa beans,  may  elude  us  because of the lack  of cooperation of the consumer 
countries, especially Member States in  adopting buffer stock rules; 
3.  Invites  in  the  best  tradition of dialogue,  cooperation  and solidarity  between  consumer 
countries, the EEC and irs Member Stares in particular, to abide by the overall provis1ons of the 
Agreement, particularlr its Article 36 paragraph 6 which provides that: 'The buffer stock manager 
shall  purchase cocoa  at  prevailing market prices  in  accordance with  rules  established  br the 
Counctl; these rules shall take account of the practice of the trade', so that 
(a)  the purchases and sales of the buffer stocks are carried out m accord:mce with the multiple price 
mechanism depending on the growth of the cocoa, in order to take account of the premiUm and 
below par rating system, 
(b)  the purchases of  cocoa beans arc mainly carried out on the markets of  exporting Member States 
who largely contribute to the financing of the buffer stock, 
4.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the Council  of Ministers,  the 
Commission and the Go~·ernments of Member States. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on coffee 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Arusha (Tanzania) from 2 to 6 February 1987, 
A.  recalling and  reasserting  the  previous  resolutions  of the Joint  Committee and the  Joint 
Assembly, in particular the one adopted in January 1985 in Bujumbura, relating to the North-
South dialogue crisis and the one adopted in Vougliagmeni, Greece in September 1986; 
B. • recalling the need to improve the modalities of the International Cooperation in  the area of 
commodities; 
C.  bearing in mind that many ACP States are essentially geared towards agriculture and that their 
economies are largely dependent on agricultural commodities, such as coffee which accounrs 
for more than 75% of their export earnings; 
D.  bearing in mind the memorandum submitted in July 1986 by the ACP States to the Commission 
and the Kingdom of the Netherlands on the intenrions of some EEC Member States to reduce 
the ACP export quotas of coffee on the one hand, and the guarantees given on the other hand; 
1.  Welcomes the provisions of the Third Lome Convention concerning much wider cooperation 
between the EEC, its Member States and the ACP States in the area of agricultural commodities; 
(I)  Adopted unanimouslr by rhe  ACP-EEC Joinr Assemblr m Arusha (Tanz:u11a)  on 5 Februarr J987. •  137  • 
2.  Notes with concern hO\H'I'I.'r  rh.11  rhc do11 nwJrd mm·cmcms of the coffee market have rhc 
Jisasrro11s effect of  consider:1bly rcducmg rhc e-:port e:lrnings of ACP producing Srati"S and thereby 
jeopardizing the conrinua!ion of .rhe1r dcl'elopmcm plans; 
3.  Notes in add1rion that any reducuon in  e-.porr quoras of rhe ACP producing and exporting 
Stares would only exacerbJte thc1r econon11c d1ff1cuhies; 
4.  Calls upon the EEC and ItS  Member States, contracting stares ro the International Coffee 
Agreement of 1983 and special partners of the ACP Stares, to abide by the spirit and letter of the 
said Agreement, particularly Articles 1 to 50 and strongly recommends: 
-the retention and even the increase of the ACP Srares' coffee export quotas; 
5.  Instructs the Co-Presidents to forward  this  resolution  to the  Council  of Ministers,  the 
Commission of the European Communities and the Governments of the Member States. - 138  -
ANNEX  II 
R[SOLUTION (1) 
on Rcg11Hl.ll  Cvopcra11un in ACI' S1.uc~ 
The ACP-Ef.C Jomt Asscmb/,. 
- meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from  28 September ro  2 Ocrober 19X7. 
-having regard to the 1987 General Report 'Regional Cooper.uion· (!), 
- having regard to the introductory statement and accompanymg document pre~enred ro the Joint 
Assembly in  Arush::t  (Tanz::tm.t) (3), 
- having reg::trd to the reports of the ACI'-EEC ad hoc \X'orking Groups adopted 111  Arush::t ::tnd in 
Lisbon, 
- having regard to the results of the UNCT  AD sevenrh meeting in  Geneva (Switzerl:md) in July 
1987, 
- having regard to the ongoing work of the UN General Assembly on the Sltllation in  Afric::t, and 
its Special Session devoted to Afnc::t  of May 1986, 
A.  bearing in  mind that national economic strategies can  and should  be  accelerated in  their 
application by a greater degree of cooperation on an mtr::t-reg1onal and mrcr-rcg10nal b::tsis; 
B.  considering that the obstacles to reg10nal cooperation are not only phys1cal, bur often political 
and socio-cultural; 
C.  believing nevertheless that, such obstacles notwithstanding, more efforts can and should be 
made by the ACP States to improve methods of cooperation amongst themseh·es; regional 
organisations  are  in  themselves  nor  enough  and  an  mcrease  111  'poliuc::tl  wdl'  is  a  vital 
ingredient; 
D.  preoccupied by the fact that in spire of consider::tble efforts aimed nr srrucrurnl adjustment in 
their economies, and in sp1re of cons1derable sacrifices by the1r peoples, most ACP states are 
still unable to benefu from the gradual upturn in the world economy because of the continued 
fall in commodity prices and increased protectionism, a decl1ning flow of financial resources 
for development and the high cost of servicing outstanding debt; 
E.  preoccupied by the relatively low level of  trade in both agricultural and manufactured products 
both  Within  and  between  the  ACP  regions,  compared  to  the1r  trade  with  industrialised 
countries; 
F.  recognising that closer cooperation at a regional level can effectively conmbutc to a reduction 
in political tensions with a consequent impact on reducing the risks of war, civil strife, refugee 
movements, expenditure on arm:~ments and other rcl::tted  phenomena; 
G.  confirming the objectives of regional cooper::ttion outlined in  the Third Lome Convention 
wh1ch are 'ro promote collccnve and self-reliant soc1::tl,  cultural and cconomrc dewlopment 
and greater regional self-suff1c1ency'; 
H.  bearing in mind the scope of region:il cooper:uion between the Europc.1n Community :tnd the 
ACP as outlmed in  Arncle  113 of the Third Lome Convemion, n.tmdy: 
-agriculture and rural development, notabl)•  food  self-sufficiency and food  secumy, 
- health  programme~. including educntion,  trammg,  rescJrch  :~nd  information  related  to 
primary health care and control of major d1scascs,  including amm.tl  d1se.1~es, 
( 1)  Adopted unanimously  1->)·  the ACP·EEC Joint A~scmhl)' on  I Onohcr 1987  111  1."1""' (l'onuJ;al). 
(l)  Doc. ACP-EEC 11!911!7/8. 
(l)  AP/261. - 139  -
- evaluanon, development, exploitation and preservation of fishery and marine resources, 
including sc1entlf1c and rech111cal  cooperation with a view ro  the surveillance of exc!us1ve 
economic zones, 
-preservation and improvement  of the environment, especially  through programmes  to 
combat deserrif1cation, erosion, coastal degradation and marine pollution w1th  a view to 
ensuring rational and ecologically balanced development, 
- industrialization, includmg the sening up of regional undertakings includmg inter-regional 
production and marketing enterprises, 
-exploitation of natural resources, notably the production and distribution of energy, 
- transport and communications, namely,  roads,  railways,  air and sea  transport, inland 
waterways, postal services and telecommunications, 
- development and expansion of trade, 
-assistance for action programmes undertaken  by  ACP  and ACP-EEC professional and 
business organizations with the aim of improving production and marketing of products of 
external markets, 
-education and training, research, science and technology, information and communication, 
the establishment and reinforcement of training and research institutions and technical 
bodies responsible for technology exchanges as well as cooperation among universities, 
- tourism, including the establishment and strengthening of tourist promotion centres, 
- cultural and social cooperation activities; 
I.  having  regard  also  to  the  joint  declaration  on  cooperation  between  ACP  Srates  and 
neighbouring overseas countries and territories and French overseas departments contained in 
Annex VII to the Lome Convention; 
J.  bearing in mind the fact that there exists already a very large number of regional organizations 
operative in  ACP  countries covering different  sectors of regional  activity,  both  political, 
cultural and technical; 
K.  realising that effective regional cooperation can only be  rendered possible by  the effective 
involvement of the  populations concerned  and  that cultural  and  social  cooperation  is  a 
prerequisite to such involvement; 
1.  Stresses that areas of cooperation between the ACP and the Community defined  in  the 
Convention should as far as possible be explored and exploited for cooperation primarily among 
the ACP States themselves; 
2.  Calls upon all the parties concerned to rake the appropriate initiatives and make every effort 
to ensure a prompt commitment of available resources under the Lome Conventions for regional 
cooperation measures; 
3.  Calls upon the representatives of the European Community and its Member States and the 
representatives  of the  ACP  Group of Stares  to  further  develop  the  parameters  of  regional 
cooperation in the course of their negotiations for the next ACP-EEC Convention bearing in mind 
the specific recommendations of this General Report and Resolution; 
4.  Recognising the importance of 'political will' in achieving progress on regional cooperation, 
calls on the competent authorities to agree, as a matter of urgency, allocation of Lome Ill funds for 
the preparation of regional  reports  by  eminent  economists  (along  the  lmes  of the  European 
Parliament's Albert-Ball report on 'The cost of non-Europe') designed to clarify the cost to ACP 
Stares of lack of effective regional cooperation; 
5.  Urges the ACP Group of States to reassess the functioning of their regional organizations with 
a view to reducing the frequent overlapping of responsibilities which undermines effortS aimed to 
achieve greater economic complementarity; - 140  -
6.  Considers that the merits of region:.! coopcr:1t1on  an: of1en  m1~undcrsrood hr off~e1:ds 111 
n:nional admimstr:uions and belreves  therefore that greater cfforrs should  be  conccmr:.ted on 
education and information of officials and guvernmenr officers 111  order to facilitate 1nformatron 
flows as  well as regional project rdentification; 
7.  Urges  therefore that the  European  Communlfy  and  the ACP  Group of States  organize 
Conferences on  Regional  Cooperatron  in  the main  ACP  regional  areas,  assocrating  with  the 
Conferences such major donors as the World Bank and Regional Dcvclopmenr Banks; 
8.  Believes  that  such  conferences  would  prov1dc  a  forum  for  contact  between  regional 
orgamzations themselves and enhance coordination and cooperative efforts between national and 
regional organizations which are currently inadequ:ue; 
9.  Considers that the  Commission  Delegations  m  ACP countncs, in  spite of the efforts of 
off1cials, are often ill-equ1pped or under-equipped for dealing speCifically with regional projects 
and therefore calls for a technical reinforcement of Commission Delegations in  pre-detcrmmed 
regional centres in order to facilitate project coordmation, Identification and implementation; 
10.  Invites  the  ACP  States  and  the  European  Community  to  strengthen  their  respective 
structures,  including  the  ACP  Secretariat,  with  a  view  to  facilitating  elaboration  and 
implementation of projects, thereby ensuring a  more diligem and dynamic cooperation among 
ACP States; 
11.  Considers that project efficiency and implementation could be enhanced if Commission 
Delegates and Regional  Authori~ing Off1cers were allowed to use  the powers set our under the 
Convention, thus reducing the risk of delays wh1ch  arc frequent when relatively minor decisions 
have to be referred to Brussels; 
12.  Believes that, also in this context, more technical assistance could and should be provided to 
assist  tn  the  design  of  regional  programmes  and  projects,  and  asks  that  existing  regional 
organisations established by ACP States be regularly associated with this activity; 
13.  Believes  that,  in  view  of frequent  complaints  received  from  various  reg•onal  groups, 
procedures for recruitment and appointment of  consultants and contractors should be re-assessed, 
and consideration should be given to making appointments open to organizations based in  ACP 
States who have the local knowledge of these areas to parucip:ne; 
14.  Considers that there exists a number of problems concerning the application of the principle 
of 'regionality'  in  the defmition  of projects of a  regional  narure,  and therefore  calls  for  the 
guidelines ro be reviewed to rake more account of regional particularities and traditions, while 
maintaining distinctions between national and regional criteria; 
15.  Asks contracting parties to encourage greater regional cooperation in the Caribbean, the 
Pacific and the Indian Ocean, particularly as regards the conservation and exploitation of marine 
resources  which would involve the ACP States,  the overseas countries and territories and the 
French overseas departments in  the area; 
16.  Believes that regional development should help to open up ACP-EEC cooperation ro certain 
countries with comparable economic and producnon structures, such as rhe Repubhc of Haiti in 
the Caribbean, in accordance with Article 289 of the Third Lome Convention; 
As regards transpon and communications 
17.  Considers that integrated regional transpon systems arc essential in the long term, for the 
enhancement of tndc potential and regiOnal development; 
18.  Welcomes  the  agreement  between  the governments of the SADCC countries  w1th  the 
European Community, the African Development Bank, Scandinavian countries, the United States 
and  mdividual  Member  Stares  of  the  European  Community  (Netherlands,  Denmark,  haly, 
Portugal, Belg1um, Greece, Federal Repubhc of Germany) and Austna on the fmanc1ng  for the 
Beira Corridor, the objective of which is to reduce dependence of the states of Southern Africa on - 141  -
South  Afnc:111  transport  S)'Stem~ and  to pro\·1d.:  llllJHm•cd  acc.:ss  to. the sea  for  Mozambique, 
Z11nhahwe, Zambi.t, Malawi ::md  Bot~w.1n:1; 
19.  Encour.1ges  the conclusion  of orher  agrcem.:ms  in  th1s  domam,  notably  the  proposed 
impro\·.:ments to  the Maputo, Nacab, Dar es  Salaam and  Lobuo Port Transport systems,  in 
conjunction w1rh intra-regional surface transport pro1ects and ~inular projects 111  \Vest Africa and 
elsewhere; 
20.  Recognises  the  signif1cance  of the  devclopmcnr  of inland  waterw:tys  for  the  African 
continent, and the development of coasral  rr:msport systems :ts  envis:tged  for example by  the 
Southern Afric:t Transport :tnd Communic:trions Commission, by  rhe PTA and by other regional 
organisations; 
21.  Believes that for the island states of the lnd1an Ocean, the Canbbcan and the Pacific, the 
development of coastal  feeder  services  and  port facilities  arc  fundamenral  to their economic 
development, as  is  the extensiOn of a1r  transport services and infrastructure; 
22.  Underlines the importance, and the economic savmgs which can be made, resulting from the 
introduction of common transit declarations such as those recently introduced by the Northern 
Corridor Transit Agreement and by  the PTA, and considers that more ACP States and regional 
organizations  should  consider the  introduction  of the  Multi-modal  Transport  Document as 
provided  for  in  the  UN  Convention  on Multi-modal  Transport, and  the technical  assistance 
provided  by  the United  Nations Conference on Trade and  Development  (UNCTAD)  in  this 
respect; 
23.  Points to the considerable advantages gained in regional communication by the provision of 
inter-state motor vehicle insurance schemes-such as the Brown Card scheme mtroduced by the 
Economic Community of West African Stares  (ECOWAS)  and the Yellow Card scheme being 
imroduced by  the PTA; 
24.  Draws attention to the need for closer regional route planning and air service scheduling 
within the different ACP regions in  order to facilitate travel and freight handling; 
25.  Draws attention to the contribution made by the International Telecommunications Union 
to the provision of an integrated telecom network, including (in cooperation with ACP states and 
regional bod1es)  the prov1sion  of satellite earth stations and international telecommunications 
links, and requests that the European Commumty study the possibility of supporting financially the 
specialised training programmes for staff for telecommunication administration in ACP States; 
As  regards trade and financial services 
26.  Considers there is an urgent need  for 'South-South' trade to be expanded through greater 
efforts on a regional level to acquire economic complementarity and diversification, particularly in 
the agricultural sector but also in  the manufacturing and services sector; 
27.  Recognises  the  psychological  and  practical  hinderances  to  regional  trade cooperation, 
including the following 
-short term balance of payments problems, 
... 
- loss of customs revenue, 
- sacrifice of 'sovereignty', 
-exposure of weak domestic industries; 
28.  Recogmses also the longer term advamages to be gained, including 
-a  larger 'imernal' market offering economies of scale  •. 
-more artracrion to external 1nvcstmenr, 
- the  possibility  of local  manufacturing  of items  that  would  otherwise  be  imported  from 
industrialised countries; 
29.  Believes  that export credit  agencies  should  be  encouraged  to  increase  their cover  for 
developing countries who are undertaking adiustment programmes in order to improve investment 
chances and improve terms of trade in  the medium term; - 142  -
30.  Beheves ;d~o d1:1t  rc~ion:~l  or~.uus:H11111~  ~hould h.: ~I\ l'll rco.:luu.:-.11  :~nd fnl:IIKI.ll.l~SI~t.liKe ro 
establish  fm:~ncial msrirurrons  wh1ch  would  f.Kdu.Hc  rhe  Jcvdopmcnr of  rc~10n.1l  and  IIHr:l· 
region:~  I trade through the prm••sion of e"pon credl!,  m~ur.liKC .1nd  clc.11111t!,  hou'c bc1ht1es; 
31.  Believes rhar cooper.H1on  1n  rhe producuvc sectors of :~gricuhurc :md m.1nubcwnng will 
enhance  the  d1vers1f1Cation  of  rhe  econom1es  of  ACI'  Stares  and,  ro  th1s  end,  1nv1tes  ACP 
governments as well :IS puhhc and pnv:ue enterprises .H the nauon:~llevcl to create rhc supportive 
mfrasrrucrure for the development  :~nd exp.ms•on of ACI'  multin.Hion:~l cnrcrpnses; 
32.  Invites ACP regional and sub-reg1onal organ1sanons to coll:thorate wirh rhe governments of 
their Member Sr:uc:s  for  rhc:  establishment or strengrhemng of facd•rarive arrangc:menrs for the 
development of mul{lnanonal  enrerpnses such  as the  prO\'ISIOn  of a  leg:~!  framework  for  the 
establishment and operation of such  enrerpnses, the development of transport and communi-
cation, intra-regional financmg instimnons, p:~rmcnrs arrangcmems and msmuuons dealmg with 
standardisation and quality control of manufactured goods m order to promote the cond1rions 
favourable to the development of mulrmational enterprises; 
33.  Believes in this context that the objecnve of an African Common Market by 1992 as oudined 
in the Lagos Plan  is  a  necessary one, and notes with satisfaction the efforts of m:my  regional 
organisations in  Africa  which  have managed  ro  introduce tariff-free trade within  their  region 
already; 
34.  Welcomes the decision of the CARlCOM He:tds of Governments calling on CARICOM 
member states to remove all obstacles to imra-region:1l trade by  the end of the third  qu:~rter of 
1988; 
35.  Welcomes the proposal  by  the  Man:~ging Director of the  lnrernation:~l Monetary Fund 
(IMF) for a  tripling of the resources of the Structural Adjustment Facility in  order to meet the 
special financing needs of the poorest developing countries; asks the Commission to monitor the 
developments of such initiatives and to give all  poss1ble support and encouragement; 
36.  Calls upon the mulrilareral financ1al institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank to take 
note of the specific problems of island states mentioned m this report, when granting financial 
assistance; 
37.  Emphasises the need within ACP Stares for greater domestic resource mo,bihsarion and a 
strengthening, in particular, of public and private sector fmancing, :tnd recognises that this would 
be made eas1er by  an improved extern:~  I environment; 
38.  Welcomes the imminent application of  the UNCT  AD Common Fund for Commodities :tnd 
recognises  that the  release  of fmanc1al  resources  from  the  'second  window'  will  contribute 
considerably to the diversification of producnon mech:tnisms, emphasises however the need to 
apply  such  resources  bearing  111  mind  regional  pre-requisites  and  the  demands  of reg1onal 
consumers for agricultural and manufactured products; asks the Commission to imriate proposals 
in order to activate the contribution of both the Community and irs Mc:mber States to the Common 
Fund as soon as possible; 
39.  Fully  supports  the  organisation  of  Trade  Fairs,  and  simibr  imriati,•es  aimed  at  the 
dissemination of  knowledge and information by regional organisations and chambers of  commerce 
as a  means of promoting more:  Sourh·Sourh commerce; 
40.  Believes  that  the  Member  Scares  of  the  Europe:1n  Con1111unuy,  rhrou!?.h  their  OffH:i:ll 
Development Assistance, could and should conrnburc fmanCJal support for the rc\'olvmg fund for 
the PTA Clearing House operatiOns and for the ECOWAS Clc:~ring House 111  order to provide a 
financial cushion for trade and commerc1::il  transactions; 
41.  Fully supports the creation of region:~! Clearmg  Hous~s as a  me.1ns  10 encourage intra-
regional  trade  and  cooperation  in  local  curre11C1es  which,  Ill  t11n.:,  c.u1  pro\'lde  the  muru.1l 
confidence and  understandmg  wh1ch  ·~  necc~sary for  the  de\'clopmcnt  of common  currency 
transactions; 
42.  Notes the advantages pc:naining to certain ACI' states which arc part of the franc zone in 
terms of monetary stability and convertibilit}', and urges the ACP States with the assisr:tnce of the 
Commission to undertake studies in order to assess the viability of the c:stablishmc:nt of  a number of 
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regional monct:try zones, ultimately lc:tding to :t  monetary zone linked ro a h:tskct of European 
currencies pendmg a further development of the European Monet:try Srstems; 
43.  Requests  rhar  rhe  ACP  Stares,  with  the  assistance  of rhe  Commiss•on,  provide  more 
technical, fmancial and admmistrative assistance to those regional organisations wluch are seeking 
to develop  their  fmancial  and  monetary cooperation, and  Improve  the enforcement of their 
monetary d1scipline; 
44.  Considers that the recent outcome of UNCT  AD VII  made a posim·e conmbuuon rowards 
the current Uruguay round of negotiations  which  should  lead  to the creation of an Improved 
framework of imernational trade as well as increasing the contnbution of the multilateral trading 
system to the achievement of greater coherence in  global economic policy making; 
As  regards the environmenr and the management of natural resources 
45.  Considers that environmental concerns are essentially regional in character-as is indicated 
by the reports of the ACP-EEC Working Group on Environment- and are therefore one of the 
priority issues for regional organisations; 
46.  Is encouraged by the consistent efforts of the Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in 
the Sahel (CILSS), IGADD, to combat drought and desertification in the Sahel region, yet believes 
that more resources need to be brought to bear in order to accelerate the work being done; 
47.  Calls  for greater efforts to be made at regional  level  to coordmate policies  to protect 
endangered species of ammals and all those threatened by  overhunting; 
48.  Is encouraged also by the use being made of national resources in Africa, particularly in the 
hydro-energy fields by the various River Basin authorities who are working to fulfil  the energy 
requirements of many regions in order to support economic development in the agricultural and 
industrial sectors while bearing in  mind ecological concerns; 
49.  Considers that  ACP  States should  pool  their  intellectual  and  material  resources,  and 
undertake on the  basis  of complementarities,  projects  geared  towards  food  production,  the 
establishment and management of regional stocks and trade in food supphes in order to achieve 
food self-sufficiency and security, having regard to the specific characteristics of the ACP countries 
concerned; 
50.  Stresses the importance for island and coastal states of regional f1sheries'  agreements in 
order to safeguard haleutic stocks and provide a secure future for local  fishing fleets; 
51.  Believes  that the  regional  organisations concerned  should  consider,  in  the context of 
regional  food  strategies,  atuching  greater  priority  to  effective  marketing  facilities  and  to 
processing, packaging and srorage of perishable foodstuffs  111  order w  prevent wastage which 
currently is endemic in many ACP regions and to improving the facilities for triangular food aid 
within and between regions; 
As regards orher areas of acriviry 
52.  Considers that the application of a regional strategy, with European Community support, in 
the field of health and epidemiology, would be particularly appropriate at this time in order to help 
combat the spread of diseases such as malana, smallpox, bilharzia and AIDS  as well  as other 
diseases,  and  looks  forward  to  the guidelines  which  the  working  parry  on  health,  recently 
established, w1ll  formulate; 
53.  Calls for such a strategy to be elaborated as a  matter of urgency, which implies greater 
support nor only for the renovation and construction of hospitals and health-care facilities, but also 
for more basic medicinal needs and primary health services in  the rural areas accompanied by 
appropriate information campaigns; 
54.  Believes that the development of human  resources is  paramount to sustained economic 
growth and development and ro  meaningful regional cooperation, and calls upon the European - 144  -
Community to mcrease  its  fm:lllctal  :md  technical  asststanc:c  tn  order  tO  further dc\'clop and 
promorc education and trammg programmes and facilnies; 
55.  Welcomes the decision by the ACP Council of Ministers concernmg the implemcm:ttton of 
the intra-ACP programme for Cooperation in  Educ:Hion, Research and Trainmg; 
56.  Draws anemion ro the great h-uman and economic dtstress resultmg from blindness often 
contr:Jctcd early  111  hfe, and bclie\•es that a  regional  appro:~ch would be appropnate for certain 
forms of blindness (river blmdncss); requests the Communny ro step up Its acttvtttes in  tlus ftcld; 
57.  Bclic\•es that cultural cooperation, to be incorporated uuo the progr:unming of the sixth 
EDF, also has a place 111  reg10nal cooperation and  th:~t, at this level, mcreased efforts could be m:~de 
in rhe information sector particularly b)' the creation and improvemenr of regional communication 
channels  which  will  help  to  bring  people closer  together and comribute towards a  broader 
understanding of  reg tonal identities; asks for the esrabltshment of  training and tuition centres to be 
located in  the main ACP regions; 
58.  Encourages and supports cooperation between non-governmental  org:~nizations, United 
Narions'  agencies  (UNEP,  UNDP,  UNICEF,  UNHCR)  and  regional  organisations  in  the 
implemenration of regional policy imtiatives; 
59.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and report to the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers, the Council and CommissiOn of the European Community, the governments of ACP 
Stares and the Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on rural development and environmental problems 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly 
-meeting in  Lisbon, (Portugal), from 28  September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  having regard to the resolution on rural development and environmental problems adopted by 
the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly at its  meeting in Vouliagmeni, Greece (l); 
B.  having  regard  to  the  report of the  ACP-EEC  working  party  on  rural  developmem  and 
environmental problems (l); 
C.  having  reg:~rd  to  the  repon  on  'Our  Common  fu[Ure'  by  the  World  Commission  on 
Environmenr and Development of UNEP {1987); 
(a) Development of  stock {arming and rational use of  grazing land in ACP countries 
1.  Notes the economic and social importance of  stock farming in many ACP countries; believes 
that more intensive ACP-EEC cooperation should help to develop their considerable porcnrial hy 
(1)  Adopted unanimously by the ACP·EEC Jomt Assembly on 1 October 1987  111  Lisbon  (Ponug~l). 
(2)  OJ  No 10,  14. I. 1987. 
(l)  Dor.s.  ACP-EEC 89186/B and AP/240/B. - 145  -
improvin~  rh~ prodnc!lvtry of rlw c·o~rin~  l11·~s1()(:k from 1hc food pomt of \'t<:w- partrcubrlr rhc 
prodnction of rnc:1r  and  nulk - and rhc  usc of .1m mal  tr:~crion 111  ag:nculturc; 
2.  Bclrc\'CS  that such a poliq .. houiJ: 
(a)  give  priority ro  small-~calc farmers; 
(b)  exploir rhe complcm.:nrariry of pbnr producuon and stock f:ummg; 
(c)  bring a hour an e'•en  apportionment of stock farming:  and cropping :~reas; 
(d)  devote greater attention to the development of sm:-~11  specres of direct  benefit  to the local 
populanon as food surphes; 
3.  Points our thar  cert:~in diseases such as nagana and canle plague consritute a major  obsr:~cle to 
the development of  stock farming; thetr eradrcanon, which requires a major financtal and scienrifrc 
research input, should constitute one of the priorities of ACP-EEC cooperation in  this area; 
4.  Points out that there  is  a .direct  link  between preservation  of the environmenr  and  the 
development of srock farmi'ng as  regards bQ[h  the dangers connected with over-grazing :1nd  the 
means of combating the tsetse fir some of which have adverse effects on the environment; calls for: 
(a)  the drawing up of management plans for land and wells so that herds can be adapted to actual 
grazmg capacity and warer supplies; 
(b)  the development of insecticide treatments against the tsetse fly  that are compatible wtth the 
environment; 
5.  Stresses the need for concerted policies to exploit rationally and develop fodder resources and 
rural water supplies; 
6.  Notes that if stock farming, and agriculture in general, are ro  be developed, a number of 
internal measures must be adopted, particularly as  regards: 
(a)  a higher priority for animal health in  nanonal budgets; 
(b)  producer price policy; 
(c)  the organization of markering; 
(d)  land management; 
(e)  the storage life of products for emergency use; 
(b) Rational use of  fishery resources 
7.  Stresses the importance of better exploitation of frshery resources-in inland waters as well 
-for  the food balance and the economic and rural development of the ACP countries; believes 
there is a need for more intensive ACP-EEC cooperation in  this area and inrra-ACP cooperation, 
which should be.encouraged by the European Community; 
8.  Believes that the objecuve of increased ACP-EEC cooperation should b~ ro provide the ACP 
States with the financial and technical means ro exercise the sovereign rights they have over their 
exclusive  economic  zone as  regards  the  developmenr,  preservation  and  protection  of stocks, 
species, environments and ecosystems; stresses rhe \'::tluc of increased cooperation between co:~sral 
ACP States in  order to guarantee better management of ftshery resources; 
9.  Stresses in  particular the need  to implement policies  that will  ensure maintenance or re-
establishment of healthy and balanced ecosystems, panicularly marine ecosystemes; 
10.  Again  stresses  the  bindmg  nature  of the  Community  rules  of  origin  and  calls  for 
implementation of the Jomt Dcdar:uion on the Origin of Ftshery Products contained in  Annex 
XXX to the Lome Convention in order to determine how they should be amended; - 146  -
II.  Stn:s~e~ rlw unport.uKe of cncour.1g11lg  the <fo:,dopmcnt of pnKc~''n~ llhh"tno:' on·thc:-
spot and n:ducmr, rhc  cons1J.:r:~hlc lossc~ mcurr.·d  111  d1" f"hcry  ~cuor; 
(c) A,t.:rollomrc  resl'arc::h  111  ACP cowrlnl's 
12.  Stresses rhat ar,rononuc research  is  ind1spens:thlo:  tf  rho:  productl\'lt\' of food  ;~nd export 
crops is  to he  unproved; c.11ls  for grcau:r ACP-EEC coopcr:Hion  in  this  ~ector. parricul:trlr  ;11 
region:~  I level; 
13.  Takes the view rhar all production areas and as peers-including sror.1ge .md disrrihut1on-
should be covered and that proper attention should be dc,·ored to the various ::~spccrs that rci:Jte to 
the environment and the preserv:Jtion of natur:~l resources; 
14.  Welcomes the fact that since 1983 the European Community  h::~s included in  irs  budget :1 
research and de,•elopment programme in  the f1eld  of sc1cnce  and technology for de,·elopment, 
which is currently being re\•Jsed;  t:~kes the view that if rhis  progr:~mme IS to be entirely useful, 11 
should receive much greater fmancing and be applied for a much longer period; 
15.  Stresses the need  for proper distribution and d1sseminanon of rese.uch  findings:  111  th1s 
respect  stresses  the  imporranr  role  th:Jt  the  Technical  Centre  for  Agnculrural  and  Rur:JI 
Cooperation is gradually assuming and belie,•es th:u the creation of  region:~! br::~nchcs in the ACP 
States would make it more eff1cient; 
16.  Believes that tropical biotechnology can  make an tmporc:tnt contribunon to agrtcultural 
development in  the ACP countries but notes that, because of the size  of the stakes anvoh•ed, 
particularly  the fmancial  stakes, this can  be  achieved  only  through  wtdespre:td  cooperation, 
particularly between the ACP countries, bur also between the European Communit)' and the ACP; 
believes that the ACP countries should place more emphasas on simple techniques for rhe eas1er 
disrrabution of species and varieties; 
17.  Draws attention to the challenge the ACP counmes will  h:~ve to confront in  the ye:trs to 
come gtven the changes in  rhe agro-industn:JI srrucrure of the developed counmcs following rhc 
development of biotechnology; notes in  p:trticular rhe risk  to ACP counmes of: 
- a  decre:~se m  exports  of agriculwral  products  because  of substitutes  de,•eloped  through 
biotechnology, 
- increased dependence on the agro-indusrrial sector of the developed countries, particul:!rly for 
seeds, 
- being used as a testing ground for new producrs (biopesticidcs), 
-having their genetic d1versity eroded; 
18.  Considers that biotechnology-related developments arc one of  the m.11or st:tkcs m ACP-EEC 
cooperation in the years to come and believes rhat rhey should be given r,re:uer attention in :1 spcci:tl 
agreemenr on research ; 
(d) Training the rural population 
19.  Stresses that priomy should be given to tr:tinmg the rural popul:1t1on; hd1eves that rhctr 
ability to absorb new  agncultural and  cnvironmcm:~l prmcction techntques :mJ  practice~ will 
depend on the level of general education; ts  perturbed by  the constam mcre:~se 111  the numher of 
illiterates desptre the efforts of the ACP States and calls  for  priomy to be  gl\•en  in  ACI'-EEC 
cooperation to eliminating illiteracy and upgrading rhc general  level  of educ:Jtion  m the  rural 
population; special attention should be gtven  to rhe usc of audiO-vtsu:tl  methods; - 147 -
2U.  C::JIIs for :111  mcre.t~c in tr.uning activrtrcs rn  e.1ch  European Devclopmelll Fund programme 
:tnd prorcct; msr~ts that such :tcnvitres should mclude  :111 :tppropri:tte secrron on prescrvatron of rhe 
environment :tnd be directed at the whole population, p:utrcubrly the women; 
21.  Takes the view th:tt  ACP-EEC cooperation should explore every possrblc new ch:tnncl of 
technrcal  and  professional  teaching  adapted  to  the  darly  requiremems,  lifestyle  and  drfferent 
componenrs of the rural population; 
(e) Soeto-cultural emnronment and mral poprtlation 
22.  lnsrsrs that a coherent set of  srraregres and measures be devised wrrh a vrew to rem forcing rhe 
rural structures, and creating the necessary socio-cultural environment whrch  can enhance the 
status of farmers, improve the working and living conditions of women, in order to check rural 
exodus and promore condrrions conducive to rural development; 
(f)  ACP-EEC trade in agricultural fJroducts  and interaction between their agncultural polwes 
23.  Notes that although exports of agricultural products are essential for the economies of the 
ACP countries,  the trend  in  the  past  decade  has  been  unfavourable,  ACP exports,  to  other 
developing countries also, having decreased on average; 
24.  Notes that this average unfavourable trend nevertheless covers a wide variety of situations 
and is due to a series of factors that do not all have the same effect bur, m most cases, thwart the 
efforts made; 
25.  Considers that maintenance and development of ACP exports demands an improvement in 
distribution networks and greater stability and regularity of  flows as well as greater adaptability by 
operators to market trends; 
26.  Believes it essential that State imervenrion be better adapted at all stages, from production to 
dtstribution, particularly as  regards agriculrural prices; 
27.  Stresses the essentral role of ACP-EEC trade promotion in connection with the efforts made 
at national and local level  to improve products and markers; 
28.  Notes the increase in imports into ACP countries of agriculrural products from developed 
countries and considers th:ll, although these are partly due to inadequate ACP production and 
intra-ACP trade, they should not be allowed to compete with local production because of their 
lower; or even zero, prices; 
29.  Poinrs in  this respect to the great difference in the situation of countries where agriculture 
represents only a small percentage of national revenue and those where it represents one third or 
one half, and proposes that the agricultural products from the developed countries should be sold 
locally at a price comparable to that of  equivalent local products in order to avoid any competition 
· to the detriment of local agriculture. Asks that this decision should be adopted as part of all the food 
aid programmes from the European Communrry; 
30.  Proposes that the resources obtained from these sales should go ro make up a fund managed 
jointly by the European Community and the beneficiary countries, with the proceeds bemgdevoted 
essentially  ro  infrastructure developments:  rmprovement  of storage accomodation,  means  of 
transport and distribution crrcuits for example; 
(g) lntra-ACP  tMde  111  agri-(oodstu((s:  storage,  conservation,  {lrocessm,'{.  drstrilmtwn  and 
transport problems 
31.  Believes th:u mtra·ACP trade 111  agncultural products has a long way ro go to meet present 
and  even  more so  future  requirements  and  possibilities;  notes  that  thrs  srruation  is  mainly - 148  -
attributable to paymt:nr diffu:uluc~ :tnd m:tdequ.ue me.111~ of rr.m,port, d"rnhlHHlltlll't\\Ork' .111d 
storage capaCity; 
32.  Reasserts tht: principle rhar the European Communuv muM do .til  H  c:tn  to en,ure rh:11  :til 
surpluses of agricultural production  m  Afnca are taken  up :tt  pm:cs  wlm:h  ctKoura~c further 
development of Afnc:Jn  agncuhure and  rr:tnsporred  to  :treJs of want  b)  all  llll':ttts  po,,rhlc 
including triangular food :ttd; 
33.  Calls on the EEC Commtssron to gtvc pnorit)' in  spendmg within food  :ltd  operauons ro 
purchasing African surpluses for usc in  food  :11d  programmes; 
34.  C:1lls  for an increase in  rcg10nal  programme fundmg to meet the pracw:.tl drffrculues of 
transporting from areas of production m  Africa to areas of shorragc; 
35.  Calls on the ACP countnes to conclude payment agreements at regional level and to rcn.edy 
the shortcomings by devising appropriate common polictes; 
(h) Financmg of  agricultural development 
36.  Nores  that  pursuit  of effective  agncultural  and  rural  development  polrcies  based  on 
preservation of the environment will requrre considerably increased fm:tncing as pomred our in rhe 
UN action programme for the economic revival and development of Africa 1986 to 1990 whtch 
puts the financrng requirements of the agricultural sector at 57,4 bill. on US dollars, 17,1  billion US 
dollars to be provided from external sources; 
37.  Considers it essential for all supplrers of aid, both multilateral- parrtcularly the World 
Bank,  the  International  Development  Association  (IDA)  and  the  International  Fund  for 
Agricultural Development (!FAD)- and bilateral, to rake steps to meet these needs; in parncular 
points our the need for the industrialized countries fmall)• to honour rherr commitment to devore 
0,7% of their Gross National Product to development aid; 
38.  Urges the European Community and its Member Stares raprdly to t:~ke every step ro fulfil 
this undertaking ro meet these needs themselves and encourage the international community to 
take account of them; stresses the need to provide rhe ACP countries in general and the African 
ones in particular with IDA-type credJts and rural development aid so as nor ro mcrease rhe dcbr 
burden; 
39.  Calls on the ACP States to make evident in their nation:~! budgets the absolute pnority to be 
accorded to the  financing  of rural  development and  on  the councries of Africa  ro  fulftl  the 
undertaking made by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) Heads of  State and Government to 
devote more than 20% of publtc investment to this sector; 
40.  Takes the vrew that specialanenrion should be devoted m n:ttional policies to the effects on 
agricultural and rural development of rhe followmg factors: 
(a)  exchange-rare levels; 
(b)  taxes and charges; 
(c)  banking and credit systems; 
41.  Believes that the European Communitr !>houiJ actrvel>• assrst the scHing up of funJs in  the 
various ACP counmes to finance  small  farms  set  up for  the graduates of the v.tnous  tr:~inrng 
colleges for agricultural technictans and engmcers as well as funds to rermegrate uno agriculture: 
former employees of rural administrations that have been srrcamlmcd; •  149  • 
(r)  Asscssme1ll of ACP-EE.C .:oopcmtmn 
42.  Considers it  essentt:~l for ACP-EEC coopcr:uion  progr:~mmcs :md  projects to be assessed 
joint!)· by the ACP and the European Commumry horh while in operation and upon completion; is 
penurbed by the way in which the Courr of Audrrors of rhe European Communrry has criticised the 
EEC Commission in  its annual report for rhe  1985  fmancial  year; 
43.  Srrcsses  the  need  to  t:~kc  proper  :1.ccount,  when  cvalu:~.ting  agncultural  and  rural 
development  proJects,  of rheir  rmpacr  on  the  envrronment  and  rhe  preservation  of natural 
resources; 
44.  Considers that assessment could be  improved by  for inst:mce: 
(a)  creating a larger :1ssessmenr service in the EEC Commission and a branch ar ACP level which 
would  collaborate with  each orher and  rhe countries concerned  rnvolved  in  rhe  work of 
assessment in  accordance with Lome III; 
(b)  sening up dara banks of the main features of programmes, projects and regions; 
45.  Calls on the Community and the ACP States to ensure the operarional application of a 
standard format for evaluating the viability of each aid programme/project, i.e. the survival of  the 
programme-project after the end of external  frnancing,  taking  into account the following  six 
factors: 
(a)  socio-cultural, e. g. is its acceptable to the beneficianes and to or her populations which may be 
affected; and does it respect and enhance cultural identities and values and promote social 
integration; 
(b)  technical, e. g.  are :~lie necessary materials and skills available? 
(c)  institutional, e. g. do the necessary management and support organizations exist and are they 
working correctly? 
(d)  economic/fmancial, e. g.  is  all establishment and recurrent funding provided for? 
(e)  environmental,  e. g.  is  the  environment  capable  of  sustaining  its  establishment  and 
continuation? 
CO  political, e. g.  will central and local authorities support rt? 
46.  Calls on the Community and the ACP States to apply the srandard format throughout the 
whole cycle of the programme/project, and in particular at rhe following stages: 
(a)  the prefeasibility study, when identifying it; 
(b)  the feasibility study; 
(c)  the appraising and preparation of the financing proposal and contractual documents; 
(d)  the implementation plan and monitoring system; 
(e)  the interphase, end-of-programme/project and ex-post evaluations; 
47.  Calls for the guidelines and recommendations presented in this motion for a resolution and 
in the previous motion for a resolution on rural development and environmental problems adopted 
by the joint Assembly meeting in Vouliagmem to be given due consrderation during negotiations of 
the future ACP-EEC Convention; 
48.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolurron and the corresponding reporr to the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors and the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities. - 150  -
RESOLUTION (I) 
on rlac  siru.uion in  Smuh A(rica and sourlaern A(rica 
Tl1c  ACP-F.EC Joint Assembly, 
- meeting 111  Lisbon  (l'ortug:~l) from 28  September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  recalling and reaffirming  irs  previous  resolutions on Somh Afnc:1  and southern  AfriC:I,  111 
particular those adopted at Arusha (Tanzania) on 5 February 1987; 
B.  convinced that it is onl)· by peaceful dialogue and negotiations that apanht:1d CJn bt: abol1shed 
in such a way as to preserve South Africa's wealth of hum:1n and economic resources for future 
generations; 
C.  believing that it is not enough to condemn the apartheid regime and express moral indignation, 
but that it is even more necessary than ever to rake concrete steps which can conrribute to the 
elimination of apartheid; 
D ..  recognising that only by putting an end to the apartheid system will it be possible to eliminate 
all forms of outside interference in  southern Africa, whatever their origin; 
E.  mindful  of  the  fact  that  economic  pressures  will  be  most  effective  if  internationally 
coordinated; 
1.  Observes  that the  Government of South  Africa  has  continued  to  suppress  non-violent 
opposition to its racially-based minority rule, by law and by force, thus reducing the possibility of  :1 
peaceful transition to a non-racial democracy; 
2.  Condemns, in  particular, irs steadily increasing restrictions of rhe press, irs  harassment of 
media representatives and its detention of leadmg journalists, such as Zwel:tkhi Sisulu, the cd1ror of 
the New Nation; 
3.  Calls again for the opening of negotiations to achieve a  non-racial democracy in  a single 
united South Africa, which can only take place after: 
(a)  the release of Nelson Mandel  a and all other prisoners held for political  reasons; 
(b)  the ending of  the state of  emergency and granting of  the freedom of speech and assembly to the 
whole population; 
(c)  the removal of restrictions on the press; 
4.  Welcomes the Dakar meeting between Afnk:mer white lrbcrals and the ANC; 
5.  Welcomes also the positive response of  the Presidency of the EC Council of Mmistcrs row:uds 
the proposal of Rev. Alan Boesak to convene a Conference of South Afncan opposition groups 111 
Europe to formulate a strategy for negmi:uions, bur insists that such a Conference is  no sub~nture 
for further effectively implemented econom1c pressures; 
6.  Points out, furthermore, that there IS no sign that the South African government IS prepared to 
enter into meaningful negotiations and also that the majority of the whuc population, who alone 
have the opportunity to exercise political power through the ballm ho", ha1·c  a~.1in supponed that 
government; 
(I)  Adopted unammously  by the  ACP-EEC Jomt Assembly on  I  Ocwber 19g7  m L1shon  (l'orrug:tl). - 151  -
7.  Concludr.:s, thr.:rt•forr.:,  t h.11  in ordr.:r ro ach1<:I'C a peaceful trans1t1on  throu~h ncgowltlons and 
to avord the bloodh.uh of wl11ch  the Comnwnwr.:.tlth Enunent Persons Group warned, the rest of 
the world has an e1•en  gre:Ul'r  re~ponsrhrht)' ro brmg effective pressure to hear upon the South 
African government and those who marmarn it  rn  power, 
8.  Poinrs our that South Afrrca 's main rr.uling partners, many of them berng Member St.Jtes of 
the European Communrty, arc  tho~e hest :thle to exert such pressure; 
9.  Expresses gr:tvc :tnxiet)' that rhc  resrrrctrve  mea~ures agreed  by  the cenain countries and 
regional bodies, notably the European Community and irs  Member Stares, have nor been  fully 
tmplemented and enforced; 
10.  Asks the Community Foreign Muusters to renew their practice of including the quesuon of 
South Africa on rhc agenda for all  their political cooperation meetings; 
11.  Calls urgently on all the Member Stares lO abide by the agreements which they made in 
European polmcal cooperation and, where they have so far failed to do so, to embody the trade 
restrictions  in  bindmg  legal  provisions,  implement  them  conscientiously,  closely  moniwr 
compliance with  them,  investigate  suspected  violations  and,  where  necessary,  mete  out stiff 
penalties; 
12.  Calls  on  the  EEC  Commission,  Council  and  Foreign  Ministers  meeting  in  poiJCical 
cooperation and the European Parliament, in  accordance with their respective comperences, to 
proceed with the preparauon of further measures, which could be adopted as Community legal 
instruments and which would at least match the provisions of the United Stares of America; 
13.  Calls urgently on the ACP and EEC countries to stop their airlines flying to South Africa and 
to introduce a  ban on landrngs by South African Airways planes; 
14.  Repeats its proposal that, in view of the need for world-wide coordination and monitoring, 
the European Community should consrder esrabhshing a secretariat to monitor events in South 
Africa and the coordmarion, enforcement and effectiveness of restrictive measures and to make 
factual, balanced and drspassionate reports of its findings; 
15.  Notes the failure  of the current Presidents-in-Offrce of rhe ACP  and EEC Councils of 
Ministers to respond to the Joint Assembly's request for written reports on the initiatives taken to 
achieve such coordrnation and monitoring and concludes that no such initiatives have yet  been 
taken; 
16.  Decides ro monitor rhe implementation of all restrictive measures and to discuss this subject 
at irs  next meeting; 
17.  Asks  irs  own Co-Presidents to distribute, in  advance of that meeting, a  written report 
summarisrng the me:tsures agreed throughout the world and their implementation; 
18.  Requests the Commission of the European Communities, the ACP Secretariat, the EEC 
Councrl Secretariat and the services of the European Parliamem to give their help and assistance in 
compiling this report; 
19.  Invites the Presidents-rn-Office of the ACP and EEC Council of Ministers at the time of the 
Assemhly's next meeting to pnrricipate fully  in  the proposed debate on these issues; 
20.  Points out that if restrictive  measures against South Africa are not also applied against 
Namibia, as lcng as rr is occupied by South Africa, such measures will be seriously prejud1ced, calls 
therefore for the full  application of such measures to Namibia; - 152  -
21.  Dr:l\vs :1rte1H10n  to the detenrwn nf prommem lead.:rs of the Sourh \'\1esr  Afnca l'coplc's 
Or~:Jnll..Hion (S\\!AI'O)  :~nd rhe  N:mon:tl  Union of N.tm1h1.1n  \X'orh·r\,  includin~ the SWAI'O 
VJcc-l'res•dcm,  Hendnck  \Xl1thoi,  :~nd  the  Gcner:tl  Secretary  of  the  M111cworkcrs'  Union  of 
Na1111bi:~, Ben  Uuleng.1; 
22.  Urges the Member  Sr:~res of the Europe:1n ComnHIIlH)' to pursue :1 common policy to achieve 
genu  me independence for Namibia on the b:~s1s of the Un1t~d N.Hions Secunty Council Resolution 
435; 
23.  \'X1clcomes the initiative t:tken by the People'~ Republic of Angoi:J  111  re-cstabl1slung contacts 
wtrh the United States of America aimed :It fmding an e:trly solution to the quesuon of  N:~mibia; 
24.  Condemns rhe execunon on 1 September 1987 of Moses Janqicf and Miami! Mielles, despite 
world-wide intervenrions on their behalf; deplores the continued detenrion of 33 pohncal prisoners 
on Death Row and calls for their sentences to be commuted, and expresses its deep concern ar 
reports rhar three of rhem have already been secretly executed; 
25.  Welcomes rhe recent prisoners exchange of 133 Angolans, Klaas de Jonge and Pierre Andre 
Albertini, for the South African Major Wynand du Toir, but regrets rhat Helene Passroors was nor 
included and asks for her immediate release; 
26.  Asks  that  allegations  of torture  and  maltreatment  of  ch1ld  detainees  be  thoroughly 
investigated and those responsible brought to justice; welcomes the release of most of the detainees 
under 16 years of age, and expresses the hope that the children remaimng in custody will be swiftly 
brought  to  trial;  expects  that  normal  principles  of  justice  and  mercy  will  be  taken  into 
consideration by the Court; 
27.  Condemns the widespread use of violence by Mine Securit)' Forces during the recent miners' 
strike in South Africa, where dozens of miners who were striking for equal pay have been killed and 
many more  made redundant, and deplores  the use  of the  migrant  labour system  by  mining 
corporations, including, recently, to replace sacked miners; 
28.  Asks that new urgent measures be adopted in  favour of refugees, including those resultmg 
from mass dismissals from the South African mines, as well as the v1ctims of military action and 
natural catastrophes; 
29.  Welcomes the Community's increased programme of positive measures for the victims of 
apartheid, notes the efforts of rhe South  Afncan government to prevent rhose  opposed  ro  it 
receiving international support, and urges rhat, if possible, the programme be exp:mded along the 
already mutually agreed principles and guidelines; 
30.  Deplores South Africa's continued economic and  milir:~ry desrabihsarion of rhe SADCC 
States, a policy which has led to loss of many lives and cost those sr:ues, directly and indirectly, 
much more than all the development aid which they have received during rhis period; 
31.  Calls upon the European Community and irs  Member Stares to increase substantially the 
aSSIStance  given  to  the  SADCC  Stares,  so  that  these  counmes  can  reduce  rhe1r  economic 
dependence on South Africa, particularly in  the transport sphere; 
32.  Instructs irs Co-Presidents ro forward rhis resolution to the ACP Council of Mimsters, the 
EEC Council of Ministers, the Commission of the European Commumtics and the go\'ernmcms of 
all  the signatories of the Lome Convention. - 153-
RL'iOLUTION (I) 
On  EI:C aid w  M01.:uuhiquc 
The ACP-EEC jomt Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lishon  (Porrug.1l)  from 2S  September to l  Ocroher 1987, 
A.  having regard to the rc~olutJOilS on J\ loJ...llllhiquc adopted by the mstitut1ons provtdcd for h>· 
rhe Lome Convent  tons; 
B.  whereas the acts of v10lem destruct  ton and s.1horagc perpetrated by external forces arc holdmg 
up the economic recovery of the counrry; 
C.  whereas Mozambique is  ha1•mg  to dc1•ote  incn:asin'g budgetary funds to guaranteeing the 
security of individuals and property wnhm ItS fronners; 
D.  having regard to the persistent food cmis wh1ch is affecting more than six million people and 
the factors behind 1t; 
1.  Requests the institUlions of the Lome Cot1\'cnrion and the European Community to: 
(a)  increase the level of food aid as long as the siruanon conrinues, and establish programmes of 
non-food aid, in  particular clorhes and tools and aid in  the health sector; 
(b)  step  up  measures  des1gned  to  create  self-sufficiency  in  food,  particularly  by  means  of 
programmes to resenle rhe two million d1splaced persons; 
(c)  draw up as a maner of urgenC)•,  and in cooperation w1th  the Government of Mozamb1que, 
specific programmes for the return to Mozambique of 500 000 people now m  neighbourmg 
states; 
(d)  participate actively in  the reinforcement of local logisncal facilities in order to improve the 
channelling of all aid, and particularly rhar transported by sea, to irs  proper destination; 
2.  Instructs its Co-Presidems w forward rhis resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the Governments of the signatory States of the Lome Convenrion. 
(I)  Adopted un.1nimously by  the  ACP-EEC JoH1t  Assembly  on  I  October 1987  in  L1sbon  (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the situ.'ltion  in  Mozamb1quc 
The ACP-EEC }omt AssemlJI)•, 
- meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 Sepr.:mher ro 2 Ocroher 1987, 
A.  whereas  more  than  600  people  hv111g  111  the  v1llages  of  Homoine  and  M:tndlakaza  in 
Mozambique have been m:tss:tcred hy the self-styled Renamo, a group armed by the apart!Jeid 
regime; 
B.  having regard to the tesnmon)' of Mons•gnor Erche~arar, a special em'O)' of Pope John Paul II, 
who descnbed as ':t vision of horror' the ruins of the ciry of Luabo, occupied for more rhan a 
year by the same {!;roup  of mcrcenanes; 
(I)  Adopted unammouslr by the ACP-EEC Jnull  As~cmhly on  I October 1987 in  L1~bon (Portugal). - 154  -
C.  having reg:HJ to the testimony rc~ultin~ from numerous Vl,lb hy compctcm oq~.ll11tat1on~ and 
individuals who were able to w1rness the tra~1c s1ru:uion of a  lar~c p.Ht of the Motamhique 
population wh1ch is affected hy rhc shortage of food, has been forced to 1111gr.ne enm:~sse  and IS 
depnved of the means and tools of work as a result of rhc srsrcm.mc Jestrm:rwn of producnon 
and rr:msport infrastructures and of centres of producnon, and of  the dcst::tbllit.ation measures 
perpetrated by  South Africa and by  this same group wh1ch  is  armed  b1·  Sourh Afric:J; 
D.  whereas this terrorist group has rc:ce1ved  pracuc:~l and back-up f.tcsluu:s  m  ::1  number of EEC 
Member St:Jtes, where they issue propagand:t :tnd claim respons1hduy for acts of destruction 
and terrorism; 
E.  having regard to the recent off1cial  declarations  by  the Portuguese Government expl1cid)' 
prohibiting the use of us territory for the activities of this terrorist group; 
1.  Vehemently condemns rhe activities perpetrated by groups armed and supported by South 
Africa against the People's Republic of Mozambique; 
2.  Expresses irs  solidarity with the people of Mozambique; 
3.  Calls on the international community and the European Community w grant emergency food 
aid to Mozambique and to provide any special means of transport which prove appropriate, as a 
response to the urgent appeal launched by the Government; 
4.  Calls on the Governments of  the Member States of  the European Community to take effective 
measures to prevent their territory being used  for activities hostile to the People's Republic of 
Mozambique, such as those engaged in  by  that group armed by South Africa; 
5.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward th1s resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the Member States. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the situation in  Angola 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from 28  September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  having regard to the accumulated loss of human life and destruction of economic resources in 
Angola, caused  by armed aggression  from  within the territory of occupied  Namibia, the 
occupation of the territory of Angola itself and the South African Government's support of  the 
forces of UNIT  A; 
B.  whereas the efforts of the Angolan Government to defend the independence of Angola and 
encourage peace in  the region have entered an active phase; 
C.  whereas the representatives of UNIT  A are [1ersonae  gratae in  several  capital cines of the 
European Economic Community and their dcstabilising, armed .tcrh•lt)' supported; 
1.  Considers that the independence of Namibia on the basis of UN  Resolution 435/78 is  a 
prerequisite, to be effected as soon as possible, for reaching an overall solution in this whole regaon 
of southern Africa; 
2.  Supports the Angolan Government's efforts to achieve a peaceful situation of this kmd; 
(1)  Adopred unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joinr Assembly on I October 1987  1n  Lasbon  (Portugal). - 155  -
3.  Condemns, therefore, all direct or 111Jarect support ~1\'en hy ccrt:un Communaty carclcs to the 
forces whach arc opposed in the country ro the process of mdcpcndencc for Namahaa, and to peace 
at Angola's frontiers and withm Angola; 
4.  Instructs ats Co-Presidents to forward rhas  re~olunon to rhc ACP-EEC Counc1l of Min  asters, 
the Commission, the Governments of  the Member States of rhc European Community and the ACP 
States. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the visit by  the President of the People's Republic of Angola to Ponugal and the current negmi:uions 
concerning Angola and Namibia 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
-whereas  the meeting of  the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly is being held in Lisbon at the same time as 
the off1cial  visit to Portugal by the President of the People's Republic of Angola, 
- whereas the situation of destabihzation in southern Africa in general and Angola in  particular 
has been a matter of constant concern for the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-aware that important negotiations  are  under way  with  a  view  to estabhshmg a  just  and 
honourable peace in Angola and Namibia, 
1.  Welcomes the constructive attitude evidenced by the opening of these negotiations; 
2.  Urges the negotiators to continue the1r efforts to achieve peace so  th:lt the peoples in  the 
region and throughout the world may benefit from it; 
3.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the governments of the signatory states of the Lome Con\'ennon. 
(1)  Adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 in  Lis~on (Ponugal). 
RESOLUTION(') 
on the results of the mission to Suriname 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from  28  September to 2 October 1987, 
-having regard to rhe visit to Suriname in  April/May 1987 by a Jelcgauon from the ACP-EEC 
joint Assembly, 
(l)  Adopted unanimously by the ACP·EEC Jornt Assembly on  I  October 1987  m Lisbon  (Ponugal). •  156 • 
I.  \Vckomcs the rcpon prcp:ucJ hy the dclcg:HIOI1 and p.1m..:ul:uh 1  hl.' i.1<t t h:l!  11  rcprcscms the 
un:mimou~ v1ew  of the memhcrs of the dclcgauon, 
2.  Approves rhc conclusions contained in  rhc rcporr; 
3.  Notes particularly that the Sunn;~mc  govcrnmcnr has st.Hcd tts tll!Cll!IOll w  or~-:ant'c f rcc :wd 
democr:Hic elections during the second half of 1987, for which HHcrn.HI<ln:ll  oh,cr"crs arc to he 
invited; believes that political developments in Sun  name arc .1  step forw.Hd  :~nJ rh.11  :~II  p:1rt1es 
concerned should be encouraged ro conunue thctr efforrs; 
4.  Believes  th:lt  rhe  process  of referendum  and  elecnons  arc  .1  step  forward  row:Jrds  the 
condlt!ons behe,•ed  by the Netherlands to be implied  111  the  1975 Treaty, and trusts th:lt dllS, 
together with the ev1denr need for Surma  me ro have stab.J1ry and a sense of nartonhood, wrll cause a 
rap1d resumption of Dutch a1d, albe1t followmg mutually agreed nnpro\'ed procedures rh:m 111  the 
past; 
5.  States irs willingness to ass1st constructively in furthcrmg st:tbthn, democracy and freedom in 
Suriname including the reacrivauon of the 1975 Dutch·Surmame Tre:1ry; urges the 1mmedt:He re· 
establishment  of  full  d1plomaric  relauons  at  ambassador  level  between  Surin:1me  and  the 
Nerherlands, following normal diplomatic practice and in a  sp1rir of mutu:ll goodw1tl; 
6.  Requests the Co-Presidents of the ACP-EEC Council co com•ene an urgem meeting on the 
border problems between Suriname and French Guyane, in parricubr ro discuss the s1tuanon of 
refugees and the flow of arms and men ro the rebel groups; 
7.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward rhis resolution to the go\·ernments of the Member 
Stares of the European Community and to the governments of the ACP  States. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on North/South interdependence 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
- meeting 111  L1sbon  (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  stressing  the  need  for  increased  publ1c  awareness  of  North/South  1nrcrdcpcndencc  and 
Europe's shared respons1b1lity to play a more consrrucuve role 111  help1ng to solve the economic 
and social problems wh1ch confront human  tty; 
B.  noting the conclusions of the Council of Development  Muusrcrs  following  thc1r  !!64th 
meeting of 21  May 1987 on 'Increasing Puhltc Awareness in the Communi!}' on Dcvclopmcm 
Issues'; 
1.  Calls on the Commission, all Members of the Europe:tn  Parll:lmcnt, all  Members of the 
Assembly  and Member States to fully  and acti\•cly  support  the European  publtc  carnpat~n on 
North/South mterdependence and solidarity which IS bcmg orgamscd by the Council of Europe 111 
co-operation w1rh  European Community institutions in the Sprtng of 1988; 
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2.  Instructs its l)rcstdcnt to forw.trd d11~ rc~olut1onto the ComnHSSIOil, the ACP-ElC Council of 
Ministers :111d  all  Memhers of the Europe:111  l'arlt:11nent. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on coHcc 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October ·t987, 
A.  recalling the Resoluuon on Coffee adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembl)' m 
A rush a (Tanzania) on 5  February 1987; 
B.  recalling  the  need  ro  improve  the  methods  of.mternauonal cooperation  m  commodtties 
considering the failure of the seventh UNCT  AD; 
C.  whereas several ACP States mainly depend on agriculture and their economies utterly depend 
on agricultural products such as coffee which  represents more than 90 %  of their income 
earnings in certain cases and more than 60% in  most cases; 
D.  having regard to the fa1lure  of the meeting held in  February 1987 Within  the International 
Coffee  Organization  between  producers  and  consumers  to  d1scuss  the  remtroduction  of 
quotas; 
E.  considering that the Community market is  the main outlet for  ACP Stares' coffee exports; 
1.  Welcomes  the  provisions  of  rhe  third  Lome  Convention  on  increased  cooperation  in 
agricultural commodtties between the European Community, irs  Member-Stares and the ACP 
States; 
2.  However notes with concern that rhe downward trend of the price of coffee has had rhe 
disastrous effect of reducing considerably the export earnings of ACP  producing States, thus 
entailing  a  loss  of almost  one  billion  ECUs  in  1987;  compromising  the  progress  of  their 
development plans, and worsening the debt crisis besetting them; 
3.  Further notes that the Srabex resources are nor sufficient enough to compensate the losses 
suffered by ACP States; 
4.  Draws attention  to  the  ever-increasing econom1c  d1fficuhies  which  the  ACP  Stares  will 
encounter if the quotas are not reinrroduccd by  September 1987; 
5.  Calls upon the European Commumry and 1ts Member-Stares party ro the 19!13 International 
Agreement and priviledged partners of the ACP States, to comply wuh the letter and spirit of rhe 
said Agreement, in  parrtcular Articles  1 to 50 thereof, and srrongl)' recommends: 
-that  the meeting of producer and consumer counrnes Within the !CO ro  be held this month in 
London should lead to a final agreement on fresh qumas for coffee, without any reducuon m the 
quota of the ACP States, 
- that the necessary pressure be brought to hear on the other consumer countries so th:u posuive 
proposals could be  found  for stabtlizmg the prtce of coffee, 
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- me:mwhile, it would he adv1~ahle  10 adop1 the propo~.tl whidt the producers pu1  up a1  dtc ICO 
meeting in  February  1987; 
6.  Instructs  the  Co-Prcsidcnrs  to  forward  rl11~  Resolution  to the  Council  of Muustcrs,  the 
Commtssion of the European  Communtt1c~ :tnd to Member-Slates' governmenrs. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on cocoa 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 Ocrober 1987, 
A.  recalling the Resolution on cocoa adopted unammously by the Joint Assembly  in  Arush:t 
(Tanzania) on 5 February 1987); 
B.  having  regard  to the  high  dependence of a  large  number of ACP  States  on  agricultural 
commodities such as cocoa; 
C.  having regard w  the failure of recent d1scussions on the management of a  buffer stock for 
cocoa; 
D.  considering the importance of the Communtry's market for the export of cocoa from  ACP 
Stares, and the preponderant role the EEC plays, in  international bodies; 
E.  deeply  concerned  by  the  worsening  difftculties  which  developing countries  encounter  in 
servicing their debt, in  a situation of a generalized fall  in the prices of commodities; 
F.  acknowledging the pressing need for concrete and positive action to be adopted in that regard; 
1.  Welcomes the provisions of the Third Lome Convention on the mechanism for following up 
and managing agricultural commodities; 
2.  Calls upon the Community and its  Member-Stares ro do all  they can to ensure: 
- that discussions are resumed on the management of the buffer stock for cocoa, 
-that  the ceihng of the srock 1s able to guarantee and defend cocoa prices ftxed at 16 000 SDR/ 
tonne on world markets; 
3.  Instructs the Co-Presidents to forward  this  Resolution  to the Council of Ministers,  the 
Commission and Member-States' governments. 
(1)  Adopted unanimously  by the ACP·EEC Joint Assembly on  I October 1987 m Lisbon  (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on  the  Portuguese market for ACP sugar 
The ACP-EEC jomt Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from 28  September to 2 Ocwbcr 1987, 
A.  recallmg that during the negotiations for Portugal's accessiOn to the Treaty of Rome it  was 
established char an annual supply of 300 000 ronnes of raw cane sugar was necessary to s:wsfy 
the requirements of the Portuguese sugar rcfming industry; 
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B.  recallm); also th;u the nq~otJatHHlS for l'orru!!,.1l', ~CCl'~'•on to till' Th1rd :\C!'-EEC Convention 
resulted 111  access for 1\CI' su~.1r hc1ng lun1tcd to 75  000 tonnc~  <na~•dc of the Sugar l'rorocol 
:trrangemcnr~; 
C.  ohservmg th:u this qu.tnrity  reduces the export  quota~ for  tr:~d111on.ll ACI' suppliers to the 
Portuguese m:uket; 
D.  drawing ancnnon  to the dcctSHlll  of ACI'-EEC  Council  of 14-15  /\by  1987  to  continue 
d1scuss1ons  under Arridc 130 p.uagr.tph 2 section (c)  of the Convention  in  the hght of the 
ACI''s d1ssatisf:tction  w1th  thts outcome; 
E.  being corwmced that there 1s still an unsarisftcd demand for sugar in  rhc Portuguese marker, 
and th:u this demand can be met h)' supr from  ACP sources; 
1.  Exhorts the Community to adopt a po~irive approach to the ACP request for a quot:t for ACP 
sugar in the Portuguese market which would satisfy the needs of the Portuguese refiners and the 
interests of ACP sugar supplying states; 
2.  Insists that negotiations in respect of sugar provided for under the Protocol of Accession of 
Portugal to the Lor.1e Ill Convention should be engaged into without further delay and completed 
within the prescribed time limit; 
3.  Instructs  irs  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  Council  of Ministers,  the 
Commission of the European Communities and to Member States' governments. 
RESOLUTION(') 
on ACP sugar 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembl)', 
-meeting in  Lisbon (Porrugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  recalling  the  resolution  on  ACP sugar adopted  unanimously  in  Arusha  (Tanzania)  on 5 
February 1987; 
B.  noting that the Community has again imposed a freeze on 197811988 prices for EEC sugar; 
C.  being alarmed at the implicanons for ACP sugar producers if th1s freeze is applied once more to 
the ACP  guaranteed  price  in  disregard  of the economic  factors,  relevant  to  ACP  sugar 
supplying stares,  as  outlmed  in  their  memorandum submitted to the  Commission  on 23 
October 1986; 
D.  pointing out that such a freeze would mean that the ACP guaranteed price would not have 
increased for the last three years despite the fact that the importation of ACP sugar in  no way 
contributes to the surplus in the EEC sugar sector; 
E.  drawing atention to the Community's stared intention to reformulate the rules and regulations 
governing its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP); 
F.  recalling thar the Common Organisation of the sugar marker w1thm  which  the:  Protocol is 
implemented shall in no way predud1ce the Community's commitment ro purchase and 1mporr 
specif1c quantiues of cane sugar at guaranteed pnces negotiated annuallr raking 11110 accoum 
all  relevant econo'mic facrors {Article  I  and 5 of the Sug;u Protocol); 
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1.  Calls on the Communtty to consider the spec1al problems of the ACP su~ar supplying stares 
-in  parncular, the unique freight costs whiCh they h:w.: to hc:tr,rheir smalll:mdlocked and island 
charactensrics and their heavy dependence on sugar export incomes- m its offer of a guaranteed 
price for the 1987/1988 delivery period wh1ch  would ensure a reasonahlc level  of mcrcase; 
2.  Draws the spec1al attention of the Communi!)' to rhe adverse consequences upon the sugar 
industries and the economics of the ACP States of  the combined effect of a restrictive pricing policy 
in  respect of Community sugar prices'and an auromanc alignment of ACP guaranteed prices with 
such internal prices; 
3.  Demands that the new sugar regime of rhe  Community should in  no way  prejudiCe  rhe 
implementation  of  the  provisions  of  the  Convemion  w1th  particular  regard  to  the  joint 
determination of the ACP guaranteed price; 
4.  Instructs tts Co-Presidents to foward this resolurion to the Counc1l, the Commission and to 
the Governments of Member States of the Th1rd  ACP-EEC Convention. 
RESOLUTION(') 
against the imposition of a levy on molasses 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September ro 2 October 1987, 
A.  bearing in mind the objectives of the Lome Convention which are inter alia to promote trade 
between the ACP States and the Community; 
B.  noting that in  that spirit some twenty ACP States have been  traditionally supplying cane 
molasses to the Community; 
C.  noting further rhar the supply of over 500 000 tonnes per annum of this product by the ACP 
Stares represents an income of over 50 million ECU essential in the economic development of 
these sra res; 
1.  Recommends that the Community grant the ACP States new  concessiOns  111  this sector, 
pursuant to Article 130 of the Third Lome Convention; 
2.  Instructs irs Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the aurhorines of the Comm1ssion 
and the Member States. 
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RESOLUTION (I) 
on restricrions affecung rhc operation to Europc·of subsonoc  jer aircra£r of Afncan airlines whiclo  do nor 
conform to  noise standards 
TfJc  ACJ>-EEC Joint  Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon  (Portugal}  from  28  September 1987 to 2 October 1987, 
A.  recalling the objectives, principles and areas of ACP-EEC cooperation as defined in the Th1rd 
Convenuon signed in Lome on 8 December 1984, in particular Amcle 84 section J (a) relating 
to the creation of conditions  fostering  the movement of goods at national,  reg10nal  and 
international level; 
B.  acknowledging that air transport contnbutes to promoting and speeding up the economic, 
cultural and social development of ACP States; 
C.  recognizing the need to ensure the establishment and maintenance of  air services, between EEC 
Member States and the ACP countries, that would accord to each contracting party and its air 
carriers equal and fair opportunities of sharing in the advantages derived from the air transport 
system; 
D.  noting with concern the coming into force, on 1 January 1988, of the regulation on the noise 
standards of  subsonic aircraft which do not conform to the provisions of Chapter 2, Volume 1 
of Annex 16  to the Chicago Convention; 
E- notmg further with concern that the provisions have been proposed by the Commission of the 
European Communities with the aim of implementing, in advance and as soon as possible, the 
prov1sion of Chapter J, Volume 1 of Annex 16  Volume 1 to the Chicago Convention; 
F.  considering that these restrictions will  affect the operation to Europe of the air services of 
African airlines nearly all of whose fleers are made up of aircraft which do not meet the noise 
standards set under Chapters 2 and 3 of Volume 1 of Annex 16 of the Chicago Convention; 
G.  considering  further  that these  noise  restrictions  will  have  a  major adverse  effC"ct  on  the 
operation of airlines and on the overall development of air services with Europe; 
H.  considering the financial difficulties African airlines face in their attempt to finance the cost of 
conversion of their aitcraft which do not comply with the recommended standards, or to 
purchase in the near future aircraft conformmg to· the said standards; 
I.  considering  that  the economic situation of ACP  States  is  generally difficult and that  the 
application, as from 1 January 1988, of  the noise standards set under Chapter 2 of Annex 16 to 
the Chicago Convention would impose add1tional economic hardships and entail financ1al and 
technical d1ffaculties  for their national airlines; 
J.  noting that the International Civil Aviation Organization, in pursuance of 1ts Resolution A26-
11  passed at the Twenty-sixth session of 1ts Assembly (September/October 1986), is  an  favour 
of irs  contracting  States  granting  to  developing  countries,  through  mutually  acceptable 
temporary agrecmenrs, exemptions for aircraft not in compliance with the standards set under 
Chapter 2, and abstammg from adopting unilateral measures against aircraft which do not 
meet the standards laid down in Chapter 3 of Annex  16  to the Chi<.ago  Convenrion; 
K_  taking note of Resoluuon CM/Rcs. t 118 (XLVI) adopted in July 1987 b)" the Organization of 
African  Unity  on  restrictions  affecting  the operation to  Europe of subsonic  jet  aircraft of 
African airlines wh1ch  do nor conform to the noise standards; 
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L.  h:wing  rc~~ard to thl!'  impon.11Kt' for Clllt.cn' of 1 he  f.uropc.1n  Cummun1t>' of r~due~nv. 1101,  ... 
pollution in  the \'tcimry of :11rpons; 
1.  Requests the CommissiOn of the Europc:111  Con11numncs .mJ th i\kmhn St.Hc~ 
(a)  to discuss with ACP States rhe probll!'m of no1s.: sr:111d.uJs to he .1ppi1.:J to ACI' :mimi!'' usm~ 
EEC airspace, and possible wa>'S  of hdpmg ACI' airlm.:s  111  r.:spcct  of rl11s; 
(b)  on a case by case basis, to cons1der gr.1nring dC"rog.111ons  hq•onJ 3 I Decem her 19X9  10 ACI' 
States in  respect of their usc of :urcrafr  and to allow  the immediar.: gr.mrmg of regional 
exemptions to African a1rlines  for the conrtnued use, after 1 Januar~ 19SS, of rh.:ir atrcr.lft 
which do nor  meet the noisl!'  standards set  under Chapter 2 of Annex  I 6  to the Chicago 
Convention,  with  a  view  to cnsurmg that air serv1ces  arc  ma1nramC"J  between  th.:  Lome 
Convention contracting sr:ues and ACP Sr::trcs concerned, and their ::tirlmes are guar:mtccd f.1ir 
and equal opportunities of sharing in  the adv:mrages derived from thl!'  a1r transport system; 
2.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forw:ud  tlus  resolution  to  the  CounCil  of  Mm1stcrs,  rhe 
Commission and the Governments of the Member Stares of the Lome Convention. 
RESOlUTION (I) 
on the situation in Chad 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 Ocrobcr 1987, 
A.  having regard to the European Parliament resolunon (Doc. 1-667  /83) of 15 September 1983 on 
the situation in Chad; 
B.  having  regard  to  the  resolution  adopted  by  the  ACP-EEC  Consultative  Assembly  in 
Luxembourg on 24 September 1984; 
C.  having regard to the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly on 30 January 1986 m 
Swaziland on the situation in Chad; 
D.  having regard to the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Assembl)· on 25 September 1986 
in  Vouliagmeni (Greece) on the situation in  Chad; 
E.  having regard ro resolution AHG/DFT/Res. 10 (XXIII), adopted by rhe Conference of Heads 
of State or Government of the OA U at its 23rd ordm:tr)' session 111  Addis Ab:tb.l from 27 ro 29 
July 1987, on the border d1sputc between Chad and Libya; 
F.  having regard to the OAU's efforts ro encourage rhe est:thlishment of cond1nons conduc1w to a 
just and lasting peace in  Chad; 
• 
G.  whereas the territorial dtsputc between Chad and L1bp ma)' endangl!'r lntern:ttiOn:tl peace and 
security, parricularly in  the region concerned; 
H.  noting the laudable efforts by rhe OAU to rc::~ch  :1  III!'~Of1.1ted and pl!'a.:cful  ~etrlcmcnt w  th.: 
border dispute between Chad and Libya; 
I.  concerned to ensure respect for the tcrnrorial  intc~nt)' of the Afncan, Carihbe:~n :~nd l'acif1c 
members of the Lome Convenuon; 
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1.  Reiterates its support to the government and the people of the Rcpubl1c  of Chad who arc 
experiencing a  p:unful Situation of war and  ar,gress1on  which  have  resulted  in  heavy  losses  of 
human life, the destruction of fauna and flora as well  as of essential mfrasrructures; 
2.  Deplores the fact that this situanon 1111pedes the realizauon of programmes of development 
undertaken by  the government and the people of Chad; 
3.  Reiterates its support for the Government of the Republic of Chad; 
4.  Undertakes to support the efforts by  the OAU and its ad hoc committee to encourage the 
establishment of conditions conducive w  a permanent settlement of the border dispute between 
Chad and Libya; 
5.  Calls on the ACP-EEC Council of Mmisters to rake every poss1ble step withm the appropriate 
bodies with a view to promotmg rhe restoration of a just and lasting peace between the parries 
concerned; 
6.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to monitor the implementation of this resolution, to forward it to 
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the governments of the Community Member States and of the 
ACP members of the Lome Convention, and to report to the next session of the ACP-EEC Jomt 
Assembly. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the reconstruction of Chad 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
-meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28  September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  having regard to Resolution 40/219 of the General Assembly of the United  Nations of 29 
December  1985  and  previous  resolutions  on  assistance  for  reconstruction,  recovery, 
development, urgent humanitarian aid  and special aid for Chad; 
B.  whereas war and drought are jeopardising all  the reconstruction and development efforts 
undertaken by the Chad Government; 
C.  considering that the situation of war being experienced by  the people of Chad is  likely to 
obstruct directly the realization of the Lome  C~>nvention objectives; 
D.  noting the need for special reconstruction and' development aid for Chad; 
1.  Notes with satisfaction the round table conference on aid for Chad organized by the Un1ted 
Nations  Development  Programme  on  4  and  5  December  1985,  in  accordance  with  the 
arrangements  agreed  at  the  mternauonal  Conference  on  emergency  aid  for  Chad;  held  in 
November 1982; 
2.  Expresses its gratitude to various States, particularly those of the European Commumty, and 
to governmental and non-governmental organisations wh1ch have responded and are cominumg to 
respond generously to the appeals of the Chad Government and of the Secretary General of the 
United Nations by  providing aid to Chad; 
3.  Appeals  to  the  international commumty  and  particularly  to  the  Member Srares  of the 
European  Community  and  ACP  to  make  their  contribution  to  the  economic  and  social 
development and reconstruction of a Chad afflicted by war, droughr and invasions from locusts 
and predators; 
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4.  Asks for urgent humanirari:-~n a1d for the pcopiL'  o,uffcnn~ from the effects of war, drought and 
mvas1ons of locusts and predators :md  for the reo,ctt lem.:nt  of d..,pl.1cnl  persons; 
5.  Asks  the  ACP-EEC  Counc1l  of  Mu11~ters  to  t.1l..c  every  pos~ible  mca~ure  wid11n  the 
appropriate bod1es to mobilize the neccs~arr  n:~ourcc~ for .111 effcc:til'e programme of technical and 
material fmancial a1d  for Chad; 
6.  Instructs its Co-Presidents ro monuor rhc unplcment.llion of  th1~ reo,olurion and to forward it 
to the ACP-EEC Council of Mintsters, to the governrncnb of rhc Member Sr.ttcs of the Communtty 
and the ACP members of the Lorn~ C01wennon anJ to report ro the next rncetmg of the ACP-EEC 
Joun Assembly. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on shelter for che  homeless especially in the ACP States and m the European Community 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon  (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  whereas the United Nations General Assembly has proclaimed 1987 'International Year of 
Shelter for the Homeless'; 
B.  whereas the a1ms  of the International Year of Shelter for the Homeless are: 
(a)  to  focus  atcention  on  the  plight  of the  most  disadvantaged  sections  of the  world's 
population who are inadequately sheltered and 11\·e in condinons of  squalor, unhealthiness 
and insecurity; 
(b)  to generate the commitment of  governments, mternanonal organisations and aid agencies, 
non-governmental organisations in  favour of the homeless especially those of developing 
countries already affected by problems of refugees, displacement of persons, hunger, debt, 
natural d1sasters; 
C.  whereas  the  right  to  shelter  and  to  decent  and  adequate  housing  is  an  internationally 
acknowledged basic human right and necessity; 
D.  whereas  the situation of homelessness  is  likely  ro  be  further  aggravared  by  the  negative 
phenomenon of ~nparalle!ed urban explosion, widenmg rhe gaps between urban and rural 
economies thus impedmg the process of development of ACP and other developing countries; 
E.  having regard  to the report drawn  up  by  Mr A.A.  L:~ccnda de  Que1roz  on behalf of the 
Committee on  Social  Affairs  and  Employment  of d1e  European  Parliament  which  drew 
attention to the growing alarming phenomenon of the existence of more than a  million 
homeless people in  the Member Scares; 
I.  Calls upon the Community and its Member States and the ACP as well :IS their respective non-
governmental organisations and  local communities at large to intensify  their support for  the 
International Year of the Homeless; 
2.  lnvues the Commun1ty and the ACP to engage:  10  dialo~uc wuh a  v1ew  co  undertaktng a 
concerted effort and adopting appropriate measures ar all levels 111 order to encourage and reinforce 
self-organisation of the local communities, enhance the  loc:tl  artistic capabdmes and  marenal 
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resources, strc:n~rhcn rhe culrural1denriries of the populauons, hav111~ rc~ard at the same orne to 
the spec1al  needs of women and children; 
3.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Commission and Council of the 
European Communities and to the signatory states of the Lome!  Convem1on. 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on solidarity between the Lome Convention panners 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  whereas the Lome Convention links 66 ACP countries to the Community and its Member 
States; 
B.  whereas the Lome Convention represents a unique instrument of cooperation in international 
relations because of its inherent qualities and development potential; 
C.  reaffirming the Community's duty to offer the best possible conditions for cooperation to the 
ACP countries; 
D.  recalling in this connection the resolution on increasing the refund for soft wheat adopted in 
Swaziland on 29 January 1986; 
E.  having regard to the EC Commission's recent proposals concerning a special programme for 
100 m1llion  ECU  for poor and heavily indebted countries in Africa south of the Sahara; 
F.  having regard to a number of recent upsets in trade flows particularly regarding cereals; 
1.  Stresses the need to develop and pursue special relations between the Community and the 
ACP States and the Community's duty to concentrate its cooperation efforts on the Convention's 
signatory states; 
2.  Recalls the indispensability of solidarity between the ACP countries and the Community 
which must be interpreted as a two-way rather than on~-way solidarity; 
3.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commiss1on of the 
European Communities and the governments of the Member States and the ACP countries. 
(l)  Adopted unanimously by  the ACP·EEC Joint Assembly on I October 1987 m L1sbon  (Ponugal). .  166  . 
RESOLUTION (i) 
on the:  si!Uatoon  in  Chad 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assem!J/y, 
-meeting in  Lisbon {Portugal) from 28 September 10 2 Ocrobcr 1987, 
A.  having regard to the European Parliamcm resolution of 15 September 198J on the snuauon 111 
Chad {Doc.  1-667/83); 
B.  having regard to the resolutions on the Situation  m  Chad adopted by  the  ACP-EEC Joint 
Comminee on 23 February 1984 in Brnzavillc, by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on 21 
September 1984 in Luxembourg and by the ACP-EEC Jomt Assembly on 25 September 1986 in 
Athens; 
C.  having regard to the restoration of national unity as a  result of the policy of reconciliation 
adopted by  the Chad authorities; 
D.  whereas the situation in  Chad has developed in  such a  way that the theory of an  internal 
conflict within Chad is  no longer tenable; 
E.  whereas  the  OAU  Charter  reaffirms  the  inviolability  of  frontiers  inherited  from 
colonializ.ation; 
F.  concerned to ensure respect for the territorial integnry of the African, Caribbean and Pacific 
States; 
1.  Points out that peace and security are absolutely essential for the success of any development 
effort; 
2.  Welcomes the ceasefire establtshed between the opposing parries on Friday, 11 September on 
the initiative of the OAU; 
3.  Welcomes the efforrs by the President of the OAU, whose conciliation mission to the Chad 
and Libyan authorities has brought about an improvement in the conflict, and wishes the OAU ad 
hoc committee every success; 
4.  Encourages the Heads of State of Chad and Libya to make resolute overtures for peace; 
5.  Recommends that, in the event of persistent disagreement over the integrity ~f  the territory of 
Chad, the matter be the subJeCt  of mternational arbitration; 
6.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  ro  forward  this  resolution  to  the  Council  of Ministers,  the 
Commission, the governments of the Commumty Member States, the gO\•ernments of the ACP 
members  of  the  Lome  Convention,  the  President-in-Office  of  the  OAU  and  the  Lib)·an 
Government. 
(1)  Adopted unanimously by the ACP·EEC Joint Assembly on 1 October 1987 m Lisbon (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION (1) 
on the situation as regards coorcration between the ACP States of the  Pacif•c and the:  European 
Community 
The ACP-EEC joi11t  Assembly, 
- meeting in  Lisbon {Portugal)  from  28  September w  2 Ocwbcr 1987, 
A.  having received the minures of rhe meering of the Bureau ar Apia (Wesrern Samoa) from  15 ro 
17  July 1987; 
(1)  Adopted unammously by the ACP·EEC Joint Assembly on  I October 1987  111  L1shon  (Portugal). 
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1.  Welcomes the fact that for the f1rsr  rune a parl..1memar)' hody of rhc Lome Conve1111on  has 
held a  meermg in  the Pac1f1c  reg1on; 
2.  Notes that this  visit  revealed  a  veq•  serious economic  ~iru:l!lon in  the ACP Stares of the 
Pacific; 
3.  Stresses the need to consolidate cooperation between the Commun1ty and the ACI' S1:1tes of 
the Pacific region; 
4.  Nmes rhat the specific geographical, economic and socio-cultural features of the Pacif1c area 
make it a special and unique region; 
5.  Asks  that these specific features be fully  taken into account in  the Implementation of the 
provisions of the Third Lome Convention; 
6.  Welcomes  the  priority  accorded  by  the  ACP  Stares  of  the  Pacific  m  their  indicative 
programmes to agricultural development and regional cooperation; 
7.  Emphasizes the cardinal imponance for these stares, because of the1r special characteristics, 
of regional cooperation, an instrument ideally suited to their economic and social development; 
8.  Expresses its deep concern at the difficulties encountered between the ACP Stares of the 
Pacific  and  the  Community  authorities  concerning  the  implementation  of  their  regional 
cooperation programmes; 
9.  Considers that the various provisions of the Third Lome Convention concerning regional 
cooperation should be interpreted and applied with the greatest possible flexibility and adaptability 
in order to enable the ACP States of the Pacific to gain the greatest benefit from them; 
10.  Recalls in this connection the provisions of  Article 262 of the Third Lome Convention to the 
effect that specific provisions and measures shall be established to support island ACP States in 
their effons to overcome the specific natural and geographical difficulties and obstacles hampering 
their development; 
11.  Recalls also that by virtue of Article 232, exceptions may be made on a case-by-case basis to 
the rule regarding the use of funds for purchases of goods or payments for services in the Member 
States of the Community and the ACP Stares; 
12.  Believes that these various provisions and above all the spirit of  the Convention should make 
it possible to implement regional cooperation in the Pacific region which takes particular account 
of the needs of the ACP States and their specif1c characteristics; 
13.  Asks the Commission to step up cooperation with the South Pacific Bureau for Economic 
Cooperation (SPEC) as part of the identification and preparation of projects; 
14.  Asks the Commission to make provision for increased technical assistance, both as regards 
the quality and numbers involved, for the implementation and initial operating phase of national 
and regional projects in  the Pacific region; 
15.  Believes that regional cooperation must be operated in the Pacific with maximum flexibility 
to take account of the specific characteristics of the region and avoid any damaging unwieldiness 
and delays; 
16.  Instructs irs Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
and to the Commission of the European Communities. - 168  -
Rl:.SOLUTION (1) 
on the illegal and illegitimate occupation of Ea~t Timor by  Indonesia 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
-meeting in  Lisbon  (Portugal)  from  28  Scprcmbcr ro  2 October 1987, 
A.  whereas the ACP-EEC Joint Assembl)' ts mecring Ill Portugal (Lrsbon}, a Member State of the 
EEC and the Lome Convenuon, whose hrsrortcal rcsponstbilrrics to East Timor are sanctioned 
by  irs own constitution; 
B.  having regard to the existence of cooperation agreements between the EEC and the Member 
States of ASEAN, of which Indonesia is  a member; 
C.  whereas the various Lome Conventions take their inspiration from the universal principle of 
the self-determination and indepe!ldence of peoples; 
D.  having regard to the convergent views of the Portuguese authorities and the authorities of the 
five African countries whose official language is  Portuguese on the question of East Timor; 
1.  Condemns the illegal and illegitimate occupation of East Timor by Indonesia; 
2.  Reaffirms  the  inalienable  right  of the  people  of East Timor to self-determination  and 
independence; 
3.  Calls on the parties concerned to resolve the q•Jestion of East Timor in  the context and in 
accordance with the principles of the United  Nations Charter; 
4.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolutton to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the governments of rhe signatory stares of the Lome Convention. 
(1)  Adopted unanimously by  the ACI'-EEC Joint Assembly on I October 1987 in  Lrsbon (Portugal). 
RESOLUTION ('I 
on the promotion of international labour srandards and on ACP-EEC-ILO cooperation 
The ACP-EEC Joint Committee, 
- meeting in Lisbon (Portugal) from 28  September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  recalling irs previous resolutions on the social aspect of Lome Ill and rhe role of the social 
partners, in  particular those adopted on 30 January 1986 in  Ezulwini and on 25  September 
1986 in  Vouliagmeni; 
(1)  Adopted unanimously by the ACI'·EEC Joim Assembly on 1 October 1987 in  Lrsbon (l'orrugal). - 169  -
B.  noring  the  rcsoluuon  adopted  by  the  European  Parhamem on 9  March  1987  concerning 
compl1:tnce With  international labour standards; 
C.  welcoming the progress made each year With the consultation of the ACP-EEC economic and 
socia I sectors; 
D.  welcoming likewise the fact that in  1987, for the first time, the Commission has consulted the 
social partners on the preparation of the next Community scheme of generalized preferences; 
I.  Stresses once again that one of the fundamental objectives of Lome Ill  is  to promote in  a 
practical way the full enjoyment of  social nghts by tndividuals and peoples in the signatory States of 
the ACP-EEC cooperation Convention;  · 
2.  Considers that the international labour conventions drawn up  under the auspices of the 
International Labour Organization {ILO), to which virtually all the signatory States of Lome III 
belong, constitute precious instruments for the achievement of social progress; 
3.  Invites the Contracting Parties of the Lome Convention which have not already done.so to 
adhere to and ratify these ILO instruments without further delay especially in so far as they can 
contribute to ACP-EEC cooperation; 
4.  In  view  of this,  insists  that  cooperation  between  the  lLO,  the  ACP  and the  EEC  be 
consolidated and extended to ensure better implementation of  all the social provisions contained in 
Lome Ill and to benefit from the rich experience of  tripartite (government- employees- employers) 
procedures in the development field; 
5.  Considers that closer cooperation with the lLO will enable greater importance to be attached 
to the crucial problems of social and vocational training and the development of social, health and 
labour inspectorate services; 
6.  Reaffirms the importance of active involvement by the social partners at the various levels of 
ACP-EEC cooperation and in particular in  implementing the objectives as regards social progress 
and promoting international labour standards in the countries concerned; 
7.  Calls on the ACP-EEC Council, the Commission and the economic and social sectors, both in 
the ACP States and in Europe, acting within their respective terms of reference, to channel the 
various instruments of ACP-EEC cooperation towards effective promotion of international labour 
standards; 
8.  Instructs its Bureau to ensure that this resolution is followed up and, if appropriate, to set up 
the ad  hoc  working  party  envisaged  in  the  above  resolution  of 30  January  1986,  in  close 
cooperation with the International Labour Office, the ACP social and economic sectors and the 
Community's Economic and Social Committee. 
RESOLUTION (I) 
on protecting farmers' incomes in the ACr countries 
The ACP-EEC Joint  Assembly, 
-meeting in  L1sbon  (Portugal) from 28 September to 2 October 1987, 
A.  whereas  because  of  progress  m  research  and  the  rapidity  with  which  such  progress  is 
d1sseminared, there 1S  likely to be an increase in productivity, particularly in  the agriculwral 
sectors of the developed and the recently mdustrial1zed countries, 
(I)  Adopted unammously b)'  the:  ACI'-EEC Jomt Assembly on I  October 1987 in  L1sbon  (Portugal). - 170  -
1\.  wherc.1s rh1s  mcrcase anJ the 111evnahle exp:1m1on  in  the  ~lii'PI\' of .l~nudtllr.ll prodLh.:ts on 
world markers wdl speeJ up the ex1sung trenJ tow:~rd~  :1  f.1ll1n the world pn.:es of  :~gncultur:~l 
products, notably  ccre:~ls; 
C.  whereas, moreover, the expected increases in  food  proJuct  1011  in  m:my  devclopmg .:ounrnes 
arc unlikely to take place at the same rare as  111  countries w1rh the mmt developed :~gm:ulrur:~l 
sectors; 
D.  whereas, therefore, this will  inevitably widen the  d1~p:u•rr herwecn the  production co~ts of 
ACI' producers and world pnces, that 1s,  the offer pn.:e for  1mport~ of stmil:u or compctmg 
proJucts; 
E.  whereas  this development will  seriously  threaten the viabtlny of food  production m  these 
developing coumri~s; 
1.  Considers that it will be impossible to maintain and, a fortiOri, develop th1s food production 
at price levels equivalent ro  world import prices; 
2.  Believes, therefore, that producers in  the developing countries must be guaranteed a price 
level  which is  not subject ro world prices but is,  on the contrary,  subsr:~miall)• higher than the 
existing level; 
3.  Is aware, however, that it would be impracticable and unjust to try, in all cases, to pass on to 
consumers m the developing countries the full cost of  applying a pnce which, on the other hand, it is 
felt must be guarameed to producers to ensure an adequate )e\·el of earnings; 
4.  Notes that the budgetary cost resulting from any d1fference between the price guaranteed to 
producers and the consumer price could place an unbearable strain on the public fmance of the 
countries concerned; 
5.  Advocates, therefore, that the instruments established by the Lome Convemion be extended, 
in particular through: 
(a)  the creation by the European Commumty of a fund designed to CO\'er part of the budgetary cost 
resulting from the price guarantee given to food  producers 111  the developing countries; 
(b)  the mobilization of budgetary resources by the states concerned by  muoducing a mobile levy 
on imports of food products, which would be used to mamrain some degree of price realism 
and would thereby help to stabilize the disparity between consumer pnces and the prices paid 
to producers in the developing countries; 
6.  Considers, finally, that without questioning the vital need ro improve their self-sufficiency in 
food, the developing countries must avoid  any exaggeration  in  tlHS  respect and must seek  to 
establish  a  balance  between  food  production  and  the  expon  crops  which  arc  essential  for 
investment budgets and for servicing the debt; 
7.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this resolution  to  the President  of the ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers, the chairman of the  Committee of Ambassadors,  the  President  of the 
European  Parliament,  the  Presidenr  of the  Commission  of  rhe  European  Communities,  the 
President of the OAU and the Secretary-General of the Un1ted  Nations. - 171  -
RESOLUTION (I) 
on the problem of indcbrcdnes~ in  ACP States 
The ACP-I::EC Jomt Assembly, 
- meenng in  Lisbon  (Portugal) from  28  September to 2 Onober 1987, 
-having regard to the resolunons related ro ACP debt, and in  particular the 1986 General Report 
'Towards 2000' adopted  by  the Joint Assembly, 
A.  whereas the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly adopted a resolutton on indebtedness on 5 February 
1987; 
B.  whereas that resolution, inter alia,  requested  the European Commission  to draft concrete 
proposals for the creation of  a European Trust Fund for Development to be financed by the sale 
of 0,7 %  of gold  reserves  held  by  Community Member Stares over a  period of time,  the 
proceeds of which should provide interest-free loans to ACP States; 
C.  whereas the increasing indebtedness of many ACP States, particularly those in sub-Saharan 
Africa, is causing severe development problems and has resulted in net financial outflows from 
some developing countries whose foreign exchange earnings including aid are exceeded by debt 
and interest payments; 
D.  whereas the ACP States have a total external debt exceeding 87 billion US dollars and whereas 
that  of sub-Saharan  Africa  alone  exceeds  78 b1llion  US  dollars  with  a  debt  servicing 
commitment of between 12 btlhon US  dollars and 14 billion US  dollars; 
E.  whereas their repayment problems have been exacerbated, mteralia, b}' a decline in commodtry 
prices unparalleled since the 1930s, by sluggish world economic growth, and by protectionist 
trade pohcies in  developed countries; 
F.  whereas the World Bank warned last year that Africa's attempts to help itself will fail without 
addtrional resources in  the form of new aid and debt relief; 
G.  whereas  the  International  Monetary  Fund  has  recently  proposed  tripling  its  structural 
adjustment facility which provides soft loans to the poorest developing countries; 
H.  whereas the Paris Club has agreed in principle to a plan for rescheduling the poorest countries' 
government-to-government debt over a period of between 15 and 20 years with a grace period 
for repaymenr and substantially reduced inrerest; 
I.  whereas one of the conclusions of the June Economic Summit in Venice recommends that an 
agreement be reached before the end of 1987 on the problem of the poorest countries, and in 
particular the countries of  sub-Saharan Africa, in the light of proposals made by some countries 
attending the Venice Summit and by  the International Monetary Fund; 
1.  Urges the European Community and irs Member Stares to take positive action, in the form of 
inrensif1ed  consultation  with  other  cred1tor  governments,  financial  institutions,  and  ACP 
governments,  to  ensure  the  implemenranon  of  the  Venice  Summ1t  recommendation  on 
mdebredness by  the end-of-year deadline; 
(I)  Adopted unammously by  the ACP·EEC Joint Assembly on I October 1987  rn  Lisbon (Portugal). - 172  -
2.  Urges the European Communi!\' .111d  lh Mo:mhcr St.lll"' 111  .tdd111on to j!.ll'c  rap1d hut c.1rdul 
consideration to the im.tj!.lll.ltlvc scheme for a [uropl'.lll T1u~r Fund for Dcn:lopnu:m wh1ch could 
pro1•ide  much needed :tSSJ,tance to devclopmg countr1c~ :11  Iurie co'1  10 Commwul~ la-:-pJyers; 
3.  RecogniZes the unpon:~ncc of ACI' deht to rhc  HHl'rn.uion:-~1 b.1nkmg system, welcome~ the 
action  of  lenders  in  wntinv.-off  port lOll\  of  thi~  debt  111  certain  Clrcum~t:lllccs;  and  uq~es 
Community Member Srar.:s to facdit:ue such wri1c-offs by  providin~ tax or mhcr inccmives; 
4.  Asks that the Bureau of the ACP-EEC Joint A~scmhly be expllcllly 1nsrrucred to monitor the 
problems of indebtedness considered  111  the report of the Workmg Group on  the  l'roblem of 
Indebtedness and in  this resolution; 
5.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward rlus resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Mmisters, 
the governments of the Member St:ues, the Council and Comrmssion. - 173  • 
ANNEX  III 
ANNUAL  CONFERENCE 
OF  ACP  AND  EEC  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  INTEREST  GROUPS 
The  representatives  of  th~  ACP  and  EEC  economic  and  .  '  SoJClal 
interest  groups,  mt!eting  at  the  Brussels  headquat:-rers  of  th.:.-
tconomic  and  Social  Committee  on  26  and  27  Novembt!r  1~87,  0n  the 
initi~tive  of  the  ACP/EEC  Joint  Assembly, 
dis;enting  vote,  this 
R  E  S  0  L  U  T  I  0  N 
adopted,  with  one 
to  be  forwarded  to  the  joint  ACP/EEC  bodies,  the  insti~ci~ions of 
the  European  Co~~unity,  ACP  and  EEC  socio-economic  operators,  an~ 
n-ltional  author1zing  officers  in ·the  ACP  countries. 
Brussels,  27  Nove~ber 1967 - 174  -
The  conference participants: 
i.  wekome  the  fact  that  encouragement  of  private  investment  in  the  ACP 
countries  ~as  a  specific  role  in  the Lome  III  Convention  without  calling into 
question  t~e  importance of  public  investment,  the one  being complementary  to 
the other; 
2.  stress  that,  with  sJch  a  multi-track  approach  to  cooperation  and 
development,  the public authorities and  all the non-governmental  groups  should 
be  able  to  provide  effec~1ve  support  for  the  various  development  measures. 
Direct  cooperation  between  non-governmental  ACP  and  EEC  operators  can  make  a 
valuable co.'1tribution here; 
3.  note t.1at,  in the  int-=rests of harmonious  development,· private inves-:ors 
must  take account  of the  economic  and  social priorities of the host.countries, 
including envirormental  priorities; 
~- emphasize  the  importan~e of basic  infrastructure,  not  only road  networks, 
railways,  water supplies,  communications,  etc.,  but also  the  existenc~ of a 
c:-edi  t  and  banking  system,  so  that  private  investment  has· every  'c.,ance  to 
succeed; 
5.  recogr.iz~  that  privatr- investment  must  pursue  an  objective  which  lS  of 
benefit  to  both  the  investor  and  the  development  of  the  host  co~~t~J. 
espE-cially  as  regards  employment  and  vocational  training.  Investors  must 
adhere  to  the  I~O Tripar~ite  Declaration  of  Principles  on  Hultina~iona! 
Enterprises and  Social Pelky;  governments  are  urged  to  ratify and  implemem: 
the conventions on  the  fret·jom  of association and  minimum  social standares; 
6.  r-eiterate  that  the  ch :nces  of  success  are  improved  by  the  existenc~ of 
long-,  medium- and  short -term  programmes  for  the  development  of  the  ACP 
cour~tries in which  private  investment  can play a  part; 
7.  stress  the  rJle  which  the,  economic  and  social· organizations  must  play, 
given  thei:- expe!"'ience  not  only  in  vocational  training  but  also  in  the 
setting-up of  inveEtment  programmes  in the ACP  States; 
8.  point  out  that  the  flow  of  private  investment  is severely  threatened by 
pcjlitical  ir.s-::ability;  this  will  have  to  be  offset  by  guarantee  S"fStems 
against  non-comme!"cial  risks  c  organized  at  international  level  or  by  the 
investor's  count~~ of or1g1n>;  and  emphasize  that political stability de?ends 
on  social  jus~ic~ and  a  democratic  society; 
9.  consider  thct  AC~  indebtedness  is  one  of  the  main  ocstac:e:  to 
developmen- and  to  priv2~e  inves~ment,  and  recommend  that effective  sol~~ions 
to this pr.Jblt:m  be  sought  at world  level  as a  matter of urgency; - 175  -
10.  s~res5 the  impor~ance of  local,  regional  and  international  marke!s  for 
the- sale of the products  ar.d  the  use  of  t!"le  raw  materials and  hUD1an  resources 
available  in the  ACP  countries,  so  that  investments can  have  their full  impact 
on  development;  the role ol  trade must  be  emphasized  here; 
1 1.  draw  particular  attention  to  the  importar.ce  of  easy  access  to 
indispensable  information; 
12.  s'tress  the  need  to  strengthen  and  develop  the  financial  sys~em  of  the 
host  country,  so as  to stimulate the transfer of private capital,  and  suggest 
that greater  use  oe  made  of -private-sector bank  channels "for  setting up  lines 
of credit stemming  from  Community  aid;  the redistribution of these credits to 
firms must  be  purs1Jed; 
13.  consider tha't  optimum  use  of human  resources and  training  effor~s  <basic 
~ducation,  management,  training  of  technicians,  training of  marketing  and 
export experts,  training in rehabilitation and  maintenance,  etc.>  is vi'tal  in 
order to attract private investment,  and  point out that all  investment  should 
involve  an  education  and  tra1nrng  effort  so  that  it  can  further  the 
development  policy of  the  host country; 
1~;  stress that  unfavourable  bureaucratic sys'tems  and  legisiation are  liable 
to discourage private  inves~ment; 
1S.  consider that  the  best  form  of  private  investment  is the  joint venture, 
which.enabl~s an  optimum  transfer  of technology  to the  host countries  and  the 
training  of  -entrepreneurs.  The  Centre  for  the  Development  of  Indus1::-y  and 
other  ·intet"national.  organizations  can  play  a  greater  and  better-adaptec 
promotion  role  in this system; 
16.  consider  that  cooperatives  should  be  covered  by  the  private  investment 
concept  as  joint-venture  partners  in  the  ACP  and  E!C  countries,  and  as 
management  agents and  consulTants; 
17.  stress the  importance,  for  the development  of  ACP  countries,  of not  only 
capital  inves'tment  buT  als·)  the  transfer  of  capital  goods  <appropriate  and 
assessed  at  their  true  va. ue >  and  all  the  various  new  forms  of  investment 
Ctwinning,  exchange  of know-how>; 
18.  emphasize  the  continuing  importance  of  ACP  rural  development,  in  whi~~ 
private  investment  can  play  a  crucial  role,  inter  alia  to  ensure 
self-sufficiency in food; 
19.  in  this context,  draw  atTention to  th~ importance of a  healthy,  dynamic 
agricultural sector for  the  success of  investment  in the ACP  countries; 
20.  stress the  ne€d  to encourage  the  formation  of national capital  in the  ACP 
countries,  more  particularly in the agricultural sector; 
21.  reiterate  tha~ the role of women  is of prime  importance,  particularly in 
the  agricultural  sector  and  that  women  have  specific  needs  in  th~  areas  of 
training and  access to credlt; - 176  -
22- poin't  out  th-=!t  tradoO'  circles  rrrust  b~  1nvolved  .:~s  of  n•)IJ  ir  thE  !WO•'k  of 
the  C~nt::-e  fvr  th~  D.;ve!c;::ment  of  Industry  and  tho:?  r~hnical  C~rHr~  fo:-
Agr i..::ul t1~ral  CoopE-!'atiun,  and  urg.o>  the  eal'ly  org;:;niza'l:!on  of  a  m~:?t>tii'IS  with 
tht- t\C;:>/EEC  CCiuncil,  purs1.:ar.r  ta Article  23  of  the  Lo•u~  Gl)nv-!'ntion: 
2 J.  l'E-com[f•~nd  that  the  next  coni  t!!'enc e  b~ devot.:d,  at  least  ir.  part.  to  ci 
staol<-takin~ of  the  lmpl~r.h:~nt.:~t!on  vf  thE- Lome  III  c.)r.vo:?nti·~·n,  with  tke  ne>n. 
C·:nw-:-ntior.  in  mind,  par-r;;.cular  a1:tention  be:ng  i=oaid  tc•  the  ro-!e  of  the 
S0~io-econcmic crgani=atlons; 
24.  r~c.ommend that effective Steps  oe  taken  to  implt!ment  the  IT:E-~Uf'e5·Set  O~t 
in  this  Resclu"t:ior.  and  thos.o>  1Jhic.h  were  approved  at  the  te:nrt.  annual 
conf~!"'l?nc:?  but  which  have  no't  yet  been applied,  and  sug.gest  to this end  that 
the  ad  hoc  Joint  Committee  meet  twice  a  year•,  inter alia to  monitor  pr-ogress 
in  this  mane!"  and  have  the  necessary  discussions  with  all  the  f•5rtie:= 
invnlved  in  the  impleme~ta~1on of  the C0nvention; 
:J5.  str.:~s  that  recent  protectionist  trends  in  world  trade..  End  th~ 
reperc:us::~;ior..:  of  the  pres~r.t  monetary  and  financial  dis·~rder  will  :furtho:-r 
disah  .. ·antagc- ~he  vul~e!'.:~ble  and  poor  in the developir,g coun'tries: 
26.  insis't  on  compliance  with  and  application  of  all  the  provisions  of  the 
Conven-::ion  conce!'ning migr.::nt  workers,  particularly in  tho?  area  ~f .V•)cational 
trair.in~; 
27.  unr-:-servedly  condemn  the  system  of  apartheid  in  South  Africa,  dedare 
the.ir sulidari'ty  with  the  countries  borderin.s  on  South  Africa,  which  have  to 
bt-ar  the  !:Jrur,t,  and  call for  rigorous  economic  measures against the apartheid 
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